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Summary
Learning the situatedness (applicability conditions), of design knowledge recognised
from design compositions is the central tenet of the research presented in this thesis. This
thesis develops and implements a computational system of situated learning and
investigates its utility in designing. Situated learning is based on the concept that
"knowledge is contextually situated and is fundamentally influenced by its situation". In
this sense learning is tuned to the situations within which "what you do when you do
matters". Designing cannot be predicted and the results of designing are not based on
actions independent of what is being designed or independent of when, where and how it
was designed. Designers' actions are situation dependent (situated), such that designers
work actively with the design environment within the specific conditions of the situation
where neither the goal state nor the solution space is completely predetermined. In
designing, design solutions are fluid and emergent entities generated by dynamic and
situated activities instead of fixed design plans. Since it is not possible in advance to
know what knowledge to use in relation to any situation we need to learn knowledge in
relation to its situation, ie learn the applicability conditions of knowledge. This leads
towards the notion of the situation as having the potential role of guiding the use of
knowledge.
Situated Learning in Designing (SLiDe) is developed and implemented within the
domain of architectural shape composition (in the form of floor plans), to construct the
situatedness of shape semantics. An architectural shape semantic is a set of
characteristics with a semantic meaning based on a particular view of a shape such as
reflection symmetry, adjacency, rotation and linearity. Each shape semantic has
preconditions without which it cannot be recognised. Such preconditions indicate
nothing about the situation within which this shape semantic was recognised. The
situatedness or the applicability conditions of a shape semantic is viewed as, the
interdependent relationships between this shape semantic as the design knowledge in
focus, and other shape semantics across the observations of a design composition. While
designing, various shape semantics and relationships among them emerge in different
representations of a design composition. Multiple representations of a design
composition by re-interpretation have been proposed to serve as a platform for SLiDe.
Multiple representations provide the opportunity for different shape semantics and
relationships among them to be found from a single design composition. This is
important if these relationships are to be used later because it is not known in advance
which of the possible relationships could be constructed are likely to be useful. Hence,
multiple representations provide a platform for different situations to be encountered. A
symbolic representation of shape and shape semantics is used in which the infinite
maximal lines form the representative primitives of the shape.
SLiDe is concerned with learning the applicability conditions (situatedness), of shape
semantics locating them in relation to situations within which they were recognised
(situation dependent), and updating the situatedness of shape semantics in response to
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new observations of the design composition. SLiDe consists of three primary modules:
Generator, Recogniser and Incremental Situator. The Generator is used by the designer
to develop a set of multiple representations of a design composition. This set of
representations forms the initial design environment of SLiDe. The Recogniser detects
shape semantics in each representation and produces a set of observations, each of which
is comprised of a group of shape semantics recognised at each corresponding
representation. The Incremental Situator module consists of two sub-modules, Situator
and Restructuring Situator, and utilises an unsupervised incremental clustering
mechanism not affected by concept drift. The Situator module locates recognised shape
semantics in relation to their situations by finding regularities of relationships among
them across observations of a design composition and clustering them into situational
categories organised in a hierarchical tree structure. Such relationships change over time
due to the changes taken place in the design environment whenever further
representations are developed using the Generator module and new observations are
constructed by the Recogniser module. The Restructuring Situator module updates
previously learned situational categories and restructures the hierarchical tree
accordingly in response to new observations.
Learning the situatedness shape semantics may play a crucial role in designing if
designers pursue further some of these shape semantics. This thesis illustrates an
approach in which SLiDe can be utilised in designing to explore the shapes in a design
composition in various ways; bring designers' attention to potentially hidden features and
shape semantics of their designs; and maintain the integrity of the design composition by
using the situatedness of shape semantics. The thesis concludes by outlining future
directions for this research to learn and update the situatedness of design knowledge
within the context of use; considering the role of functional knowledge while learning the
situatedness of design knowledge; and developing an autonomous situated agent-based
designing system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter presents a brief prologue; introduces the motivation; outlines the aims and
objectives of the research presented in this thesis; presents an overview of the scope; and
concludes with a brief outline of the chapters that follow.

In this thesis, the word "designing" is used to refer to the activity of making designs and
"design" refers to the product of designing. In designing, the problem is ill-defined
whereby design actions are not based on performing a complete plan or a program that is
given a priori or at the beginning of designing. All relevant information cannot be
predicted and established in advance of the design activity. The directions that are taken
during the exploration of the design territory are influenced by what is learned along the
way and the partial glimpses of what might lie ahead (Cross, 1999). In designing, both
the problem and solution spaces co-evolve, constantly being revised. The focus of
attention shifts back and forth from defining the problem to solving the problem.
Designing involves making decisions and even making decisions about decisions, ie what
actions to execute first. Furthermore, the result of designing is not based on actions
independent of what is being designed or independent of when, where and how it is being
designed.
The empirical approach of design studies looks carefully at a specific design process
aimed at understanding design activities in terms of actions and decisions taken. In these
decisions the process and content of the design process are often inextricably linked.
Schön (1983) based on his experiment with a particular example of architectural design
explored designing as a "conversation with the materials of the situation" where the
design process is viewed as reflection-in-action where designers deal with situations.
Suwa et al (1998b) from a macroscopic analysis of design processes based on a scheme
for coding designers' cognitive actions concluded that “sketches serve as a physical
setting in which design thoughts are constructed on the fly in a situated way”. These
results coincide with the views of Agre and Chapman (1987) and Kirsh (1995) in which
people act not just in goal-oriented or knowledge-intensive ways, but more often in
response to visuo-spatial features of the physical setting they are in. From another
cognitive perspective, Gedenryd (1998) perceived designers' actions as situation
dependent (situated), such that designers work interactively with the design environment
within the specific conditions of the situation. Gero (1998a) viewed conceptual designing
as a sequence of situated acts. Most recently, tools from cognitive science have started
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to provide insights into human designing (Lawson, 1980; Akin, 1986; Cross et al., 1996;
Gedenryd, 1998; Morrison, 1998; Lueg, 1999).
Artificial intelligence in design is aimed at supporting designing through developing
systems or tools that either aid designers or emulate designing, that is, developing
autonomous designing tools. Knowledge of the human designer's cognitive behaviour
obviously is of fundamental importance, because the users of such tools (designers),
must be able to use them in ways that are cognitively comfortable. So the systems must
be designed on the basis of models of the cognitive behaviour of the systems’ users
(Cross, 1999).

1.1 Motivation
There are three primary contributions that motivated the research presented in this thesis:
situatedness of designing, situatedness of learning and the role of situatedness in learning
in designing.
• Situatedness of designing
Design cannot be predicted and the designer has to be ‘at a particular set of states’ in
order to decide what to do. The acquisition of design knowledge is not a stored body of
data, but rather a capability constructed in action within the situation. This leads us
towards the notion of situation as having the potential role of guiding the use of
knowledge and designing as a situated and dynamic activity. Since it is not possible to
know beforehand what knowledge to use in relation to any situation we need to learn
knowledge in relation to its situation. The central idea of situated cognition is that in
order to function efficiently, the brain needs not only the body but also the surrounding
environment. Situatedness (Clancey, 1997b) acknowledges that "where you are when
you do what you do matters". The implication of this view is that actions are interrelated
to their locus and application. Much of artificial intelligence in designing had been based
on the view of knowledge being unrelated to either its locus or application (Gero, 1999).
Similarly, the vast majority of machine learning approaches and applications in designing
have made the implicit assumption that "what has been learned is potentially universally
applicable". This assumption can be restated as "the context within what is learned plays
no role" (Gero, 1998b). On the contrary, situatedness in designing is concerned with
locating design knowledge in relation to its situation within the design environment. One
of the important characteristics of situatedness in designing is the dynamic change in the
design context while designing. The whole design context constitutes the design
environment and for a specific knowledge in focus the active and immediate part of that
context (the situation), plays a significant role.
The situatedness of an object acts as an operator that locates knowledge in relation to its
situation. For instance, consider the difference between a table in an office space and one
in a dining room. A table placed in an office space has different relationships to its
surroundings than the one placed in a dining room. In an office space there are
relationships between the table and filing cabinets, drawers, desk lamp, computer, chairs
and their arrangement that structure this table in relation to its surroundings to be
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recognised as a desk or an office table. On the other hand, in a dining room the
relationships between the table (although it might be the same object), certain objects in
its surroundings and the arrangement of chairs around it make it considered to be a
dining table. So, for a system to locate such an object in relation to its situation it needs
to learn the regularities of its relationships to its surroundings within which it was
recognised.
Design context, ie situations, are embedded in design drawings (Do, 1998). Drawings
provide architects with a medium to express their design concepts (Robbins and
Cullinan, 1994). In architectural drawings, shapes are fundamental to the act of
designing. Designers express ideas and represent elements of design using shapes,
abstract concepts and construct situations. Shapes denote edges and boundaries of
spaces, building elements or abstract concepts. Hence, their role in designing is
significant. In architectural design, as in many other design disciplines, shape
composition is an important design activity. The formation and discovery of relationships
among parts of a composition are fundamental tasks in designing (Mitchell and
McCullough, 1995; Kolarevic, 1997). The relationships among shape parts can be
geometrical or non-geometrical in nature. These relationships are called shape semantics.
An architectural shape semantic is a set of characteristics with a semantic meaning based
on a particular view of a shape such as reflective symmetry, rotation, repetition and
adjacency. The relationships among shape semantics are reflections of designers' situated
actions that led to different shape compositions. For a learning system to locate these
shape semantics in their situations it should be capable of learning the regularities of
relationships among these shape semantics from its own observations of the design
composition.
The act of designing is intrinsically dynamic in which design concepts and situations are
constantly evolving. Hence, various relationships among shape semantics emerge in
different representations during the process of designing. As designers draw and see
what they have drawn, they make discoveries. They discover features and relations that
cumulatively generate a fuller understanding of the configuration with which they are
working. Different moves of the designers can yield an understanding of relationships,
consequences and qualities of the design (Schön and Wiggins, 1992). Multiple
representations through re-interpretations of designs could help in making some shape
semantics that were implicit to be explicit. This contributes to constructing new
observations of the design composition by recognising the shape semantics that were not
explicitly recognisable in the previous representations. The notion of multiple
representations from a single shape fits well here to provide a system with the
opportunity to recognise different shape semantics and relationships among them from
the image of an external representation, eg a drawing of an architectural plan. This is
important if these relationships are to be used later since it is not known in advance
which of the possible relationships that could be formed are likely to be useful. Hence,
multiple representations provide a platform for different relationships to be encountered.
The regularities of relationships among these recognised shape semantics across different
observations are the entities that constitute different design situations.
Intuitively, the notion of "environment" in AI refers to the relatively enduring and stable
set of circumstances that surround an agent. The environment is where an agent lives and
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influences its actions (Agre and Horswill, 1997). Since the focus of this thesis is systembased rather than agent-based, the definition of the "environment" refers to the internal
model constructed by the system within which to learn. The initial set of representations
developed by the system constitutes its design environment and changes take place in the
environment whenever further representations are generated. So, it is a kind of internal
environment within which the system recognises shape semantics. The system constructs
its own set of observations and locates shape semantics in relation to their situations
encountered from this environment. Changes in the environment give rise to the learning
system to change its own observations and its behaviour accordingly. The system
dynamically updates the situatedness of its learned knowledge either by refining the
learned situation or constructing new situations to accommodate the changes in the
environment.
• Situatedness of learning in designing
All learning occurs in context, ie situation (Balsam, 1985). The term context means the
general conditions or circumstances in which an event takes place (Akman and Surav,
1996). Learning occurs in a context that is defined by specific features of the task at
hand. These features make the learning context-sensitive. Many learning applications
necessitate the use of context in learning (Matwin and Kubat, 1996). Learning systems
that can both identify and manage the context will have a substantial advantage over a
system that can manage context but requires a human operator to identify context
(Turney, 1996). Learning and designing are closely related activities. Designers learn
when they encounter knowledge that is sufficiently different from their present state of
knowledge (Persidis and Duffy, 1991; Duffy and Duffy, 1996b). Learning in designing
can be viewed as acquiring knowledge associated with its situatedness and learning is
incremental and evolutionary, involving internal adjustment. Situation is conceived as the
immediate context for the acquisition of that knowledge from the environment. What
makes one situation different from or similar to others are the relationships that allow
relevant distinctions to be made among situations.
Situated learning in designing takes as its focus the relationships between knowledge and
the situation within which it occurs. Situated learning joins a growing literature in
cognitive studies, discourse analysis and sociolinguistics where the common element is
the premise that learning is defined relative to context, not self-contained structures
(Lave and Wenger, 1991). The conception of situated learning is more encompassing in
intent than conventional notions of learning in situ or learning by doing. Lave and
Wenger (1991) explored learning as "legitimate peripheral participation" where
peripherality is a positive term, whose most salient conceptual antonyms are unrelatedness or irrelevance to ongoing activity. The implication of situated learning in
designing is that what is learned and experienced depends on the situation and the
situation is not simply a variable to be manipulated, but it is constructed in an interactive
ongoing manner.
• The role of situatedness in learning in designing
The concept of situatedness within learning and designing could be applied in developing
a computational system for situated learning in designing by learning the relationships
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between design knowledge and its situation and responding to the changes that take
place in its environment.
In designing, knowledge is composed such that subsequent experiences categorise what
was experienced before. How it is categorised depends on the ongoing sequence in
which it becomes a part and its appropriateness is determined by constraining the domain
in which categorisation occurs. The categorisation of the relationships among design
knowledge (shape semantics), is based on the regularities in the design environment.
Such regularities of relationships form the ground to situate that knowledge. The view of
situated learning in designing is concerned with finding the regularities of relationships
among shape semantics in relation to the situation within which they were recognised
and construct the categories or clusters that accommodate these regularities. The learned
categories carry with them notions of the applicability conditions of knowledge derived
from the situation. These applicability conditions (situatedness) are then modified over
time as changes take place in the design environment.
The approach of situated learning in designing has the prospect for making the
computational-learning situation-dependent and not context free or universally
applicable. The dependency on the situation (situatedness), implies the acquisition of the
design knowledge within which it was recognised. This denotes the possibility of
changing what has been learned depending on the encountered situations. The change is
in the sense that the learning outcome, after modifying or changing the environment, is
not constant. This would provide designers with systems that reflect the concept of
designing as not being predetermined but dynamic. This would broaden the view for
designers about the design environment and potentially guide the use of knowledge.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
The main goal of this thesis is to develop an approach to situated learning in designing in
which computers will have the capability to learn design knowledge including concepts
of its situatedness. This computational approach for situated learning in designing is
implemented in a system called SLiDe (Situated Learning in Designing). SLiDe is a
system that locates knowledge to its locus and application and modifies the situatedness
of knowledge as its design environment changes. SLiDe has the capability to recognise
various contexts in which it is potentially situated. SLiDe structures its encountered
situations and classifies them into categories in a hierarchical structure tree. These
categories carry with them the applicability conditions of design knowledge derived from
the situation. SLiDe is implemented and exemplified within the domain of architectural
shape semantics. SLiDe could be integrated into conventional CAD systems within the
domain of designing architectural shape composition (SLiDe-CAAD), to provide
interactive designing support at the conceptual stages. Four major objectives are to be
achieved through the development of this thesis:
(a) To develop multiple representations from an external representation of a design
composition (floor plan), to constitute the design environment within which SLiDe
is to learn the situatedness of design knowledge. Put differently, to develop a
platform for a situated learning system in designing.
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This objective can be achieved by using infinite maximal lines to represent the shape
of a design composition. Commencing with an initial representation of a shape in
the form of line segments, these line segments are re-represented in the form of their
infinite maximal lines (Gero, 1992b; Gero and Yan, 1993). The intersections of the
infinite maximal lines define the design space to be searched. Then the designer
selects a shape of interest from among the intersections of infinite maximal lines and
the design space is searched for shapes that correspond to the selected shape
(without allowing for overlapping shapes while searching). If corresponding shapes
are found, a new representation is developed from the combination of both
corresponding shapes and the contours of the initial shape. If no corresponding
shapes are found in the design space, a representation is generated from both the
selected shape and the leftover of the initial shape. Using this approach, a set of
multiple representations can be developed through multiple selections of different
shapes of interest.
(b) To learn about shape semantics in relation to their situations. Constructing the
situatedness of shape semantics through learning the regularities of the
relationships among them cross the observations constructed from the design
environment.
This objective can be achieved by recognising shape semantics at each
representation and constructing a set of observations for the corresponding
representations. Shape semantics recognition starts from the identification of shape
congruency and structural shape similarities (Cha, 1998). Each shape semantic has
preconditions, necessary and sufficient, without which it will not be recognised in a
design space. An observation is constructed from the group of shape semantics
recognised from a representation of the design composition. The regularities of
relationships among shape semantics across a set of observations help in
constructing the situatedness of these shape semantics and locate them in relation to
their situations in the design environment.
(c) To implement a computational system that has the capability to: generate multiple
representations; recognise shape semantics from the representations; construct
observations; construct the situatedness of recognised shape semantics; and
dynamically change what has been learned in response to the changes in the
environment.
This can be achieved by developing a computational system for situated learning in
design called SLiDe. Its role is to locate design knowledge (shape semantics), in
relation to its design situation by learning the regularities of relevant relationships
among the shape semantics across observations from the environment, ie. learning
the applicability conditions (situatedness), of design knowledge. SLiDe's framework
consists of three modules: Generator, Recogniser and Incremental Situator that
includes two sub modules: Situator and Restructuring Situator. The Generator
module assists the designer to generate multiple representations of the initial design
composition in which these representations serve as a platform and form the design
environment for the Recogniser module. The Recogniser module detects shape
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semantics in each representation in the design environment. The results of using the
Recogniser module are sets of observations. Each observation comprises a group of
shape semantics associated with each corresponding representation. The regularities
of relationships among shape semantics across observations are the triggers for the
Situator module to construct situational categories. These categories are
dynamically updated using the Restructuring Situator in response to any changes
taking place in the design environment.
The results of SLiDe are sets of situational categories that carry the applicability
conditions of shape semantics. They are called situational categories to differentiate
them from the normal categories found in unsupervised clustering mechanisms in a
knowledge driven approach in machine learning (Mitchell, 1997). In unsupervised
learning what the focus is and what the situation is, are not clear (Gero, 1998b). All
regularities in a state description of a particular state of designing are candidates for
both knowledge in focus and the situation. Within each regularity, a certain shape
semantic could be the knowledge in focus and all the remaining shape semantics
within this regularity become a candidate for the situation of that knowledge.
(d) To explore ways of using SLiDe in designing architectural shape compositions.
This can be achieved by demonstrating SLiDe's capabilities integrated with
conventional CAD systems, during the designing of architectural shape
compositions (SLiDe-CAAD), to provide interactive designing support at the
conceptual stages of designing. SLiDe-CAAD could help designers, using
conventional CAD systems or design sketches, in exploring the design space of their
designs and allowing them to have a variety of representations of what has been
designed. So that it may lead them to new moves from those they may otherwise
have favoured. The representations of the same design composition could help to
focus designers' attention to potentially hidden features of their design elements.
Enhancing the perceptual interaction with design elements could be achieved by
directing designers' attention to a set of shape semantics derivable from their current
design by highlighting various sets of design elements that reflect these semantics so
the designers might indicate which of these semantics is of interest. Having defined
the designers' interest as the knowledge in focus, SLiDe-CAAD could dynamically
change the association between design elements as the process of designing is
developing. This could be achieved by maintaining the situation of that focus from
the learned set of situational categories. Hence, SLiDe-CAAD could help to
maintain the integrity of the designers’ focus through preserving the relationships
that define the situation of that focus. Using SLiDe-CAAD to provide such features
to the conventional CAD systems has the potential to change the nature of these
passive systems to be active and responsive designing systems at the early
conceptual stages.

1.3 Scope and Limitations
The scope of this thesis includes knowledge driven situatedness of finding and locating
regularities between structure and behaviour within a design composition. In carrying out
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this research, it is acknowledged that the concept of situatedness involves different
dimensions that can be taken into consideration while applying it to designing and
learning. For instance, actions taken by designers that lead to specific situations within
the view of achieving a certain goal could be traced back to learn the relationships
between goal-oriented actions and encountered situations, ie goal driven situatedness.
Within the proposed domain of architectural shape semantics, there are some other
factors that can be taken into account when learning the situatedness of shape semantics
such as the function of a space within a shape boundary. This may extend the focus from
locating regularities between structure and behaviour to include the function. Such
dimensions are beyond the scope of this thesis.

1.4 Organisation of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 elaborates on the concept
of situatedness of designing and learning, reviews the related work from cognitive
science especially situated action, situated learning and machine learning in designing.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of multiple representations and its role in serving as a
platform for a situated learning system. It presents how multiple representations can be
generated from an initial representation of a design composition using infinite maximal
lines and the process of selecting alternate shapes and searching for corresponding
shapes to generate different representations. Chapter 4 addresses the recognition of
shape semantics from the multiple representations, constructing sets of observations and
learning the situatedness of recognised shape semantics. Chapter 5 introduces the
framework of the computational model of situated learning in designing (SLiDe), its
modules and its processes. Chapter 6 presents the results of using SLiDe within the
domain of designing architectural shape compositions and its capacity to change its
behaviour in response to changes in the environment. Chapter 7 demonstrates ways of
using SLiDe in supporting architectural designing at the early conceptual stages such as
enhancing the perceptual interaction between the designer and design elements and
maintaining the integrity of the desired shape semantics. Chapter 8 outlines the
contributions of this thesis and possible future research based on the results of this thesis.

Chapter 2

Background
"It was a long time before I fully realised the importance, for many psychological
experiments, of putting the situations which are used to produce responses into sequential
form" (Bartlett, 1958)

"Knowledge can only be created dynamically in time" (Newell, 1982)

This chapter reviews the research areas that have contributed to the research presented in
this thesis. Different approaches to perceiving designing (rationality vs. reflection-inaction), and ways in which designers engage in designing (planned vs. situated), are
discussed. The notion of situated action and cognition and how designing is viewed as
situated are introduced. What is the situation and how it is constructed are defined. Situated
learning as a general theory of knowledge acquisition where learning is related to the
circumstances of its acquisition and its connection to the theory of situated action is
addressed. Context-sensitive learning within the approach of situated learning is reviewed.
Learning in designing and machine learning systems in designing are surveyed. The
implications of situated learning for learning in designing are introduced and some works
related to situated learning in designing are discussed.

2.1 Designing and Situatedness
2.1.1 Designing: rationality vs. reflection-in-action
Designing is taken to be a complex process that includes activities and tasks. The vast
majority of views of designing are that it is an activity. It involves distinguishable
processes that occur over time. Many systems of describing these processes of
designing have been developed. The first generation methods of designing methodology
were heavily influenced by the theories of technical systems. The thrust of these
methods made designing to be seen as a rational process. It means staying within the
positivist framework of science, such as physics, as the model for a science of
designing. Simon (1996) quotes optimisation theory as a prime example of what he
believes a science of designing could and should be. The problem solving approach
prescribes looking at designing as a search process, in which the scope of the steps
taken towards a solution is limited by the information processing capacity of the acting
subject. The state space of possible designs is defined in advance and is bounded.
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Describing designing as a rational system is particularly apt in cases where the problem
is determined and well structured and designers have complete strategies that can be
followed while solving them.
On the other hand, Schön (1983) criticises technical rationality (the basis of mainstream
design methodology), arguing that design methodologists that work within this view
restrict themselves to terms of generalities about the processes of designing. In Schön's
opinion, too little attention is paid to the structure of the tasks of designing and the
crucial problem of linking process and task in design situations. Schön proposes an
alternative view of designing, based on the idea that "a kind of knowing is inherent in
intelligent action". In "action oriented" designing, knowledge cannot be described
within the prevalent methodology of technical rationality. The basic elements of
activities are actions, and the kernel of the designing ability is to make intelligent
decisions about those actions. Designers react to the new state of their own making. The
final design is a result of this interaction. In the reflective conversation with the
situation, designers name the relevant factors, frame a problem in a certain way, make
moves towards a solution and evaluate those moves. During the naming-activity
designers explicitly identify relevant objects in the designing task. The framing activity
is to distinguish the context in which other activities occur. The moving activity is not
only a state of trying to solve the problem but exploring the suitability of the frame.
Reflection is a conscious and rational action that can lead to reframing the problem,
when the frame is not satisfactory, making new moves or attending new issues
(Valkenburg and Dorst, 1998). Describing designing as a process of reflection in action
works particularly well in the conceptual stages of the designing process, where the
designer has no complete strategies to follow in proposing and trying out
problem/solution structures (Dorst and Dijkhuis, 1996).

2.1.2 Designing actions: planned vs. situated
Which comes first, the action or the plan? Some might say, the plan. According to
Suchman (1987), saying this is not an appropriate way of understanding what really
happens when a person sets out to do something. It is only when we have to account for
our actions that we fit them into the framework of a plan. Actions are to a great extent
linked to the specific situation at hand and are therefore hard to predict by generic rules.
Action, learning, understanding and remembering is situated. Most of Artificial
Intelligence related action research has assumed that the plan has an existence prior to
and independent of the action. Intentions are viewed as the uncompleted part of the
plan. This assumption does not account for intentions that are never realised. Designing
has been viewed as intentional action (Galle, 1999), in which no plan was completely
formed in advance. According to Suchman (1987), plans are representations of situated
actions. The objectivity of the situations of our actions is achieved through the
indexicality of language. By saying that language is indexical, indicates that the
meanings in its expressions are conditional on the situation. Language is a form of
situated action. Humans associate a word with a variety of different contexts, each of
which contain one or more salient features that could trigger the use of that word. These
features associated with a word are not just a list to be applied as they arise serially.
Rather they are correlated in certain ways, and these correlations are important in
applying the word. The situatedness of a word is the correlation of various features
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associated with each other (Gee, 1997). As a consequence of the indexicality of
language, mutual intelligibility is achieved on each occasion of interaction with
reference to situation particulars, rather than being established once and for all by a
stable body of shared meaning. Suchman (1987) concluded that building interactive
tools has much to gain from understanding the context of situated human action.

2.1.3 The situated view of cognition/action
Situated cognition is the study of how human knowledge develops as a means of
coordinating activity within the activity itself. Situated cognition acknowledges that
every human thought and action is adapted to the environment, that is, situated, because
what people perceive, how they conceive of their activities, and what they do develop
together. This means that feedback occurring internally and within the environment
over time is of paramount importance. Therefore, knowledge has a dynamic aspect in
both format and content. The central idea of situated cognition is that in order to
function efficiently, the brain needs not only the body but also the surrounding
environment. Situatedness in action (Clancey, 1997b) acknowledges that "where you
are when you do what you do matters". A central tenet of the situated action approach is
that the structuring of activity is not something that precedes it but can only grow
directly out of the immediacy of the situation (Suchman, 1987; Lave, 1988). Every
activity is by definition uniquely constituted by the confluence of the particular factors
that come together to form one situation (Nardi, 1996). The implication of this view is
that actions are interrelated to their locus and application. Situatedness or context
dependence is seen as a general principle of human knowledge and activities, and
cognition is a constructive process taking place in a situated background (Rappaport,
1998). It is a shift in perspective from knowledge as a stored artefact to knowledge as a
constructed capability-in action. This shift is in contrast to the rational approach in
which the theory of situated cognition acknowledges that when modellers equate human
knowledge with a set of descriptions (a collection of facts and rules in expert systems),
they are describing abstractly how the program should behave in particular situations.
They are not capturing the full flexibility of how perception, action and learning are
related (Clancey, 1997b).

Situativity theory is used as a replacement term for situated cognition by Greeno (1995),
leading exponent of situated cognition, who expressed dissatisfaction with the term
situated cognition claiming that all cognition is situated. But Bereiter (1997) asserts that
there is a non-situated cognition and situativity theorists have devoted a lot of effort to
criticising it. Non-situated cognition cannot be found in humans. It can be found in
machines. Most artificial intelligence has been constructed to a model radically at
variance from the model suggested by situativity theory. In situated cognition, people or
other agents carry on activities adapted to the environment. Machine intelligence of the
classic AI kind is not of that type in which cognition is entirely a process of symbol
manipulation (Vera and Simon, 1993). Interaction with the outside world is done by
means of transducers that translate inputs from sensors into symbols that the machine
can manipulate or translate symbols into actions. One very important line of argument
in favour of situated cognition comes from roboticists, who find that the non-situated
cognition does not work very well (Beer, 1990).
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If we take rule-based expert systems as exemplifying non-situated cognition, then
looking at what they may offer would give us some insights into situated cognition.
Rule-based expert systems work very well when all the necessary information can be
explicitly represented and indexed, as in the case with a game of chess. The rule-based
expert system can then work on its stored information and produce results to the part of
the real situation of which it contains representations; for example, it can compute a
move appropriate to a real chess game. The trouble is that the great bulk of real world
situations cannot be represented in this way, simply because they are unknown until
they are encountered and experienced. Although non-situated cognition may not be very
good for capturing the situatedness of activities, it has proved to be capable of guiding a
space vehicle to Mars (Bereiter, 1997).
Saying that the cognition is situated means that reasoning processes are not merely
conditional on the environment, but are inherently brought into being during an
interactive process. Information in the environment is not merely described, selected, or
filtered, but constructed in the course of perception. Categorisation of things in the
world are not merely retrieved descriptions, but created new each time (Clancey, 1991).
From a psychologists' perspective, the theory of situated action (Mills, 1940; Suchman,
1987; Thelen and Smith, 1994) acknowledges that knowledge is dynamically
constructed as we conceive of what is happening to us in our moves and the activity that
we are currently engaged within. A dynamic adaptation is always generalising our
perceptions, our actions and coordinations as we act. This reconceptualisation occurs
moment by moment and is a necessary part of abandoning a plan and looking more
carefully to recategorise the situation. Situated cognition acknowledges that we are
always automatically adjusting even as we follow a plan. We are always recategorising
circumstances, even though we appear to proceed in locked step with our prescribed
actions (Clancey, 1997a).

2.1.4 Designing as a situated activity
In designing there are things to know, ways of knowing them and finding out about
them. The designerly way of knowing has been identified in an attempt to understand
how designers work. It is suggested (Baker, 1993) that designers share a solution
focused strategy, which allows them to learn about a particular problem by generating a
set of possible solutions to it. This is different from the more scientific definition of a
solution as the result of a process of optimisation or formal analysis. Each possible
solution is a different perspective (representation), of how the designers are looking at
the problem. In this thesis, designing is viewed as a situated activity in which designers
interact with their design environment and bring their prior experience to the particular
situation. The way in which designers interact with objects in the design environment
and find out about these objects is based in part on what is available in front of them at
that moment of time in the environment and their prior experiences brought to the
situation. Their interactions with the design environment cannot be completely planned
in advance, simply because designers do not know in advance what will be available in
the design environment in order to pre-plan their actions. Designers’ actions take place
in situations. The effect of this, is that designing is an activity that does not exist except
in relation to situations and design knowledge cannot be fully understood or explained
in isolation from its situation.
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Design problems are described as ill-structured because one never has sufficient
information in the initial state when the properties of the goal state are not fully
specifiable in advance; and therefore many different goal states are conceivable
(Goldschmidt, 1997). The implications of various design actions are not always
predictable. For instance, if a new object is added to a design, it is not possible to fully
predict that object’s impact on the design. This new object might combine with other
objects, or might not interact with other objects at all (Brown and Birmingham, 1997).
This clearly indicates that it is not possible for designers to know beforehand what
particular set of states they would encounter; and in consequence of what kinds of
actions they might take and similarly what kind of results they might achieve. This is
simply because they travel among different surroundings in the environment in relation
to the goal state in which these relations might change and their effect might lead to
different situations.
Thus, it is claimed that designing is a process experienced within the situation
encountered by designers. This coincides with the most recent view from cognitive
science that has started to provide some insight into human activities where cognition
and knowledge are emergent properties of the interaction of an individual with the
environment, ie. the current situation (Clancey, 1997b; Clancey, 1998). Accounting for
the situation entails that learning methodology cannot be limited to the task at hand but
has to take into account the whole environment in which the task has to be preformed.
2.1.4.1 Situatedness in designing
In conceptual designing, designers work with their experiences, their knowledge and
their perception of what is in front of them in order to determine what may be described
more formally as the variables that contribute to the function, behaviour and the
structure of the resulting design. The particular behaviour and structure variables are not
only chosen a priori but are produced in response to the various situations as
encountered by designers. What the designer has done previously, both prior to this
design and during the current process of designing, affects how designers view the
situation and what memories they construct and bring to bear on the current situation
(Gero, 1998a). For instance, Figure 2.1 demonstrates the concept of situatedness
through an example of emergence and shows graphically how the situation can affect
what is to be perceived. Figures 2.1(a) and (b) show only one head at some time and
designers may never emerge a vase as they may do with Figure 2.1(c) and may never
use that emergent figure in later designing. It is only when the situation exists where
both heads appear at the same time, Figure 2.1(c), that the emergent vase appears. With
no emergent vase it is not possible for designers to be influenced by it or to change their
design trajectory on the basis of it. Furthermore, if the designer were to choose to reflect
the image in Figure 2.1(c) around one of its vertical edges as it can be seen in Figure
2.1(d), it is only then in this situation that not only a new emergent shape (decorative
arch) appears in the middle between the two vases, but also an emergence of a new
relationship, that is: reflective symmetry of the two vases around a vertical axe.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) show only single dark human-like heads at some time; (c) it is only when
the situation exists when both heads appear at the same time facing each other, that the
emergent vase appears; and at (a) and (b) different situations have arisen and therefore no
emergent vase can be found; (d) shows a new situation where the designer chooses to reflect the
image in (c), it is only then that a new emergent shape (decorative arch), appears in the middle
between the two vases; in addition to the emergence of a reflective symmetry relationship
between the two vases (after Gero, 1998).

The concept of situatedness is not necessarily tied to any particular representation such
as the graphical example demonstrated in Figure 2.1. However, each representation has
the potential to provide different situations and as a consequence different
interpretations of what the situation is. It provides a basis for the delineation of the
indeterminism of designing. Situatedness can be seen as a means by which the designer
changes the trajectory of the developing design. Different situations provide different
opportunities to move in different directions considering that neither the situation nor
what is being focused on is given but is a function of the designer's interpretation of
what is there and how the situation is constructed. This may explain in part why
designing is not a predictable activity and provides insight into why designing often
leads to unexpected discoveries. Schön (1987) described the concept of situatedness in
designing briefly as: "He shapes the situation ... his own methods and appreciations are
also shaped by the situation". There is increasing evidentiary support for situatedness in
designing (Goldschmidt, 1997; Lueg and Pfeifer, 1997; Suwa et al., 1998b; Lueg,
1999).
2.1.4.2 Situated versus procedural and declarative knowledge
Declarative knowledge describes how things are. This is accomplished through the
description of objects (office, building, and entrance), their attributes, (functional, open
and attractive), and the relations between them (functional building, open entrance and
attractive office). Procedural knowledge describes and predicts actions or plans of
action. All knowledge of “how-to” (How to make stairs? How to construct a building?),
are examples of procedural knowledge. Before the declarative knowledge can be of use,
an understanding of how the goal state is linked to the initial problem state must be
present and a set of transformations to accomplish this must be developed, ie procedural
knowledge.
Situated knowledge is captured and associated with a specific situation. Situated
knowledge about an object would be understood as the relationships between this object
and a social or physical situation rather than simply a property of the object. In other
words, it is these relationships that help to locate a certain piece of knowledge in its
specific situation within which it was recognised. A relativised concept of situated
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knowledge would be analogous to the concept of motion in physics. The velocity and
acceleration of an object in motion are not properties of the object itself, but are
properties of a relationship between the object and a frame of reference (Greeno, 1989).
Within this view, knowledge could be seen as situated.

2.2 What is the "situation" and how it is constructed?
Is a situation a moment of time? Is it a location? Is it a life situation, a social situation,
or a configuration of relationships? Or is it perhaps more like a position, a perspective,
and a viewpoint of the subject? All of these aspects play a variety of roles in the
discourse on situated cognition. Situatedness is not a black box; it is more than an open
box that offers a rich variety of interpretations and possibilities (Engestrom and Cole,
1997). Gee (1997) states that "the word situated itself takes on a somewhat differently
situated meaning".
Situatedness has antecedents in the work of Heidegger (1927), Bartlett (1934) and
Dewey (1939). Heidegger (Heidegger, 1927; Stahl, 1993) defines the situation as the
person’s sensitive context including the physical surroundings, the available tools, and
the circumstances surrounding the task at hand within the person’s aim. Bartlett gave a
very broad definition of what constitutes a situation. He claimed that a situation cannot
be adequately described merely as a series of reactions, or merely as an arrangement of
sensations, images, ideas or train of reasoning. A situation always involves the
arrangement of cognitive materials by some more or less specific active tendency, or
groups of tendencies. To define a situation in any given case we have to refer not only
to the arrangement of material, but also to the particular activities in operation. On the
same line of thought Dewey (1939) emphasised that a situation is not a single object or
event. A situation refers to our experiencing objects and events in connection to a
contextual whole.
In the situated view of design knowledge, the situation is defined as the relevant context
from the environment in relation to a specific aim or focus and is constructed. This
relevant context is relevant to that focus where other contexts in the environment are
irrelevant. The relevancy of the context in relation to the knowledge in focus is
determined from the regularities constructed from the environment. Thus, a situation is
not simply the context in which the context is conceived very broadly. For instance, the
physical surroundings of visual objects have an impact on basic perception (Solso,
1997). Consider Figure 2.2, where the same stimulus
produces different perceptions
depending on the situation within which it is perceived. Figure 2.2(a), when read is
“THE CAT”; yet upon close inspection, the stimulus
in "THE" is the same as in
"CAT". If H/A were presented in isolation as in Figure 2.2(b), out of context, we would
be confused as to their correct identity. The identification of each is based upon the
situation.
Borrowing from Barwise and Perry (1983) and Barwise and Seligman (1997) assert the
idea that a situation is determined by "uniformities" (regularities), and composed of a
collection of entities. Each entity may have a set of properties associated with it.
Furthermore, there are some relationships of the entities to one another in the situation.
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Typically, these can be described as relationships that support the understanding of the
situation in terms of how the entities relate to one another. The entities of a situation can
be any meaningful characteristic or abstract idea. The relationships within a situation
are the meaningful associations among entities that provide structure to the situation.
The regularities of relationships among entities give rise to a learning system to
encounter the situation. Such a system should be attuned to these regularities.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 An example of situation. The same stimulus
is perceived as an H or an A
depending on the situation (after Solso, 1996).

Examples of the situatedness of a table in an office space or in a dining room are
described as follows. The relationships between a table and other entities in an office
space are regularities across observations recognised in its environment. In a dining
room, there is another type of relationships between the table, even though it may be the
same object, and other entities. These regularities of relationships are not natural laws
nor causal effects, but rather automatic consequences of differentiating the relationships
in the first place. It is these relationships that allow the situated knowledge about a desk
and a dining table to be constructed in relation to their situations from the environment
within which they were recognised. Within this comparison, we may make a distinction
between what we mean by context and situation. In an office space there might be many
objects (entities), that surround a table, such as drawers, filing cabinets, computers, desk
lamp, walls, windows, etc. These objects constitute the whole context of a table. The
situation of that table that made it to be recognised as a desk is comprised of the salient
features from the surroundings which are drawers, filing cabinets, a computer and a
desk lamp. In an open office space, walls and windows are not salient features of the
surroundings of that table, however the table is still to be recognised as a desk. So, the
situation is the only relevant part of the context in relation to the focus.
Following Barwise and Perry (1983), a distinction is made between two different types
of situations: static and dynamic situations. A static situation is a state of affairs in
which the major components of the situation do not change. It involves the same
collection of entities and the same relation to one another. In contrast, a dynamic
situation is a course of events composed of a series of frames of related events that are
linked through some common entity, ie regularity. For instance, a mail carrier making a
phone call in which the entities, their properties and their relationships remain the same
is a static situation. In contrast, the situation of the mail carrier delivering the mail in a
route is a dynamic situation whereby different entities such as different houses, streets,
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scenes, obstacles, etc. and different relationships are involved (Radvansky and Zacks,
1997).
One of the main characteristics of designing is its dynamic nature. During the process of
designing, both knowledge and situations are not static, but are invariably subject to
change. This is due to the change in the design environment, which involves searching
for knowledge, structuring and interpretation. Most important, it involves the
construction of knowledge-relationships during this cyclic process and joining these
knowledge-relationships with the previous ones, defining new knowledge-relationship
structures, which may lead to modifying previous situations or creating new ones. Once
a situation has been constructed, it can be updated to include new knowledge that is
relevant to the situation. Thus updating includes adding new knowledge that was not
previously available or creating new situations based on the new observed knowledge
from the environment. The situations represent the applicability conditions of design
knowledge. Design knowledge becomes situated when its applicability conditions are
learned. In this thesis, the role of situatedness is to locate design knowledge in its
situation by learning the regularities of design knowledge relationships across different
observations from the environment within which this knowledge was recognised.
The following is a simple analogy to constructing and learning situations. Imagine that
you are reading a particularly engaging detective story where you are trying to solve the
mystery before the author hands the solution to you at the end of the book. One of the
basic elements of this task is to try to construct the circumstances under which the
murder took place. This may include the location of important objects at the crime
scene, the location of other people at the time of the murder, the relationships of
different characters to one another and the victim and other pieces of information. To
make the task more difficult, those aspects of the crime scene that you are allowed to
learn about are revealed at different points of time and usually not in order of their
importance. To be successful, you must integrate this information to construct the
situation in which the murder took place (Radvansky and Zacks, 1997).

2.3 Situated Learning
Situated learning is a general theory of knowledge acquisition where learning is seen to
be more closely linked to the circumstances of its acquisition than previously
acknowledged (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Billett, 1996). Situated learning addresses the
relatedness of actions to situations and to the bringing forward of the contextual
embeddedness of learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Kirshner and Whitson, 1997). It is
based on the concept that knowledge is contextually situated and is fundamentally
influenced by the context in which it was acquired. The nature of the situation and
circumstances in which knowledge is appropriated is influential in determining the
likely prospect of subsequent redeployment to other situations (Billett, 1996). Lave and
Wenger (1991) argue that learning as it normally occurs is a function of activity and the
context in which it occurs, ie it is situated. This contrasts with most learning systems
which involve knowledge that is often presented out of context, ie context free.
Furthermore, situated learning may be incidental rather than deliberate. Brown et al
(1989) argue that knowledge is situated, ie context dependent, and that activity and
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situations are integral to cognition and learning. Suchman (1987) claimed that learning
entails a form of context-bound and embodied situational action. Every course of action
depends in essential ways upon its material, and circumstances. So, learning is not
simply a matter of ingesting externally defined, uncontextualised objects, but a matter
of developing context-bound discourse-practices. Learning knowledge in a relevant
context motivates learning and ensures that it is usable (Streibel, 1995).
What does it mean to say that learning is a process of knowledge construction that is
highly tuned to the situations within which it takes place? Two interpretations, at least,
are important: The neurophysiological view is that perception and action arise together,
so one's knowledge is always a new way of coordinating ways of talking, seeing and
moving within on-going interactions (Clancey, 1993). In this sense, learning is tuned to
situations because our perception of what constitutes a situation is arising within a
newly organised and adapted response. The social view is that the use of tools occurs
within social interactions, so that the idea of task is enlarged to "participating as a
member of a community of practice" (Lave and Wenger, 1991).

Context-sensitive learning as related to situated learning
Many practical learning applications necessitate the use of context in learning (Matwin
and Kubat, 1996). Activity theory (Nardi, 1996) proposed a specific notion of the
context in which context is related to some extent to the definition of the situation as
adapted in this thesis. Context is constituted through the enactment of an activity.
Relatively similar in AI terms, context means the general conditions or circumstances in
which an event and action takes place (Akman and Surav, 1995). A variety of means of
studying context conditioning has been developed. Some procedures examine the
effects of context in response to specific features embedded in that context, whereas
other procedures examine behaviour controlled by the context itself. A context is
constructed every time a system is activated in a setting: finding out what is available
and examining prior experience. Context, then, is the result of this process of
identification in a particular activity setting. Within this view, context is never
universally given, nor objectively predetermined (Ores, 1998).
Turney (1996) argued that learning systems that can identify the context would have a
substantial advantage over a system that require a human to identify the sensitivity of
context. An understanding of surrounding events and accompanying dialogue is vital if
our utterances are to mean what we want them to mean. So too in designing it is
necessary to take account of the context within which an artefact and its various
components and subcomponents are to function. Coyne and Gero (1985) reformulated
the design rules so that they are sensitive to context and define contextual attributes as
those that appear on both sides of the transformation rule. They describe a
transformation rule belonging to a context sensitive design grammar as one that
operates on a particular pattern in the state description by transforming it into another
pattern, provided that other patterns are present. Those other patterns constitute the
context for that rule and are not changed by the rule. They must be present if the rule is
to be fired.
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2.4 Machine Learning in Designing
A popular definition or description of the process of designing is as a goal-oriented
problem-solving activity (Archer, 1965). The designing process has been described as
the cycle of design analysis, design synthesis, and design evaluation (Asimov, 1962;
Jones, 1963; Dasgupta, 1989). In this model of designing, well-structured knowledge is
needed. Design situations, design process, and design decisions are predefined and
described in some symbolic representation. In this view of designing, the relevance of
all designing activities is fixed beforehand; consequences can be intended with no need
to reflect on design actions. Based on this metaphor, design is an action within an
assembly of symbols, patterns, and planned sequences (Sun, 1993). Based on this view
designing has been modelled as search (Coyne et al., 1990; Russell and Norvig, 1995)
within a given representation. Designing has recently been modelled as a form of
exploration (Logan and Smithers, 1993; Gero, 1994), where the design space that is to
be searched has first to be constructed or located. Both these views are founded on the
notion that knowledge exists outside of its use and only has to be applied to be useful.
Thus, machine learning in designing is concerned with finding relationships between
structure and behaviour and representing that as knowledge to be applied later.
Each design that a designer works on adds to the experience of the designer. In this
sense, the designer learns from each design (Gero, 1996). Designers learn when they
encounter knowledge that is sufficiently different from their present state of knowledge
(Persidis and Duffy, 1991; Duffy and Duffy, 1996a; Duffy, 1997). In other words,
memory provides the foundation upon which learning takes place.
Towards
understanding learning in designing, Persidis and Duffy (1991) and Duffy (1997)
discussed how learning in designing occurs, what knowledge is learned, and when
learning occurs? To understand learning it is useful to examine what constitutes a
learning event. Learning might occur in three basic ways: acquisition, generation and
modification. Acquisition represents the process of receiving new knowledge,
generation represents the process of creating new knowledge from existing knowledge
and modification represents the process of altering existing knowledge. There are no
clear boundaries to the design knowledge to learn, however there are main areas. For
instance, we may learn from the environment in which the design solution operates; the
design description of the solution; and the domain in which the design solution belongs.
Learning is a perpetual process that occurs both during and within designing.
Learning and designing are closely related activities. Identifying design problems
involves the use of knowledge learned from previous design solutions. Searching for an
alternative design solution can also be somehow guided by the knowledge learned from
a previous design failure. The evaluation of a design solution can usually be based on
the knowledge learned from generalised features of the proposed design solutions
(Smithers et al., 1993). Learning activities can take several forms and assume several
roles learned in the designing process (Reich et al., 1993): learning technical
knowledge; learning about the problem, its solution, and their relationships; and
assimilating experiences for future use.
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Learning systems in designing
The ability to learn must be part of any system that would claim to possess intelligence.
The original objective of machine learning has always been the automated generation of
knowledge in different forms such as decision rules or trees (Reich, 1997; Reich, 1998).
Intelligent systems constantly adjust their knowledge and expectations in the course of
their interactions with their environment, as well as through the experience of their own
internal states. The dynamic nature of knowledge plays an important part in the
development of computer-based designing systems. The mainstream of computer-aided
designing systems has focused on the formulation of solutions rather than the generation
and modification of knowledge used to create these solutions. This applies to the
development of artificial intelligence in designing systems and intelligent CAD systems
(Duffy, 1997).
Machine learning is a branch of AI concerned with the study and computer modelling of
learning processes. Machine learning is primarily composed of (Carbonell, 1990;
Langley, 1996): inductive learning, eg acquiring concepts from positive and negative
examples; analytical learning, eg explanation-based learning and certain forms of
analogical and case-based learning methods; genetic algorithms, eg classifier systems;
and connectionist learning methods. Machine learning techniques can be classified
according to the level (knowledge, symbol, or device) at which knowledge
representations (such as, rules, frames, predicate logic, semantic networks, classifiers,
conceptual clustering and genetic algorithms) can be expressed (Kocabas, 1991). The
main machine learning techniques applied in designing include (Duffy, 1997): agent
based learning, analogical learning, case-based reasoning, induction, genetic algorithms,
knowledge compilation and neural network systems.
The development and applications of machine learning in designing did not receive
much attention until the late 1980s. An overview of machine learning systems in
designing extracted from an extensive review (Duffy, 1997; Sim and Duffy, 1998) is
illustrated in Tables 2.1(a) to (c) summarising how learning systems in designing assist
in the utilisation of experiential design knowledge. In this overview, six main elements
of the learning process have been presented: input knowledge (Ik), goal or reason for
learning (Gl), knowledge transformers (Kt), output knowledge (Ok), what triggers
learning (Ttw) and when learning is triggered (Tlt); in addition to two other elements: the
way in which design knowledge is represented and the methods of machine learning
that were used. The elements of concern here are what triggers the learning and when
that trigger is likely to occur. Knowing them is important if machine learning capability
is to be incorporated into designing support systems. It is also important to relate them
to the context of the knowledge learned and the knowledge transformers involved
showing the relationships between these elements of learning (Sim and Duffy, 1998).
Tables 2.1(a) to (c) show various learning systems in designing in which learning
design knowledge takes place under different types of triggers: retrospective, in situ and
provisional. Retrospective triggers for learning design knowledge can occur at the end
of the designing process while in situ triggers of learning occurs during the designing
process, while design decisions are being made. These decisions may lead to successful
design action or a failure. An example of in situ trigger is the violation of design
expectations (Chabot and Brown, 1994).
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Table 2.1 (a) Overview of learning systems in designing.
Input
Ik

Goal
Gl

(McLaughlin
and Gero,
1987)

Past design
configuration
and performance
evaluation
criteria

Excellence driven to
achieve better design

BOGART
(Mostow,
1989; Mostow
et al., 1992)

Several plan
instances

Change the design
plan by reasoning
from previous plans

Machine
learning in
design

ARGO
(Huhns and
Acosta, 1992)

DONTE
(Tong, 1992)
BRIDGER
(Reich, 1993)

Records of
design action
described by
preconditions
and postconditions.
Set of subproblems that
are presumed to
be independent
Instances of past
designs together
with existing
taxonomic
knowledge

When is
learning
triggered,
Tlt

Design
knowledge
represented

Output
Ok

What triggers
learning, Ttw

Group
rationalisation

Clusters of design
configuration map
to performance
evaluation space

Performance trends in
new design

Retrospective

Similarity/
dissimilarity
comparison
Generalisation

Knowledge of
design plan.

New but similar
design

In Situ

Generalised design
rules

No existing design
rules

In Situ

Module(s) in plan
refined
New abstract design
concept

In Situ/
retrospective
Retrospective

Generalised
design plans
Abstract plan of
macro-rules

Discovery of
macro-decision
rule to reduce
search
Hierarchal
structure of
concept/sub
concept

Knowledge
Transformer
Kt

Streamline design
process by replaying
a similar plan

Abstraction

Generalised design
plans
Abstracted design
plan by removing
leaf nodes from
plan

Learn design control
knowledge to
optimally search the
design space
Expedite synthesis of
preliminary design
concepts

Explanation/
discovery

Search control
knowledge

Optimal design
solution

Provisional

Group
rationalisation

Taxonomic
knowledge of
design concept

New concept

Retrospective

Clusters of
archetypes of
design solution
mapped to
performance
evaluation space
Design plan as a
hierarchal goal
structure
Generalised
design rules

Machine
learning
methods
ID3/Pareto

Derivational analogy
method
LEAP using EBL
generalisation
VEXED’s ability

Merging edge macrorules into cumulative
macro by removing
leaf rules

Hypothesis formation
Hypothesis
test
ECOBWEB/
EPROTOS
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Table 2.1 (b) Overview of learning systems in designing.
Machine
learning in
design

Input
Ik

CONCEPTOR
(Li, 1994)

Instances of past
designs in terms
of attributes and
attribute values

Goal
Gl

Expedite preliminary
definition of form and
structure of design
concept.

Knowledge
Transformer
Kt
Group
rationalisation

DIDS
(Wang and
Howard,
1994)

DSPL
(Chabot and
Brown,
1994)
IDEAL
(Bhatta and
Geol, 1994)

Knowledge of
failed constraints

Records of
design action
described by
preconditions
and postconditions.

Streamline design
process by detecting
and avoiding design
failure
Streamline design
process by replaying a
similar plan

Machine
learning
methods

What triggers
learning, Ttw

Empirical
knowledge of
quantitative
information
Design patterns of
qualitative
relationships

Performance trends in
new design

Retrospective

Decision tree of
rules for Pareto
optimum design

COBWEB

New/updating
empirical
relationship(s)
New/updating design
patterns
New design case

Retrospective

Empirical
formula

Concept aggregation

In Situ

Design plan /
history

Case-based
reasoning

A global design
plan and several
design plans

Identify and classify
all knowledge source
activation records

Derivation /
randomisation

When is
learning
triggered,
Tlt

Design
knowledge
represented

Output
Ok

Design patterns

Similarity/
dissimilarity
comparison

Knowledge of
anticipated crucial
constraints

Abstraction

Abstract from
session control
knowledge of :
Global design plan

Past design cases to
improve design
process of similar
designs

Retrospective

Related redesign
plan Constraint
violations
Specialised design
constraint
knowledge

Crucial constraints
that triggered redesign
process
Constraint violation

Provisional

In Situ

Generalised
design plan.
Constraint rules.

Knowledge
compilation through
constraint inheritance

Model of physical
principles

Functional-driven
design

Retrospective

Discovery of
physical
principles from
abstract design
models

Hypothesis
formation
Hypothesis
test

Knowledge of
current design
constraints

Streamline design
process by detecting
and avoiding design
failure

Specialisation

Past designs
(structurebehaviourfunction)

Learning physical
principles of a concept
without knowing the
target concept a priori

Explanation/
discovery
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Table 2.1 (c) Overview of learning systems in designing.
Machine
learning in
design

Input
Ik

Goal
Gl

Knowledge
Transformer
Kt

Output
Ok

What triggers
learning, Ttw

When is
learning
triggered,
Tlt

NETSYN
(Ivezic and
Garrett,
1994)

Past designs to
train the neural
network to
estimate the
desired
probabilities

Learn the Bayesian a
posteriori
probabilities of
design properties.

Derivation /
randomisation

Posterior
probabilities of
design properties.

New knowledge of a
posterior probabilities

Retrospective

NODES
(Duffy et al.,
1995)

Instances of past
designs together
with
compositional
knowledge, eg.
part-of and kindof
Past of working
designs and
predefined
domain rules

Expedite preliminary
definition of form
and structure of
design concept.
Enrich its design
knowledge –base

Association/
disassociation

Compositional
knowledge of
design concept

New design
configuration

In Situ

Generalisation

Generalised design
concept

New concept saved

In Situ

Detailing to
reconstruct design
history

Detailing

Detailed design
plan reconstructed
bottom-up

No similar design
plan existed

Past design
configuration
and performance
evaluation
criteria
Past design
concepts
described by
attributes and
values

Excellence driven to
achieve better design

Group
rationalisation

Clusters of design
configuration map
to performance
evaluation space

Excellence driven by
utilising knowledge
from multiple
sources

Abstraction

Multiple forms of
explicit/implicit
design knowledge

CDA
(Britt and
Glagowski,
1996)
(Murdoch
and Ball,
1996)
PERSPECT
(Duffy and
Duffy, 1996)

Design
knowledge
represented

Machine
learning
methods

Bayesian a posterior
probabilities of
design properties
represented as
network of weights
in neural network
structure
Compositional
network of concepts
Numerical network
of concepts
Generalised rules of
design concepts

Modular back
propagation neural
network

Provisional

Detailed design plan
built bottom-up

Reconstructive
derivational analogy

Performance trends in
new design

Retrospective

Kohonen neural
network/ GA

Non-existence of
useful empirical
equation or
insufficient
knowledge of
attribute values

In Situ/
provisional

Clusters of
archetypes of design
solution mapped to
performance
evaluation space
Abstracted empirical
equation

Semantic links in
network

Maximal Conjunctive
Generalisation

ECOBWEB/DESIGN
ER
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The concept of customised viewpoints (Duffy and Kerr, 1993; Duffy and Duffy, 1996b)
is another example of learning design knowledge in situ. Depending on the design
perspective that best suits the designer's current problem solving situation, PERSPECT
(Duffy and Duffy, 1996b) can generate in situ multiple forms of implicit experiential
knowledge through generalisations of past designs information. The most suitable
generalisation of past designs that supports the current customised viewpoints for the
design is identified. Provisional triggers such as control knowledge, DONTE (Tong,
1992), to search the design space is learned provisionally in anticipation of reducing the
complexity of the search; or failed constraints, DIDS (Wang and Howard, 1994),
anticipated in redesigning. On the other hand, Grecu and Brown (1996) identify some
other reasons for learning such as: novelty driven, excellence driven and failure
avoidance driven.
Reich (1997) introduced the "timing" dimension as one of the key dimensions of
learning systems. The timing dimension ranges from: early in systems that learn proactively by receiving data, learning and storing knowledge that can subsequently be
used for problem solving; or late in systems that learn reactively by storing data and
subsequently retrieve it, learn locally from it and adapt it to solve problems. Most
machine learning systems learn pro-actively, such as ECOBWEB (Reich and Fenves,
1992), except for instance based learning systems (Nicolas Lachiche and Marquis,
1998) or case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993; Maher et al., 1995; Lenz, 1998) that are
reactive systems.

2.5 Situated Learning in Designing
Machine learning paradigms are used within a shared view of the role of machine
learning in designing: namely that of "learning to perform existing tasks better using
available tools", where the tools themselves are unchanged and learned knowledge is
either unrelated to its locus or application (Gero, 1996; Gero, 1999). There are benefits
in having the tools unchanged by their use as this makes them independent of their use
and they can be used with any arbitrary problem. However, there are significant
disadvantages in having tools unchanged by their use. Each design that a designer
works on adds to the experience of the designer, in this sense the designer learns from
each design. As for the knowledge being unrelated to its locus or application makes the
learned knowledge context free and universally applicable. When each of these
designers tackles a similar design task it would be useful if the same tools now had
knowledge about what it has learned and its relation to the situation within which it was
learned. The effect of this would be tools which are increasingly useful to the designer
(Gero, 1996). In order for this to occur and to guide the use of knowledge, tools would
have to learn the knowledge in relation to its situatedness.
The dimensions of machine learning in designing have been developed further since
primarily outlined by Presidis and Duffy (1991). Grecu and Brown (1996) introduced a
set of dimensions for machine learning in designing inspired mainly by the attempts to
apply machine learning in designing. Leading towards working systems, Reich (1998),
built on previous work that dealt with the practical use of machine learning in designing
(Reich et al., 1993; Reich, 1994; Reich, 1997) and developed a set of dimensions of
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learning contexts as a top down analysis of learning in designing. Table 2.2 maps
Presidis and Duffy (1991), Grecu and Brown (1996) and Reich (1998) dimensions of
machine learning in designing reflecting the evolution and development of machine
learning techniques in designing and can be seen as complementary to each other.
Table 2.2 Dimensions of machine learning in designing.
Reich (Reich, 1998)

Who is learning?
Why does the learner want to
learn?
When does the learner learn
and when the results are
needed?
What is the learner doing?
What is learned?
How does the learner learn?

What are the consequences of
learning?
How many resources are
needed to carry out the
learning activity?

Grecu and Brown (Grecu
and Brown, 1996)

Presidis and Duffy
(Presidis and Duffy,
1991)

What can trigger learning?

What can trigger learning?
When is learning triggered?

What might be learned?
Elements supporting learning
Availability of knowledge
Methods of learning
Local vs. global learning
Consequences of learning

What knowledge is
learned?
How is learning carried
out?

Situatedness of learning in designing opens a different perspective of designing and
learning that has not been adequately explored. Based upon the aforementioned terms of
situatedness the vast majority of learning systems in designing deal with the
environment independently from the situational conditions, ie context free systems.
However there are a few systems that are related to some concepts of the situatedness as
discussed in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. A situated learning system distinguishes
knowledge that has been learned in multiple contexts by moving through these contexts
or states of situatedness where this knowledge is elicited to situate it within its
environment. The situatedness of knowledge carries with it aspects of the situation
within which it was acquired. Supporting situatedness within a learning system is an
initial attempt and important step towards building support systems in designing. In this
sense, acknowledging the concept of situatedness is of importance to provide a system
to have the capability to add another dimension to the existing learning systems in
designing. The new dimension is to learn within which design knowledge was learned.

2.5.1

Incremental learning systems in designing

The situatedness of designing includes a set of concepts such as the dynamic nature of
design knowledge and the relationships between knowledge and its locus and
application. There are some machine learning systems in designing that are related to
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the dynamic nature of learning design knowledge. Learning incrementally and detecting
changes in an environment are important to knowing when it is time to learn.
ECOBWEB (Reich and Fenves, 1992), is a system that learns synthesis knowledge and
have the ability to track a changing domain. Some other learning mechanisms that are
responsive to changes in the environment and consider the issue of concept drift are
STAGGER (Schlimmer and Granger, 1986), COBBIT (Kilander and Jansson, 1993)
and recently another learning mechanism was introduced by Widmer and Kubat
(Widmer and Kubat, 1996). Another two systems that are related to situated learning in
the view of dynamic and incremental learning are discussed: BRIDGER (Reich, 1993)
and PERSPECT (Duffy and Kerr, 1993; Kerr, 1993).
BRIDGER (Reich, 1993) is a domain independent learning system for knowledge
acquisition and performance improvement built on the foundations of the concept
formation program COBWEB (Fisher, 1987), but extended along several dimensions.
BRIDGER’s framework is based on an assumption that designing is a sequence of five
tasks: problem analysis, synthesis, analysis, redesign and evaluation executed
sequentially with one feedback loop. It is a system built for assisting in the conceptual
designing of cable-stayed bridges. BRIDGER uses an incremental learning scheme for
the creation of hierarchical classification tree and ECOBWEB is a major component of
it. It partially implements the constructive induction mechanism (Reich, 1991) for the
incremental concept formation. Constructive induction (Rendell, 1988) is defined, as the
creation of useful features not existing in the original property-value description of
examples. In constructive induction, collection of design examples are used by a
learning system to produce a sequential collection of design rules, each representing
different semantics. Within the view of situatedness, design knowledge constructed in
BRIDGER is unrelated to its locus.
PERSPECT (Duffy and Kerr, 1993; Kerr, 1993) was originally developed to
demonstrate and evaluate the design utility of customised viewpoints. The system is a
designing tool that aims to support the experiential knowledge in numerical engineering
design. Designers require different viewpoints from past design and abstractions in
order to facilitate the effective utilisation of past designs to suit a designer's particular
needs. PERSPECT is a dynamic design tool capable of automating the rationalisation of
past designs to suit a designer's particular needs and support the automatic generation of
customised design perspectives. The rationalisation of past designs is motivated by the
belief that, within the abundant explicit information of individual past designs, there
exists a wealth of implicit knowledge which should be made explicitly available to the
designer.
Recently, Duffy and Duffy (1996b) utilised PERSPECT within the concept of
controlled computational learning. PERSPECT is used within the concept of shared
learning. PERSPECT presents how the activities of designing and learning are coupled.
That is, where the designer, at various designing stages, develops a design solution,
feeds such learned knowledge back to some store of experiential knowledge and reuses
this knowledge to aid in the evolution of an acceptable design solution. During the
development of a design solution from an initial stage to a design solution, some of the
learned knowledge will transform to longer-term experiential knowledge and some will
only be used in designing within the next stages of development. Thus, the experiential
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knowledge reflects the knowledge that will be reused in later design scenarios, whereas
the transient knowledge learned will only be used to assist in the evolution of the design
to a final stage.
PERSPECT's functionality (Duffy and Duffy, 1996a) has been used to explore the
possibility of realising the learning assistance in IDA (MacCallum et al., 1987),
Intelligent Design Assistant. The collaboration between the two players of intelligent
CAD (the designer and IDA), provides more effective learning capabilities. Shared
learning requires more controlled computational learning to ensure that computers learn
design knowledge that is relevant, useful, and understandable to designers based on
their required knowledge needs. Controlled computational learning should not be
confused with supervised learning. Controlled computational learning emphasises that
designers should be able to manipulate computational learning such that the resulting
knowledge mirrors what is required by designers to either assist the problem solving or
to enhance their understanding/learning. Controlled computational learning has been
proposed as one means of achieving shared learning. PERSPECT is related to situated
learning in designing but is significantly different. PERSPECT attempts to reflect the
dynamic nature of learning in designing through the generation of multiple and dynamic
generalisations, to reflect and capture designers' changing interests.

2.5.2 Accommodating the situatedness within computational systems
in designing
There are attempts to integrate some views of the concept of situatedness with learning
systems that provide a dialogue environment for designers learning from prior designs
such as Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) (Sooriamurthi and Leake, 1994; Oehlmann et al.,
1995). CBR provides a reminding environment to assist designers to use past designs
instead of designing from scratch. Since designer's actions depend upon the current
situation, the automated adaptation of a design case is difficult. Because the situations
vary over time, it is not possible to predefine the adaptation process of the system to
involve unknown situations. However, the process of adaptation can be defined within a
particular range of expected situations. A primary difference between such systems and
the proposed situated learning approach is that design situations are not predefined but
rather encountered, constructed and modified during the process of designing.
Another attempt such as Situated Design (Pfeifer and Rademarkers, 1991; Rademakers
and Pfeifer, 1992; Hofmann et al., 1993; Müller and Pfeifer, 1997; Lueg, 1999)
capitalises on the notion of humans as situated agents. Situated Design can be seen as
the initialisation of a process of continuous learning and change. The focus is on support
of learning, not rationalisation or automation. Situated Design accounts for situatedness
and entails that the design methodology cannot be limited to the task at hand but has to
take into account the environment in which the task has to be performed. Situated
Design has been applied in several large cooperative ventures with industrial partners
aiming at inducing change by enabling and enhancing communications (Müller and
Pfeifer, 1997). Another application of Situated Design is to provide support for human
information seeking behaviour in order to cope with the information load (Lueg, 1997;
Lueg, 1999). From a situated perspective on human-machine interface, designing in the
context of the Internet services, a situated information filtering through an adaptive
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USENET interface was introduced. Also, there is ongoing research focusing on the
concepts of situatedness of representations (Stahl, 1993; Wheeler, 1994; Rosenschein
and Kaelbling, 1995; Morrison, 1998), situated interaction (Oehlmann et al., 1995;
Rappaport, 1998), information retrieval (Hert, 1997) and situated autonomous agents
(Maes, 1990; Errico and Aiello, 1996; Müller and Pecchiari, 1996; Beyer, 1998; Grecu
and Brown, 1998; Gero and Fujii, 1999).

Chapter 3

Multiple Representations
A Platform for Situated Learning in Designing
"Realities have many different properties or attributes and each representation abstracts
only a finite subset" (Akin, 1986)

This Chapter introduces the concept of multiple representations and its use in designing
while designers construct their design artefacts. Different representations are needed in the
design process when considering different issues. Some specific representations favour
specific outcomes and since it is not known in advance which outcomes may be required so
it is not known in advance which representation to use. The complexity of the situation is
hard to grasp when only a single representation is available. This is particularly true when a
rich representation of the situation is required and the represented situation is dynamic. The
processes of developing multiple representations of a single object are introduced. An
example of developing multiple representations within the domain of architectural shapes in
the form of a floor plan is presented. The Chapter proposes the development of multiple
representations as a platform for situated learning in designing.

The ability to adequately represent a design is crucial to reasoning about it.
Representations encompass a wide range of possible ways to store information about an
object, its function, behaviour and structure. Designing is concerned with the generation
of design descriptions of potential artefacts in response to statements about the qualities
to be exhibited by those artefacts (Coyne et al., 1990). A useful characterisation of
designing is introduced within a framework model built around function, behaviour and
structure (Gero, 1990). The work in this thesis focuses on representing knowledge of
design artefacts within the domain of architectural shapes in the form of floor plans.
This knowledge includes decompositional knowledge, physical properties and structural
knowledge of shapes. Decompositional knowledge arises from the fact that an object
may be composed of parts, each of which may be composed of subparts, and so on. A
grouping of parts may be thought of as a component of an object. Physical properties
are represented by describing an elementary object in terms of its geometrical
properties. Components may have similar properties, which are derived from the
properties of their parts.
Structural knowledge concerns the nature of the
interconnections or relationships between the components (Babin and Loganantharaj,
1991). In designing, these relationships assume a central role. For example, in
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architectural plans, the individual components are usually not as interesting as the
relationships among them (Mackellar and Peckham, 1992).

3.1 Multiple Representations while Designing
A design brief is an input into the design process. The design brief describes the client’s
requirements. The output of the design process is generally a set of contract documents,
consisting of specifications and drawings. Thus, both the input and the output of the
design process are representations that describe and depict an artefact or process. So,
designing at some abstract level may be treated as the process of transforming one set of
representations, the design brief, into another set of representations, the contract
documents. However, not only the inputs and outputs of the design process are
representations but the intervening transformations are also carried out on
representations. Because designing typically occurs in situations where it is not possible
or feasible to manipulate the environment directly, designers manipulate representations
of the environment (Goel, 1995). Designers often employ standard transformations to
manipulate structures. A transformation may be defined as an operation which changes
one representation into another, while preserving certain properties. Architects are
familiar with geometric transformation, rotation and reflection which may be employed
to position instances of structures in compositions.
Representations may include objects and relationships, that establish significant links
from one object to another; moreover, the representation used may influence the result
obtained. Each representation is usually associated with a range of desired applications
and is a partial view of the object it represents (Davis et al., 1993). This partial view is
an interpretation of the object often aimed at a particular application or purpose. There
is no one representation that allows detailed consideration of all possible concerns. One
way to represent diversity is through the use of multiple representations. So it is often
convenient and sometimes necessary to use a number of different representations.
Equally important, in support of multiple representations, is that some specific
representations favour specific outcomes and since it is not known in advance which
outcomes may be required so it is not known in advance which representation to use.
Using the approach of multiple representations is one way of overcoming this problem.
In such an approach, each representation is suitable for a certain class of functions,
because it allows a different interpretation of what has been drawn (Damski, 1996).
Some of the roles that multiple representations play in designing include (Goldschmidt,
1997): interpretation, transformation and emphasis. The complexity of a situation is
hard to grasp when only a single representation is available. This is particularly true if a
rich representation of the situation is required.
The multiple representations approach is a cognitive strategy that designers and solvers
of ill-structured problems adopt, because it facilitates the intricate process of creating
links (Goldschmidt, 1997). According to Schön (1983), the designer is engaged in
“graphical conversation with the design” and according to Lawson (1980), “the designer
has a conversation with the drawing”. These transactions with the external
representation illuminate the visual mental process of designers. Where graphic media,
such as design sketches, are used by the designer, design moves are “a series of actions”
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of the designer which result in transformations of a representation (Lawson, 1980; Akin,
1986). In the process of conceptual designing, various moves by designers are
encountered and expressed in graphical design development in the form of different
representations reflecting transitions of states from one representation to the other.
Typical processes can be interpreted as types of modification of the representation. For
instance, the redescription process is one way in which designers cognitively exploit
graphical representations (Oxman, 1995). In the re-representation process (a
psychological theory of creativity), (Karmiloff-Smith, 1993), human beings explore
new modifications through the externalisation of knowledge structures in
representations. Re-representation of a form is possible only after an underlying
representational structure of that form has been externalised and made explicit in the
drawing. It also provides a changing pattern in the graphical medium. According to
Arnheim (1969), perceptual cognitive operations in designing include distinguishing
structural relationships of the images in the design representation. This includes the
interpretation and conceptualisation of structural relationships. Spatial Gestalt and
structural qualities are significant in conceptual designing.
Oxman (1997) demonstrated the significance of the concept of multiple representations
in designing. According to Oxman (1997), the designer appears to be capable of
exploiting these various underlying representational structures. Designers constructed
explicit representational structures that were implicit in a particular design form (in this
thesis, an architectural floor plan), during their moves as the design evolved. She
reported her findings from an experiment aimed at studying the way designers deal with
the richness of information in graphical representations. Designers were found to be
able to extract various abstracted explicit representations of the existing design based on
their own domain of knowledge. These abstractions include typological, organisational
and morphological principles and functional relationships. They were able to externalise
and categorise their graphic manipulations conceptually despite the fact that drawings
tend not to provide explicit representational information to support such decomposition.
Oxman (1997) concluded that designers utilise multiple representations of underlying
conceptual structures. These multiple representations serve the designer as supportive
representations for design manipulations. It is the structuring quality of these multiple
representations which appear to support design manipulation.
Schön and Wiggins (1992), based on the analysis of a number of design protocols,
suggest that sketching presents a visual display which can be potentially perceived in
different ways; that is, the sketch can be reinterpreted. These perceptual reinterpretations produce a drawing episode which appears to indicate that the drawing is
based on the image in the “mind’s eye” that resulted from the interpretations of the
original image. Perceptual interpretations are referred to as "moves" while the
judgements of the consequences and implications of the move are referred to as
"seeing". They argue that designing consists of sequences of seeing-moving-seeing with
the unintended consequences of moves allowing the designer to bring more facets of
their knowledge into conscious thought allowing them to handle the complexity
associated with ill-defined problems. They argue further that it is the interconnectedness
between the various domains of knowledge relevant to a design that brings the
unintended consequences of a move into consciousness and that it is the degree of
interconnectedness which differentiates between an expert's and novice's design
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knowledge. This conception is very similar to Goldschmidt’s view (Goldschmidt, 1991;
Goldschmidt, 1994).
Multiple representations can be viewed as multiple seeing through the concept of
seeing-moving-seeing. These ways of seeing involve an appreciation process to see
what needs to be focussed on from what is there at the time of seeing (Schön and
Wiggins, 1992). For instance, top-down processing affects the way geometric features
of shapes can be seen as in the case of Figure 3.1. For many people the triangles seem to
point to the right. But if we try to perceive them as pointing upward and slightly left,
this can be done with ease. Or, we can perceive the triangles as pointing downward and
left. While doing so, the external representation by itself does not change but rather the
representations we construct from it are changing depending upon our focus of what is
there in the external representations.

Figure 3.1 Look at the display of triangles, in which directions do they point? Can you perceive
the direction differently? (Solso, 1997).

In the conceptual aspects of designing, multiple representation could play a critical role.
It provides opportunities for designers to conceptualise their designs differently. Using
multiple representations allows for different interpretations of what has been drawn. In
designing, representations are constructed on the fly during the course of perception and
no single representation is firmly and intentionally known in advance to be used.
Different perceptions are akin to reformulations of the design artefact and consequently
multiple representations are constructed. This allows seeing the design from different
perspectives and offering different moves. Hence, different relationships between
design elements across the representations may be discovered and learned. These
relationships are beneficial in offering different ways of reasoning. Multiple
representations and reasoning related to designing are important to endow the computer
with the ability to learn these relationships during the design process. An example of
how a design object (a square), can be seen and represented in many different ways is
shown in Figure 3.2. A square can be represented as a set of four points; a set of four
line segments; a set of four infinite lines; and the perimeter of a given area or a region
defined by four half planes. Different relationships might appear from these different
representations. Some of the possible representations of an external representation of
the square in Figure 3.2(a) are shown in Figure 3.2(b). Each of which is suitable for one
or more applications. The concept of multiple representations of a single object maps
the fluid design environment. It also maps the "stepping out of representational flatland"
in situated cognition (Clancey, 1991; Smith, 1999) in which representations are not
stored, retrieved and manipulated but rather constructed in the course of perception
where perception, cognition and learning are associated.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.2 (a) Image of a square, (b) some of the possible representations of a square.

Landau (1996) suggested that objects could be represented in terms of different
geometric descriptions or shape structures. Within the domain of architectural shapes,
during the process of designing, a designer might encounter many different situations
according to his focus of attention at each stage during the design process to reach the
final product. Different representations of the design artefact may have been developed
during the process of designing. Figure 3.3 illustrates the design descriptions of a final
product: the plan, elevation and sections of Villa Capra, Italy. Different representations
that could have been interpreted by the designer at different stages in the designing of
Villa Capra are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Section A

Floor Plan

Section B

Elevation 1

Figure 3.3 Various descriptions of Villa Capra, Vicenza, Italy (Clark and Pause, 1996).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.4 Some of the possible representations that might be interpreted by the using the
platform proposed in this thesis: (a) lines, (b) blocks, (c) reflected components, (d) rotated
components, (e) centrality and (f) background/foreground.

3.2 Multiple Representations of an Architectural Shape
Drawings have been used to represent physical and abstract ideas, simple and complex
knowledge, local and universal information. The most consistent finding in the design
area is that drawings are associated with reinterpretation or the emergence of new ways
of seeing the drawing. The process of designing involves a recursive sequence of
activities involving, thinking, imagery, drawing, reinterpretation and the access of
different types of knowledge. The knowledge accessed can be perceptual and associated
with the physical attributes of the design represented in a drawing (Purcell and Gero,
1998).
Fundamental to any computer-aided system in designing is the need to represent objects
under consideration. Currently, CAD systems use numerical representations for
drawings. This representation limits designers to use these systems only as drawing
platforms that are not helpful at a more conceptual level of designing. Further, such
representational systems do not readily lend themselves to some of the shape analysis
tasks required by designers, such as topological relationships and shape transformations.
Symbolic representation is dimensionless when compared to Cartesian spaces. When
those objects are conceptual, a strictly symbolic representation is sufficient. It endows
computer-aided systems in designing with basic tools for conceptual reasoning such as
topological reasoning, directional reasoning, and shape emergence (Gero and Yan,
1994; Damski, 1996).
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3.2.1 Initial representation of a shape
One of the forms of the designing outcome is a graphical description of a design
artefact. In the basic case, this graphical description consists of line drawings that
determine the shape. Stiny (1980) defines the shape with respect to a Cartesian
coordinate system in which coordinates are used as primitives to represent the shape
that is made up of line segments and a set of labelled points. In this way, a line segment
is described by the coordinates of its two endpoints. This method of representing shapes
as a set of discrete endpoints may not provide an appropriate foundation for shape
recognition and does not cope with emergent subshapes because geometric properties of
shape are not explicitly applied and are dependant upon calculating accuracy (Tan,
1990). The concept of construction lines has been used to represent shapes where
shapes are represented as contiguous line segments connected at end-points or
intersection as in a chain (Tan, 1990). As a result, emergent shapes are defined as a list
of contiguous line segments.
In this thesis, infinite maximal lines are used as representational primitives to construct
a symbolic representation as an initial representation of the shape to support shape
recognition. Gero (1992b) and Gero and Yan (1993) have developed the notion of
infinite maximal lines for representing a shape. This symbolic representation has been
successfully implemented for discovering emergent shapes in two- and threedimensional domains (Damski and Gero, 1994a; Gero and Yan, 1994). A line segment
in a shape is maximal whenever no other line segment in the shape contains it. An
extended maximal line is a line segment within which at least one maximal line is
embedded. An infinite maximal line is the infinite line in which an extended maximal
line is embedded. There are three kinds of properties of interest of infinite maximal
lines: topological properties, geometrical properties and dimensional properties.
Drawings may be described in different ways by decomposing them into parts that may
be ordered hierarchically or in some other way, and by assigning these parts to
categories to clarify intention from different points of view (Stiny, 1990b). For
demonstrating the development of a set of possible representations from the initial
representation of a shape, the outline of the entries and the hexagon hall of the
Sepulchral Church, Sir John Soane, 1796 (Jun, 1997) as shown in Figure 3.5 was
chosen as an example. Using infinite maximal lines as representational primitives, the
general form of the symbolic representation of shapes is:
Si = {Nl ; [ijk]}
where Nl is the number of infinite maximal lines constituting a shape SI; and [ijk] is the
description of the intersections of infinite maximal lines defining that shape.
Alternatively, Si = {Nl ; [li]} where [li] is the description of the constraints on infinite
maximal lines defining that shape: topological, geometrical and dimensional.
Topological constraints concern the structure within which intersections and line
segments are organised. Geometrical constraints on infinite maximal lines relate to
their parallelarity, perpendicularity and skewness. Dimensional constraints are in terms
of lengths of line segments and their proportions to each other. An example is
presented in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5 The outline of the entries and the hexagon hall of the Sepulchral Church, Sir John
Soane, 1796, (Jun, 1997).

Si = {Nl ; [ijk]}
S1 = {12; [iab, ibc, icd, ide, ief, ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm, imn, ina]}
Si = {Nl ; [li]}
S1 = {12; [la, lb, lc, ld, le, lf, lg, lh, lj, lk, lm, ln ],
la // lg, lb // ln, lc // lj, ld // lf, le // lm, lh // lk,
ln ⊥ l a, la ⊥ l b, ld ⊥ le, le ⊥ lf, lh ⊥ l j, lj ⊥ lk ,
A(lm, ln) = A (l b , lc) = A(lc, ld) = A (lf, lg) = A (lg, lh ) = A (lk, lm),
d(ina, iab) = d(ide, ief) = d(ihj, ijk), d(iab, ibc) = d(icd, ide) = d(ief, ifg) =
d(igh, ihjj) = d(ijk, ikm) = d(imn, ina), d(ibc, icd) = d(ifg, igh) = d(ikm , imn)}
Where A
li
d
ijk
//
⊥

= angle between two line segments
= infinite maximal lines
= distance or length between two intersections of infinite maximal lines
= intersection of two infinite maximal lines lj and lk
= lines are parallel
= lines are perpendicular

Figure 3.6 Symbolic representation using infinite maximal line, la to ln, as representational
primitives.

The similarity among line segments is one way of grouping the structural elements of
line segments in the initial representation. The similarity measurements are based upon
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the distances between the intersections of each two maximal lines defining line
segments on the boundary of the shape, distances from the centre of that line segment
and the centre of the whole shape. Labelling of line segments based on this kind of
similarity is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

S1

S1 = {12; [la , lb , lc , ld , le , lf , lg , lh , lj , lk , lm , ln ]}
The lengths of line segments embedded in la, le and lj are equal and their distances from the
centre of the shape are also equal; and we have labelled them as x1. The same with both lb, ld,
lf , lh, lk and ln which we have labelled as x2 and lc , lg and lm labelled as x3. The following
notations are used in the syntax of representations: Ni :: Sj is the re-representation number i for
the initial representation of the shape Sj, “( )” indicates a group of line segments that are
unbounded and “[ ]” indicates a group of line segments that are bounded which means the line
segments are sequentially connected to form a closed shape.
S1= {12; [x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2]}

Figure 3.7 Labelling line segments with x1, x2 and x3 based on similarity measurements.

3.2.2 Development of multiple representations
Alternate representation makes new interpretations possible. Interpretations are only
implicit in an existing representation (Damski and Gero, 1994b). Interpretation is the
process of inferring results from a given object in a particular representation. Therefore,
re-representation allows implicit properties in one representation to become explicit in
other representations. Different representations may be derived from the same initial
representation and can serve as a foundation upon which to develop many different
kinds of inference. Drawings such as architectural floor plans can be considered
informal representations, based on a loose set of conventions, in which multiple
representations are embedded and can be derived (Chase, 1993).
There are different ways of developing multiple representations of an initial
representation of a shape. The processes utilised here for developing multiple
representations, as shown in Figure 3.8, commence with representing a design
composition in an initial representation as shown in Figure 3.6. This initial
representation of the shape may be treated as being composed of many sub-elements.
The composition of sub-elements can be interpreted differently. Each individual
representation could be composed of repeated or common structural properties in a
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group of objects where a single object in a group is represented in terms of different
attributes. Developing multiple representations can be through decomposing the initial
representation to its components and grouping the objects based upon the commonality
of their structural properties. The decomposition of design drawing into different
structures of knowledge is a decomposition of different types of knowledge. Design
drawings are not readily decomposable into separate representations, or structures. In
order to isolate implicit representational structures it is important to identify the explicit
representations which support visual reasoning. Since drawings are not explicitly
structured according to these representations, it is significant to externalise them in rerepresentation. The decomposition in the initial representation can be of either parts of
shape boundary or shape areas. The decomposition of the shape boundary into parts
results in line segments that are regrouped alternatively based on the commonality of
their structural properties. This leads to developing a set of representations of
unbounded n-sided shapes, as shown in Section 3.2.2.1.

Visible
Environment
“Shape”

Base
Representation
Visual
Emergence

Decomposition
and Grouping
Shape
Boundary

Unbounded n-sided
Shapes

Shape
Areas
Bounded n-sided
Shapes

Emergent
Shapes

Convex
Hull

Convex
Hull

Figure and
Ground

Figure 3.8 Different processes of developing multiple representations of a single shape.

Other ways of developing multiple representations from the initial representation
include changing the representation of that shape through structure interpretation.
Structural interpretation concerns changing the original shapes into new ones by
modifying their structures. Structure is concerned with the components of objects and
their relationships (Gero, 1990). In this process new structural properties that were
implicit in the initial representation may become explicit in the changed representations.
This has been defined as one form of visual emergence. The decomposition of the
boundary of the design composition into areas within that boundary results in sets of
groups of bounded n-sided shapes where emergent shapes could appear. This may be
achieved through alternative connections between the vertices of the shape. A set of
representations can be developed from grouping these bounded n-sided shapes based
upon their congruency as shown in Section 3.2.2.2.
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Alternatively visual emergence could be facilitated to develop a set of multiple
representations. One way for visual emergence to occur is through grouping the shapes
produced through the intersections of line segments of the infinite maximal lines of the
shape as shown in Section 3.2.2.3. Furthermore, the concept of figure and ground is
used to develop alternative representations as shown in Section 3.2.2.4. Using these
different ways, we have developed 28 representations of the exemplar shape as a set of
some of the possible representations from the initial representation of the shape.
3.2.2.1 Unbounded n-sided subshapes representations
Unbounded n-sided subshapes are created through decomposing the boundary of the
shape into line segments and regrouping line segments that are connected to each other
forming open shapes based upon the commonality of their structural properties. In
unbounded two-sided subshapes the similarity measurements are based upon the
repetitions of two contiguous line segments, distances between the centres of their
maximal lines to the centre of the whole shape. Thus, other ways to re-represent the
shape from its initial representation are shown in Figures 3.9(a) to 3.9(d).

(a): N1

(b): N2

(c): N1

(d): N2

S1 = {[x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3 , x2]}
N1 :: S1 = {[3((x1, x2), (x3, x2))]}
N2 :: S1 = {[3((x2, x3 ), (x2, x 1))]}

Figure 3.9 Two representations, N1 and N2, of unbounded two-sided subshapes; (a) and (c)
have the same description of the representation N1; (b) and (d) have the same description of the
representation N2.

The same similarity measures could be applied with three contiguous line segments.
Examples of different representations of unbounded three-sided subshapes are presented
in Figures 3.10(a) to 3.10(c). Similarly, other representations of four and five-sided
unbounded shapes are as shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively.

(a): N3

(b): N4

(c): N5

(d): N6
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S1 = {[x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2]}
N4 :: S1 = {[3((x1, x2, x3), (x2))]}
N5 :: S1 = {[3((x3, x2, x1), (x2))]}
N6 :: S1 = {[3((x1), (x2, x3, x2))]}
N7 :: S1 = {[3((x2, x1, x2), (x3))]}

Figure 3.10 Four representations, N3 to N6, of bounded three-sided sub-shapes.

(a): N7

(b): N8

(c): N9

(d): N10

S1= {[x1, x2, x3, x2 , x1, x2, x3, x2 , x1, x2, x3 , x2 ]}
N7 :: S1 = {[3(x1, x2, x3, x2)]}
N8 :: S1 = {[3(x2, x3, x2, x1)]}
N9 :: S1 = {[3(x3, x2, x1, x2)]}
N10 :: S1 = {[3(x2, x1, x2, x3)]}

Figure 3.11 Four representations, N7 to N10, of unbounded four-sided subshapes.

(a): N11

(b): N12

(d): N14
N11 :: S1 =
N12 :: S1 =
N13 :: S1 =
N14 :: S1 =
N15 :: S1 =

(c): N13

(e): N15

{[x1, (x2, x3, x2, x1, x2), x3, ( x2, x1, x2, x3 , x2 )]}
{[x1, x2), x3, (x2, x1, x2, x3, x2), x1, (x2, x3, x2 ]}
{[(x1, x2, x3, x2, x1), (x2, x3 , x2 ), x1, (x2 , x3 , x2)]}
{[x1, x2), (x3, x2, x1, x2, x3), (x2, x1 , x2 ), x3 , (x2 ]}
{[(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x1, x2, x3, x2), (x1, x2, x3), x2 ]}

Figure 3.12 Five representations, N11 to N15, of unbounded five-sided subshapes.
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3.2.2.2 Bounded n-sided subshapes representations
Bounded n-sided subshapes are generated through decomposing the initial
representation of the shape into areas or subshapes within the boundary of the shape.
The decomposition can be through connecting the vertices of the shape alternatively to
create circuits (n-sided bounded subshapes). The concept of re-representing the shape is
different here because the structural knowledge in the initial representation is changed.
Some structural elements embedded in the initial representation were only implicit. As a
result new subshapes that existed only implicitly in the shape before and have never
been explicitly indicated are emerged. Emergence is defined as the process of making
explicit unexpected properties that previously were only implicit (Gero et al., 1995).
Examples of bounded four-sided subshapes (emergent shapes), consisting of various
numbers of line segments joined together to form closed shapes are [x2, x1, x2, x1]
labelled as [S2] and [x3, x1, x4, x1] labelled as [S3] as shown in Figures 3.13. In this
representation and onwards notice that different labels of other line segments such as x4
have been introduced. This is because the length embedded in its line segments is not
equal to any of those used before and the distance from its centre to the centre of the
whole shape is different. The subshapes that were created alternatively are grouped
based on their congruency. A representation consists of a mixture of bounded four-sided
shapes and the remaining parts from the original shape is shown in Figure 3.14.
Different examples of representations from mixtures of three and four-sided shapes are
shown in Figure 3.15.

N16
S1 = {12; [iab, ibc, icd, ide, ief , ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm , imn, ina]}
S1 = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc ], [icd, ide, ief, ifg], [igh, ihj, ijk, ikm], [ibc, icd, ifg, imn], [igh, ikm, imn, ifg]}
S1 = {[x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x3, x1, x4, x1], [x3, x1, x3, x4]}
S1 = {[S2], [S2], [S2], [S3], [S3]}
N16 :: S1 = {3[S2], 2[S3]}

Figure 3.13 An example of a representation N16 consisting of bounded four-sided subshapes.

N17
S1 = {[imn,ina,iab, ibc ], [icd , ide , ief , ifg ], [igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ], [ibc, icd, ifg, igh, ikm , imn]}
S1 = {[x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x3, x1, x3, x1,x 3, x1]}
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S1 = {[S2], [S2], [S2], [S4]}
N17 :: S1 = {3[S2], [S4]}

Figure 3.14 An example of a representation N17 consisting of bounded four-sided subshapes and
the remaining part of the initial shape.

(a): N18

(b): N19

S1 = { [imn,ina,iab, ibc ],[icd , ide, ief , ifg ], [igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ], [imn, ibc, ikm], [icd, ifg, igh], [ibc,
icd, ikm], [icd, igh, ikm]}
S1 = { [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x2, x1, x2, x1], [x1, x5, x3], [x1, x3, x5], [x1, x4, x5], [x5, x1, x4]}
S1 = { [S2], [S2], [S2], [S5], [S5], [S6], [S6]}
N18 :: S1 = {3[S2], 2[S5], 2[S6]}
S1= { [S2], [S2], [S2], [S6], [S6], [S7], [S7]}
N19 :: S1 = {3[S2], 2[S6], 2[S7]}

Figure 3.15 Two representations N18 and N19 are mixtures of bounded three and four-sided
subshapes.

3.2.2.3 Emergent shapes
Visual emergence is the process of "seeing" visual structures that are not explicitly
represented. As a consequence, other representations can be developed (Gero et al.,
1995; Jun and Gero, 1998). Emergent shapes are introduced through interpretative and
perceptual processes concerned with arriving at alternative descriptions of the shape. A
transformational process uses the existing pattern for generating new structures in a
variety of ways (Soufi and Edmonds, 1996). Alternative groupings of subshapes
consisting of the intersections of infinite maximal lines provide ways of arriving at
alternative descriptions of the shape and generate new structures under which new
emergent shapes are developed. Examples of emergent shapes are illustrated in Figures
3.16(a) to 3.16(g) that show emergent shapes as a result of a process of visual
emergence but not necessarily as may be perceived by human observers.

(a): N20

(b): N21
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S1 = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc, icd, ide, ief, ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm]}
S1 = {[ina, iab, ibc, i6, imn], [ibc, icd, i2, i1, i6], [ide, ief, ifg, i2 , icd], [ifg, igh, i4, i3, i1], [ihj, ijk, ikm, i4,
igh], [ikm, imn, i6, i5, i4], [i1, i2, i3, i4 , i5, i6]}
S1 = {[x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11, x11, x11], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11, x11, x11], [x1,
x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11, x11, x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S14], [S15], [S14], [S15], [S14], [S15], [S16]}
N20 :: S1 = {3[S14], 3[S15], [S16]}
S1 = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc , icd , ide , ief , ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm]}
S1 = {[ina, iab, ibc, i6 , imn], [ibc, icd, i1 ], [icd, i2, i1], [ibc, i1, i4], [ide, ief, ifg, i2, icd], [ifg, igh, i3],
[ifg, i3, i2], [igh, i3, i6], [ihj, ijk, ikm, i4 , igh], [ikm, imn, i5], [ikm, i4, i5], [imn, i5, i6], [i1, i2, i3,
i4 , i5 , i6]}
S1 = {[x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3,
x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11],
[x11, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11, x11, x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S14], [S18], [S17], [S17], [S14], [S18], [S17], [S17], [S14], [S18], [S17], [S17], [S16]}
N21:: S1 = {3[S14], 3[S18], 6[S17], [S16]}

(c): N22

(d): N23

S1 = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc ,icd , ide , ief , ifg ,igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ]}
S1 = {[ina, iab, ibc, i6 , imn], [ibc, icd, i1 ], [ide, ief, ifg, i2 , icd], [ifg, igh, i3], [ihj, ijk,
[ikm, imn, i5 ], [ibc, i1, icd, i2 , ifg , i3, igh , i4 , ikm, i5 , imn , i6 ]}
S1 = {[x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x1, x2,
[x3, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11, x11, x11, x11 , x11, x11, x11, x11, x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S14], [S18], [S14], [S18], [S14], [S18], [S19]}
N22 :: S1 = {3[S14], 3[S18], [S19]}

ikm, i4 , igh],
x11, x11, x2],

S1 = {[imn,ina,iab, ibc ,icd , ide , ief , ifg ,igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ]}
S1 = {[ina, iab, ibc, i6 , imn], [ide, ief, ifg, i2 , icd], [ihj, ijk, ikm, i4 , igh], [ibc, icd, i2 , ifg , igh , i4 , ikm,
imn , i6 ]}
S1 = {[x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11, x3, x11, x11 , x3,
x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S14], [S14], [S14], [S20]}
N23 :: S1 = {3[S14], [S20]}

(e): N24

(f): N25

(g): N26
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S1 = {[imn,ina,iab, ibc ,icd , ide , ief , ifg ,igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ] }
S1 = {[ina, iab, ibc, iI , i6 , i5 , imn], [ibc, icd, i1 ], [ide, ief, ifg, i3 , i2 , iI , icd], [ifg, igh, i3], [ihj, ijk, ikm,
i4 , igh], [ikm, imn, i5], [i1, i2, i3, i4 , i5 , i6]}
S1 = {[x1, x2, x11, x11, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x1, x2, x11, x11, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x1,
x2, x11, x11, x11, x11, x2], [x3, x11, x11], [x11, x11, x11, x11, x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S21], [S18], [S21], [S18], [S21], [S18], [S16]}
N24 :: S1 = {3[S21], 3[S18], [S16]}
S1 = {[imn,ina,iab, ibc, icd , ide , ief , ifg, igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ] }
S1 = {[ imn, ina, iab, ibc, iI , icd , ide , ief , ifg, i3, igh, ihj , ijk , ikm, i5], [ibc, icd, i1 ], [ifg, igh, i3],
[ikm, imn, i5]}
S1 = {[x2, x1, x2, x11, x11, x2, x1, x2, x11, x11, x2, x1, x2, x11, x11], [x3, x11, x11], [x3, x11, x11], [x3,
x11, x11]}
S1 = {[S22], [S18], [S18], [S18]}
N25 :: S1 = {[S22], 3[S18]}
S1 = {[imn,ina,iab, ibc, icd , ide , ief , ifg, igh, ihj , ijk , ikm ] }
S1 = {[ ina, i11, imn ], [i12, iab , ibc ], [icd , ide, i7], [i8, ief , ifg ], [igh, ihj, i9 ], [i10, ijk, ikm], [imn, i11,
i12, ibc, icd, i7, i8, ifg, igh, i9, i10, ikm ]}
S1 = {[x13, x2, x12], [x13, x2, x12], [x13, x2, x12], [x13, x2, x12], [x13, x2, x12], [x13, x2, x12], [x14, x12,
x3, x12, x14, x12, x3, x12, x14, x12, x3, x12]}
S1 = {[S23], [S23], [S23], [S23], [S23], [S23], [S24]}
N26 :: S1 = {6[S23], [S24]}

Figure 3.16 Seven representations from N20 to N26 include emergent shapes as a result of an
emergence process.

3.3.2.4 Figure and ground
The figure and ground perception hypothesis developed in Gestalt psychology explores
other aspects of how our visual system functions. It seems that our visual system
simplifies the visual scene into a figure that we look at and a ground that is everything
else in the scene that forms the background. For instance, the shape shown in Figure
3.17(a) could be perceived as a vase. The construction of the new representation of that
shape could be through creating either a standard convex hull or an outermost convex
hull of the initial shape. After constructing the representations shown in Figures 3.17(b)
and 3.17(c) the shape could be perceived as a white central vase, or as a pair of black
faces in profile that are looking towards each other. Generally when we see one of the
perceptions, the other region forms a background and is not seen, so to see both precepts
requires switching back and forth. The contour dividing the black and white regions of
the picture appears to belong to whichever region is perceived as the figure. Figure and
ground is a way of representing the illusory shapes as might be perceived by humans.
Two ways to develop representations under which the figure and ground perception can
be introduced are through the standard convex hull or through the outermost convex
hull of the initial shape. The outermost convex hull can be constructed by joining the
farthest intersections of infinite maximal lines that represent the shape as shown in
Figures 3.18(b) and 3.18(c). The standard convex hull can be constructed simply by
joining the shape edges at the outline contour as shown in Figures 3.19(b) and 3.19(c).
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.17 Figure and ground perception after (Bruce et al., 1996).

(a)

(b)

(c): N27

S = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc, icd, ide, ief, ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm], [ina, ibc, icd, ide, iae], [ief, ifg, igh, ihj, iej],
[ijk, ikm, imn, ina, ija]}
S = {[x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2], [x2, x3, x2, x10, x10], [x2, x3, x2 , x10, x10],
[x2, x3, x2 , x10, x10]}
S = {[S1], [S13], [S13], [S13]}
N27 :: S = {[S1], 3[S13]}

Figure 3.18 Figure and ground representation using the outermost convex hull method

(a)

(b)

(c): N28

S = {[imn, ina, iab, ibc, icd, ide, ief, ifg, igh, ihj, ijk, ikm ], [ina, ibc, icd, ide], [ief, ifg, igh, ihj],
[ijk, ikm, imn, ina]}
S = {[x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2, x1, x2, x3, x2], [x2, x3, x2 , x9], [x2, x3, x2 , x9],
[x2, x3, x2 , x9]}
S = {[S1], [S12], [S12], [S12]}
N29 :: S1 ={[S1], 3[S12]}

Figure 3.19 Figure and ground representation using the standard convex hull method.

The set of representations presented graphically in this Section is illustrated in a
concise syntax as shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Concise syntax of a set of some possible representations from the initial
representation shown in Figure 3.7.
No.
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10
N11
N12
N13

Label
Unbounded two-sided
subshapes
Unbounded three-sided
subshapes

Unbounded four-sided
subshapes

Unbounded five-sided
subshapes

Multiple Representations
Concise syntax
S1 = {[3((x1, x2), (x3, x2))]}
S1 = {[3((x2, x3 ), (x2, x 1))]}
S1 = {[3((x1, x2, x3), (x2))]}
S1 = {[3((x3, x2, x1), (x2))]}
S1 = {[3((x1), (x2, x3, x2))]}
S1 = {[3((x2, x1, x2), (x3))]}
S1 = {[3(x1, x2, x3, x2)]}
S1 = {[3(x2, x3, x2, x1)]}
S1 = {[3(x3, x2, x1, x2)]}
S1 = {[3(x2, x1, x2, x3)]}
S1 = {[x1, (x2, x3, x2, x1, x2), x3, ( x2, x1, x2, x3 , x2 )]}
S1 = {[x1, x2), x3, (x2, x1, x2, x3, x2), x1, (x2, x3, x2 ]}
S1 ={[(x1, x2, x3, x2, x1), (x2, x3 , x2 ), x1, (x , x3 , x2)]}
S1 = {[x1, x2), (x3, x2, x1, x2, x3), (x2, x1 , x2 ), x3 , (x2 ]}
S1 = {[(x1, x2, x3), (x2, x1, x2, x3, x2), (x1, x2, x3), x2 ]}

N14
N15
N16
N17
N18
N19
N20
N21
N22
N23
N24
N25
N26

Bounded four-sided
subshapes

N27
N28

Figure and ground

Bounded four-sided shapes &
three-sided subshapes
Emergent shapes

S1 = {3[S2], 2[S3]}
S1 = {3[S2], [S4]}
S1 = {3[S2], 2[S5], 2[S6]}
S1 = {3[S2], 2[S6], 2[S7]}
S1 = {3[S14], 3[S15], [S16]}
S1 = {3[S14], 3[S18], 6[S17], [S16]}
S1 = {3[S14], 3[S18], [S19]}
S1 = {3[S14], [S20]}
S1 = {3[S21], 3[S18], [S16]}
S1 = {[S22], 3[S18]}
S1 = {6[S23], [S24]}
S1 = {[S1], 3[S13]}
S1 = {[S1], 3[S12]}

3.3 The Role of Multiple Representations in Situated
Learning in Designing
Multiple representations aid in structuring the problem space because they introduce
linked states and operators. The multiple representations approach is a constructive
device that is essential in indeterministic and situated processes such as designing. The
main difference between well-structured and the indeterministic nature of ill-structured
problems is described in terms of the problem space and the degree to which operators
are specified. In an ill-structured problem, the route to the goal state must be discovered,
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while the goal state itself is not entirely clear. The use of multiple representations within
learning environments could have many advantages (Ainsworth et al., 1996). Two
broad classes of claims can be distinguished concerning the advantages of learning with
multiple representations. The first is that they support different ideas and processes.
Multiple representations can be used to place different emphases on aspects of complex
ideas, and may be useful where one representation would be insufficient to carry all the
intended information about the domain. Multiple representations support individual
differences in representational and strategic preference. The second is that they promote
a thorough comprehension of the domain (Ainsworth et al., 1996). On the other hand,
different ways of representing the same information encourage or invite different ways
of reasoning. Multiple representations allow for different interpretations by designers.
They are commonly called perspectives in knowledge representation languages, views
in the database and representations in the design environment. Multiple representations
allow the coexistence of several descriptions of the same entities (Nguyen and Rieu,
1991)
The use of multiple representations in designing allows for the transformations of a
design between design spaces. The interesting and intriguing point of using the multiple
representations is that we never know in advance what information we will get out of a
representation because of the richness of the design environment and the relationships
between the representations and their meanings. From such multiple knowledge
representations, such as spatial knowledge which could be used to represent shape and
space in several ways, a diverse range of interpretations about the shape could be
developed and different relationships among recognised knowledge may be
encountered. A learning system may benefit from the divergences among the multiple
representations as different states of situatedness where design knowledge was
recognised. What makes multiple representations interesting in the context of
situatedness is that they provide the opportunity for different and rich relationships to be
constructed from what looks to be a single object. This allows a learning system to
move through a number of representations (states of situatedness), in which the system
can distinguish the situatedness of knowledge as it is being acquired.
Multiple representations benefit learners to the extent to which they recognise the
regularities of the relationships among design knowledge across the observations
constructed from the representations. In these representations relationships assume a
central role. For example, in architectural plans, the individual components are usually
not as interesting as the relationships among them. Multiple representations through rerepresenting designs from different views provide a platform to learn rich relationships
between design knowledge (focus) recognised within these representations and the
states of situatedness of these representations. The relationships to be learned include
where this knowledge (focus) was operating and applicable. The regularities of these
relationships help to construct the situatedness of that knowledge and have the potential
to guide the use of knowledge when similar situations arise. In other words, multiple
representations provide a platform for the learning system to construct the situatedness
of knowledge.
It appears that humans have no difficulty in using different representations for what is
apparently the same object in order to achieve different goals. The emergence of
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patterns in the re-interpretations of designs helps in making some shape semantics
recognisable. The re-interpretations contribute to making changes in a design
environment and consequently recognising shape semantics that were not explicitly
recognisable in the previous representations. Multiple representations of design through
re-interpretation are proposed to serve as a platform for SLiDe. Multiple representations
provide the opportunity for different shape semantics and relationships among them to
be found from the shape of a single object. This is important if these relationships are to
be used later since it is not known in advance which of the possible relationships that
could be formed are likely to be useful. Hence, multiple representations provide a
platform for different situations to be encountered.

Chapter 4

Situated Learning of Architectural
Shape Semantics
"I am I plus my surroundings and if I do not preserve the latter, I do not preserve myself"
Jose Ortega Y Gasset (Akman, 1999)

This Chapter addresses situated learning of architectural shape semantics. The chapter
commences with the recognition of shape semantics in architectural design compositions
(in the form of floor plans), because the formation and discovery of relationships among
parts of the compositions are fundamental tasks in designing. Three sets of architectural
shape semantics have been selected to be recognised from architectural drawings:
expression, symmetry and modality. Each set includes a group of shape semantics. The
recognition processes of these semantics are introduced. Multiple representations provide a
platform for recognising various shape semantics from each representation. Such a platform
helps to construct a set of observations from the representations. The recognition of shape
semantics in architectural design compositions is useful but what is more useful is to learn
the situatedness of these semantics within which they were recognised. The domain of
shape semantics is used as vehicle to demonstrate the concept of situated learning in
designing, however the underlying conceptual approach is applicable in other domains. The
regularities of the relationships among shape semantics constructed from the observations
of the design environment where shape semantics were recognised are the triggers for
constructing the situatedness of these semantics. The situatedness of a shape semantic
carries with it the applicability conditions of that shape semantic.

4.1 Shape Semantics in Architectural Drawings
Drawing is described as a representational medium or as a communicative tool used
during the design process. More recently, the drawing itself and the way of seeing it
have been explored as indispensable parts of the process of designing and the
underlying design thinking (Liu, 1995; Suwa et al., 1998b). In architectural designing,
as in many other design disciplines, shape composition is an important design activity.
Shapes are the way we begin to understand the visual world that our visual sense brings
to us (Marr, 1982). Through shapes designers express ideas and represent elements of
design, abstract concepts and construct situations. Hence, their role in designing is
significant. The formation and discovery of relationships among parts of a composition
are fundamental tasks in designing (Mitchell and McCullough, 1995; Kolarevic, 1997).
One of the analyses of architectural shapes in a drawing is the result of certain
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relationships among its parts which characterise each and every design. The abstraction
and explicitness of these relationships in a recognised drawing can therefore lead to a
closer and better understanding of shape semantics (Koutamanis and Mitossi, 1993).
Shape semantics have many characteristics, one of which is they encapsulate design
knowledge that can be ascribed to design artefacts and are among design knowledge
that tend to be fundamental to aesthetic design. Shape semantics are the interpretation of
visual patterns or visual forms of groups of shapes in the drawing (Jun, 1997). An
architectural shape semantic is a collection of high-level information defining a set of
characteristics with a semantic meaning based on a particular view of a shape. Various
types of shape semantics can be explained in a variety of ways by grouping structures
using the laws of figure perception (Arnheim, 1977; Meiss, 1991). Grouping structures
is supported by such factors as: repetition, similarity, proximity and orientation. Gestalt
theory deals with the grouping phenomenon in a comprehensive way. The central
concept of the theory is the concept of Gestalt-form or configuration of any segregated
whole or unit (Köhler, 1970).
Shape semantics can be recognised in all architectural drawings. There are two types of
shape semantics of concern in this thesis: primary and emergent. A primary shape
semantic is a visual pattern of relationships among shapes in the initial representation.
An emergent shape semantic is a visual pattern of relationships among shapes that exist
only implicitly in the initial representation but has been made explicit within emergent
shapes (Gero et al., 1995). Shape semantics could be discovered from a whole drawing
or parts of a drawing. These semantics may play a crucial role in developing further
ideas in the same design if designers pursue them further.

4.1.1 Selection of shape semantics
There are various sets of shape semantics that could be recognised in architectural
drawings. In this thesis, only three sets of shape semantics of architectural design have
been selected: expression, symmetry and modality as shown in Figure 4.1. The reason
for this selection is that they are among the most prominent semantics in architectural
shapes. These shape semantics are concerned with the visual relationships among
shapes in a design composition. Expression indicates the impression of a feature or a
defined assemblage of features within the composition such as dominance and
adjacency. Visual dominance reflects the effect of shape size and spatial location in
relation to other shapes where adjacency reflects the contiguity among shapes in the
design composition. Symmetry indicates harmony and conformity among shapes within
the composition such as reflective symmetry, cyclic rotation, translational repetition and
scaling. Modality includes the characteristics of how these parts in the design
composition (shapes), are put together such as centrality, linearity and radiality. Some
examples of shape semantics in architectural design compositions are shown in Figures
4.2 to 4.5.
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Shape Semantics

Symmetry

Modality

• Reflective Symmetry

• Centrality

Expression

• Adjacency
• Dominance

Around one axis
Around multiple axes

•

• Radiality

Rotation
Simple
Cyclic

• Linearity

• Repetition
Translational
• Scaling

Figure 4.1 Three sets of shape semantics are selected to be recognised from architectural design
compositions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 Examples of shape semantics representing architectural expressions among shapes
within design compositions (a) adjacency and (b) dominance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g)

(f)

Figure 4.3 Examples of shape semantics representing congruence among parts of design
compositions: (a) reflective symmetry around an axis, Erdman Hall Dormitory, Bryn Mawr by
Louis I. Kahn; (b) reflective symmetry around multiple axes, National Assembly Hall in Dacca
by Louis I. Kahn; (c) and (d) closed cyclic rotation, Price Tower, Bartlesville by Frank Lloyd
Wright; (e) scaling, Holy Trinity Ukrainian Church by Radoslav Zuk; (f) translational
repetition, Richards Medical Research Building, Philadelphia by Louis I. Khan; and (g) scaling,
Wolfsburg Cultural Centre by Alvar Aalto.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4 Examples of shape semantics representing the enclosure among shapes: (a) linearity;
(b) radiality, Row house in Jakobstad by Alvar Aalto; and (c) centrality, Trenton Bath House by
Louis I. Khan.
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Recognising various shape semantics from multiple
representations

There is a vast range of possible architectural shape semantics which could be emerged.
For instance, different representations as shown in Figure 4.5 allow for some shape
semantics to be readily recognised such as reflective symmetry, cyclic rotations,
dominance, multiple reflective symmetry, simple rotation and centrality as shown in
Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(f) respectively. Each representation helps in the recognition of
certain shape semantics whereas it could not be readily recognised at other
representations. For instance, dominance cannot be easily recognised in the
representations shown in Figure 4.5 except in the representation shown in Figure 4.5(c)
wherein it can be readily recognised

(a) Reflective Symmetry

(d) Multiple Reflective Symmetry

(b) Cyclic Rotation

(e) Simple Rotation

(c) Dominance

(f) Centrality

Figure 4.5 Recognition of different shape semantics from multiple representations of the same
design composition.

4.2 Recognition of Shape Semantics
Shape semantics are recognised in terms of similarity of spatial relationships as well as
physical properties. Shape semantics recognition starts from the identification of shape
congruency. Congruent shapes have the same structure of elements in terms of topology
and geometry. If two shapes have the same number of infinite maximal lines, number of
intersections, geometrical properties of infinite maximal lines and dimensional
constraints of segments on each infinite maximal line, then these two shapes are
congruent (Gero and Jun, 1995a). This is to say that shapes are considered congruent if,
and only if, structural properties of one shape are equivalent to structural properties of
another shape in terms of topology and geometry. An example of two congruent shapes
Sx and Sy is shown in Figure 4.5.
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imn

iab
lb
la

Sy

ln
lm

Sx

ino

ibc

lo

lc

iom

ica

Figure 4.6 An example of two congruent shapes Sx and Sy where there are three vertices in each
shape (iab, ibc and ica) and (imn, ino and iom); the lengths of corresponding edges are equal, la = lm,
lb = ln and lc = lo; the angles at corresponding vertices are equal; A(la, lb) = A(lm, ln), A(lb, lc) =
A(ln, lo) and A(lc, la) = A(lo, lm); and the ratios of each two consecutive edges are equal, la | lb = lm
| ln , lb | lc = ln | lo and lc | la = lo | lm.

4.2.1 Recognition of shape semantics indicating symmetry
4.2.1.1 Reflective symmetry around an axis
For reflective symmetry around an axis (Mr) to exist, the slopes of line segments joining
corresponding vertices of the two congruent shapes must be equal, ie such line segments
must be parallel. The line joining the midpoints of the slopes (bisector) must be straight
and perpendicular to them (March and Steadman, 1971; Baglivo and Graver, 1983).
This line is the axis of reflection. An example of reflective symmetry around an axis is
shown in Figure 4.7.
l1

iab

imn

lb
la

Sy

ln
l2

ibc

lc
ica

ino

l3

Sx

lm

lo
iom

lz

Figure 4.7 An example of reflective symmetry (Mr) between two congruent shapes Sx and Sy
around an axis lz where l1 // l2 // l3 and their slope is zero, lz joining midpoints of l1, l2 and l3 is a
straight line, and lz ⊥ l1, lz ⊥ l2 and lz ⊥ l3.

4.2.1.2 Reflective symmetry around multiple axes
Reflective symmetry around multiple axes (Mt) exists where at least four congruent
shapes are available in a design composition. Each congruent shape has to be at least
reflected around more than one axis. The two axes of reflection must be perpendicular
on each other. An example of reflective symmetry around multiple axes is shown in
Figure 4.8.
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l6

ifd

irp

lf

lr
iqr

l5

ief
Sv

ld

Su
le

l11 ide

l12

l4

l10

l7

Sy

l9
lw

imn

lb
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ipq

l8

l1

iab

lp

lq

ln
l2

ibc

lc

lo

l3

ica

lm

Sx

ino

iom

lz

Figure 4.8 An example of multiple reflective symmetry (Mt) around two axes lz and lw where
each of the congruent shapes Sx, Sy, Sv and Su is reflected around both of them and lz ⊥ lw.

4.2.1.3 Simple rotation
For simple rotation (Rs) to exist, the perpendicular bisectors on the line segments
joining the corresponding vertices of two congruent shapes must intersect at the same
point (concurrent), (March and Steadman, 1971; Baglivo and Graver, 1983) as shown in
Figure 4.9. The concurrent point is their rotational centre.
ica

imn
l

3

la

lc

l

b

Sx
lz1

Sy

iab

ln

l

1

ibc

lm

ino
lo

l2

iom
l

z3

lz2

90.00°

irc

Rota

tion

a

ngle

Rotation centre

Figure 4.9 An example of simple rotation (Rs) between two congruent shapes Sx and Sy around
a rotation centre point irc.

4.2.1.4 Cyclic rotation
Cyclic rotation (Rn) exists when at least three congruent shapes are available in a design
composition around one rotational centre where the rotation angles between each two
consecutive shapes are equal and have to be not more than 120o. An example of cyclic
rotation among four congruent shapes is shown in Figure 4.10.
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ica

imn
l3

la
lc

ino
lo

l2

lb

lm

Sx
lz1

Sy

iab

ln

l1

iom
lz3

lz2

ibc

Rotation angle

90°

irc

90°

Rotation centre
90°

iqr

90°

ifd

lq
lf
ief

lr

ipq

Su

Sv

ld

le

lp

ide

irp

Figure 4.10 An example of cyclic rotation (Rn) between four congruent shapes Sx, Sy, Sv and Su
around the same rotational centre point irc with the same rotational angle 90o.

4.2.1.5 Translational repetition
Translational repetition (Pr) exists where at least three congruent shapes are available in
the design composition where the line segments joining the corresponding vertices of
each of two consecutive congruent shapes form part of a parallelogram. The other two
sides of the parallelogram must be the corresponding sides of each of two congruent
shapes (Baglivo and Graver, 1983). The distances from the centre of each of two
consecutive congruent shape (translational distance), must be equal. Figure 4.11 shows
an example of translational repetition among three congruent shapes.
imn

lz

ln
Sx

ino

lo

ide

iom

l

d

Sv

ifd

le

lf

iab

ief

la
ica

Sy

lm

X1

lb

lc
ibc

X1

Figure 4.11 An example of translational repetition (Pr) between three congruent shapes Sx, Sy
and Sv around translational line lz with the same translational distance X1.
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4.2.1.6 Scaling
Comparing all synchronised line segments of two shapes where their ratios are all equal
identifies scaling (Es) among shapes in the design composition. An example of scaling
is shown in Figure 4.12.
de

ld
iab

Sv

ifd

la
Sy

ica

lf

lb

le
ief

lc
ibc
Figure 4.12 An example of scaling (Es) between two shapes Sy and Sv
where la / ld = lb / le = lc / lf.

4.2.2 Recognition of shape semantics indicating expression
4.2.2.1 Adjacency
Adjacency (Ad) is a boundary relationship among shapes in a design composition. In
this thesis, neither shape overlap nor partial sharing is permitted during the recognition
of shapes. Hence, adjacency exists when two shapes are contiguous. Two shapes are
contiguous when they are discrete, ie their product is empty (Chase, 1997). Two shapes
are adjacent if they share at least one edge of their boundaries. Examples of different
kinds of adjacency are shown in Figure 4.13.

Sn
Sm

l4
l2

St

l1

Sq

l3

So
(a)

St l5

l6
(b)

(c)

Figure 4.13 Examples of different kinds of adjacency (Ad) among shapes.

4.2.2.2 Dominance
Visual dominance (Dm) exists in a design composition if there is a pre-eminent shape in
size that has an area at least one third of the total area in a design composition. Such a
shape could be of contiguous or non-contiguous relationship to other shapes in the
composition but the centre of the design composition must occur within the boundary of
the dominant shape as shown in Figure 4.14.
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(b)

Figure 4.14 Examples of dominance (Dm) among contiguous and non-contiguous shapes in (a)
and (b) respectively.

4.2.3 Recognition of shape semantics indicating modality
4.2.3.1 Centrality
Centrality (Ce) exists in a design composition if there is a shape within the design
composition in which the centre of the whole design composition occurs within its
boundary. This centre must be of equal distances to centres of the congruent shapes in
the design composition. Some examples of centrality in design compositions are shown
in Figure 4.15.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 Examples of centrality (Dm) of a shape in some design compositions.

4.2.3.2 Radiality
Radiality (Tr) in a design composition exists where at least three shapes are rotated
around a central point with different rotational angles. Cyclic rotation is a special case
of radiality where any rotation angles between any two consecutive shapes have to be
equal and not more than 120o as shown in Figure 4.10. Examples of radiality among
shapes are shown in Figure 4.16.
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60°

110°

45°

90°

110°

60°

Radiation centre

Radiation centre

140°

45°

105°
Radiation centre

45° 60°

Figure 4.16 Examples of radiality (Tr) among congruent shapes.

4.2.3.3 Linearity
Linearity (Ls) exists in a design composition where at least three congruent shapes are
repeated along a linear axis and the distances among the centres of consecutive
congruent shapes are not equal. Translational repetition is a special case of linearity
where the translational distances between each two consecutive congruent shapes are
equal. Linearity exists as well among scaled congruent shapes as shown in Figure 4.17.
X1

X2
igh
lg
ide

iig
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ifd
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Sh
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le
ief
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(a)

X3

X4

X5

X6

(b)
Figure 4.17 Examples of linearity (Ls) among (a) scaled congruent shapes or (b) congruent
shapes.
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4.3 Constructing Observations from Multiple Representations
Shape semantics can be recognised within each of the representations. The group of
shape semantics recognised in each representation is considered as an observation
constructed from that representation. Since various shape semantics are recognised from
different representations, multiple representations (Ni) help in constructing a set of
observations (Oj) of a design composition. This set of observations is used to search for
regularities of relationships among shape semantics within which these shape semantics
were recognised. The set of observations shown in Table 4.1 is constructed from the
representations shown in Section 3.2.2. The notations of shape semantics within the
observations in Table 4.1 are as follows:
Ad
Ce
Dm
Mr
Mt
Rs
Rn

Adjacency
Centrality
Dominance
Reflective symmetry around one axis
Reflective symmetry around multiple axes
Simple rotation
Cyclic rotation

4.4 Situated Learning of Shape Semantics
The processes of locating shape semantics in relation to their situations within which
they were recognised are as follows:
(i)
select a single shape semantic and consider it as the knowledge in focus;
(ii)
find all the observations within which this single shape semantic has been
recognised;
(iii)
find other shape semantics in these observations;
(iv)
find the regularities of relationships among other shape semantics that are in
conjunction with the knowledge in focus across the observation; such
regularities carry the applicability conditions of where the knowledge in
focus was recognised;
(v)
construct the situatedness of the knowledge in focus based upon these
regularities

4.4.1 Constructing the situatedness of shape semantics
Assuming that a shape semantic is labelled ki when it is selected to be the knowledge in
focus, it will be referred to as Fj and its learned situation as tn. When applying the above
procedures to the set of observations shown in Table 4.1, the following can be found. If
k1 refers to centrality (Ce) is chosen to be the knowledge in focus F1, it is found that it
has been recognised in different observations: O17, O20, O21, O22, O23, O24 and O27.
Across these observations, two kinds of regularities were found as shown in Figure
4.18. These regularities are the mapping of one to many, one focus to many situations.
The first regularity is found in the observations O17, O22, O23 and O27.
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Table 4.1 A set of observations constructed from the multiple representations
developed from a design compositions as shown in Section 3.2.2.
Rep.
No.
N1

Obs.
No.
O1

N3

O3

N5

O5

N7
N9

Observation
Rn (x1, x2)
Rn (x3, x2)
Rn (x1, x2 , x3)

Rep.
No.
N2

Obs.
No.
O2

N4

O4

N6

O6

O7
O9

Rn (x2, x3, x2)
Mr (x2, x3, x2)
Rn (x1, x2, x3, x2)
Rn (x3, x2, x1, x2)

N8
N10

O8
O10

N11
N13
N15

O11
O13
O15

Mr (x2, x3, x2, x1, x2)
Mr (x2, x3, x2)
Rs (x1, x2, x3)

N12 O12
N14 O14
N16 O16

N17

O17

N18

O18

N19

O19

N20

O20

N21

O21

N22

O22

N23

O23

N24

O24

N25

O25

N26

O26

N27

O27

Mr [S2],
Rn [S2], Ad [S4] | 3 [S2],
Ce [S4],
Dm [S4]
Mr [S2], Mr [S6],
Mr [S7],
Rn [S2],
Ad [S2] | [S6], Ad [S2] | [S7],
Ad [S6] | [S7]
Mr [S14], Mr [S17], Mr [S18],
Rn [S14], Rn [S17], Rn [S18],
Ad [S16] | 6 [S17], Ad [S14] |
2 [S17], Ad [S18] | 2 [S17]
Ce [S16],
Mr [S14],
Rn [S14],
Ad [S20] | 3 [S14],
Ce [S20]
Dm [S20]
Mr [S18],
Rn [S18],
Ad [S22] | 3 [S18],
Dm [S22],
Mr [S13],
Rn [S1],
Ad [S1] | 3 [S13],
Ce [S1],
Dm [S1]

N28

O28

Observation
Rn (x2, x3)
Rn ( x2, x1)
Rn (x3, x2 , x1)
Rn (x2, x1, x2)
Mr (x2, x1, x2)
Rn (x2, x3, x2, x1)
Rn (x2, x1, x2, x3)
Mr (x2, x1, x2, x3, x2)
Mr (x2, x1, x2)
Mr [S2], Mr [S3],
Rn [S2], Ad [S3] | 2 [S2],
Ad [S3] | [S3]
Mr [S2], Mr [S6],
Rn [S2], Ad [S2] | [S6],
Ad [S5] | [S6]
Mr [S14], Mr [S15],
Rn [S14],
Ad [S16] | 3 [S15], Ad [S15] | 2
[S14],
Ce [S16]
Mr [S14], Mr [S18],
Rn [S14], Rn [S18],
Ad [S19] | 3 [S14] | 3 [S18],
Ce [S19],
Dm [S19]
Mr [S18], Mr [S21]
Rn [S18], Rn [S21]
Ad [S16] | 3 [S21], Ad [S18] | 2
[S21],
Ce [S16]
Mr [S23],
Rn [S23],
Ad [S24] | 6 [S23],
Dm [S24]
Mr [S12],
Rn [S12],
Ad [S1] | 3 [S12],
Dm [S1]
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The second regularity is found in the observations O20, O21 and O24 . Across the
observations O17, O22, O23 and O27 , when F1 is selected the knowledge in focus, there is
regularity of other shape semantics k2, k3, k4 and k5 that refer to reflective symmetry
around an axis (Mr), cyclic rotation (Rn), adjacency (Ad) and dominance (Dm)
respectively. This regularity defines the relationships under which F1 is recognised and
constructs the situation t1 for the knowledge in focus F1. This means that F1 is situated
within the shape semantics k2, k3, k4 and k5. In Figure 4.18, the unshaded curved arrow
refers to the knowledge in focus and the shaded curved arrow refers to the situation of
that focus. Table 4.2 illustrates this relationship between the selected knowledge in
focus F1 and its situation t1.
t1
Situation

F1
Focus

k1

O17

k2

O22
O23

O27

k3

k4

k5

O21
O24

O20

Figure 4.18 A learned regularity across the observations O17, O22, O23 and O27. If k1, centrality
(Ce) is chosen to be the knowledge in focus, then k2, k3, k4 and k5 form its situation t1.

Table 4.2 An example of centrality (Ce) as knowledge in focus and its situation across
the set of observations.
Oi
O17
O22
O23
O27

Focus (F1)

k1, centrality (Ce)

k2,
k3
k4
k5

Situation (t1)
reflective symmetry around an axis (Mr)
cyclic Rotation of (Rn)
adjacency (Ad)
dominance (Dm)

4.4.2 Duality between knowledge in focus and the situation
Alternatively taking another shape semantic k5, which refers to dominance (Dm), to be
the knowledge in focus F5 within the same regularity, it is found that k1, k2, k3 and k4
construct the situation t5 of F5 within which it was recognised as shown in Table 4.3 and
Figure 4.19. In Figure 4.19, the inverted arrow refers to the duality between focus parts
within the regularity. This could be explained as a duality between knowledge in focus
and its situation within the same regularity. It means that, for certain knowledge in
focus F1 recognised in relation to the situation t1 wherein k5 is part of that situation, it is
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possible that when k5 is chosen to be the knowledge in focus F5 its situation t5 includes
k1 as one of its parts.
Table 4.3 An example of the duality between knowledge in focus and parts of its
situation within the same regularity.
Oi
O17
O22
O23
O27

Focus (F5)

Situation (t5)
centrality (Ce)
reflective symmetry around an axis (Mr)
cyclic Rotation of (Rn)
adjacency (Ad)

k1,
k5 dominance (Dm) k2,
k3
k4

t1
Situation

F1
Focus

k1

O17
O22
O23

O21
O24

t5
Situation

k2
k4

O27

k3

k5

k2

k1

O20

k3
k4

k5
Duality

F5
Focus

Figure 4.19 An example of the duality between knowledge in focus and parts of its situation
within the same regularity.

In the second regularity learned across the observations O20, O21 and O24, if k1 that
refers to centrality (Ce) is chosen to be the knowledge in focus F1, it is found that the
other shape semantics k2, k3 and k4 construct another possible situation t101 within which
centrality (Ce) is recognised. It can be noticed that k5 was in conjunction with F1 at the
first regularity but such a relationship does not appear to be seen within the second
regularity. Applying the notion of duality within this regularity when k5 which refers to
dominance (Dm) is selected to be the knowledge in focus F5, then its situation will be t5
which is constructed from k2, k3 and k4 as shown in Figure 4.20.
Applying the notion of duality can help with constructing the situatedness of other
recognised shape semantics within the learned regularities. For instance, Figure 4.21
shows two of the possible situations t2 and t201 of k2 which refers to reflective symmetry
(Mr) around one axis when it is considered to be the knowledge in focus F2.
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t1
Situation

Duality
F1
Focus

t101
Situation

k1

O17
O22

k3

O27

O23

t5
Situation

k2
k4

k5

O21

k2

k1

O20

O24

k3
k4

k5
Duality

F5
Focus

Figure 4.20 Another possible situation of k1, which refers to centrality (Ce) constructed from
the second regularity when it is considered as the knowledge in focus F1. The duality between
knowledge in focus F4 and its situation within this regularity is shown. In this Figure, Figure
4.19 is illustrated in a dropped tone.
t201
Situation

F2
Focus

F1
Focus

k2

k1
k4

k3
Duality

k1

t1
Situation

k2
k4

F1
Focus

k3

t101
Situation

Duality
k1

O17
O23

O21
O24

O27

F2
Focus

k2

O22

k4

k3

k5
k2

O20

k1

k3
k4
k5

t2
Situation

Figure 4.21 An example of applying the duality to construct two of the possible situations, t2
and t201, of reflective symmetry (Mr) around one axis within the two learned regularities.
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4.4.3 Learning multiple situations for a certain knowledge in focus
Similarly, duality can be applied to learn the situations of other shape semantics
recognised within those two learned regularities. However, in order to learn other
possible situations in relation to certain knowledge in focus, the set of observations
shown in Table 4.1 can be searched for other regularities within which that knowledge
in focus is found. For instance, the set of observations shown in Table 4.1 can be
searched for regularities within which k3 (refers to cyclic rotation (Rn)) is recognised to
be the knowledge in focus F3. Four regularities are found within which there are four
possible situations, t3, t301, t302 and t3o3, within which F3 is operating as shown in Figure
4.22. The same process could be used to locate every other shape semantic in relation to
situations within which it was recognised across the set of observations constructed
from the developed representations. This shows the importance of the regularities of
relationships among shape semantics to construct their situations within which they
were recognised. The situatedness of design knowledge implies its applicability
conditions may serve as a basis for guiding its use when similar situations arise.
F3
Focus
F3
Focus

t301
Situation
k3
k2

k3

F3
Focus

k1

k4
k5

k2

k3

O20

t3
Situation

t302
Situation

k4

O24

O21

k1 k4

O17
O22

k2

O27

k5
t303
Situation

O23

O25

O26
O28

k2

O16
O18

k4
k3

F3
Focus

Figure 4.22 Four regularities are found across the set of observations shown in Table 4.1 within
which the situations t3, t301, t302 and t3o3 are constructed in relation to k3 which refers to cyclic
rotation (Rn) when considered as the knowledge in focus.
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4.4.4 Preconditions vs. Situatedness of Shape Semantics
Each shape semantic has preconditions without which it cannot be recognised. For
instance, the preconditions of centrality (Ce) to be recognised in a design composition
are: the centre of the whole design composition must occur within the boundary of a
shape within the design composition; and this centre must be of equal distances to
centres of the congruent shapes in the design composition as shown by example in
Section 4.2.3.1. These preconditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for
centrality (Ce) to be recognised. At the same time, the preconditions indicate nothing
about the situation within which centrality (Ce) could be recognised. Centrality (Ce)
operates within unique situations in the design environment. The situatedness of
centrality (Ce) determines its applicability conditions within the design environment.
The primary difference between the preconditions and the situatedness is that the latter
cannot be completely predetermined but has to be constructed. For instance, the
situatedness of centrality (Ce) is constructed based on the regularities of relationships
between centrality (Ce) and other shape semantics in the design environment within
which centrality (Ce) was recognised. The regularities of relationships learned from a
set of observations of a design composition and shown in Figure 4.18 and Table 4.2
indicated that centrality (Ce) is situated within reflective symmetry around an axis (Mr),
cyclic rotation (Rn), adjacency (Ad) and dominance (Dm). In other words, the difference
between preconditions and situatedness of design knowledge (shape semantics) is that
the former is fixed and the latter is changing based on what is constructed from the
design environment.

Chapter 5

A Computational System for Situated
Learning in Designing (SLiDe)

This Chapter presents a computational system for situated learning in designing (SLiDe).
SLiDe is implemented to operate within the domain of architectural shape semantics. Its
underlying concepts could be used in other domains. The Chapter commences by
introducing the framework of SLiDe. SLiDe consists of three primary modules: Generator,
Recogniser and Incremental Situator. The Generator is used by the designer to develop a
set of multiple representations of a design composition. This set of representations form
the initial design environment of SLiDe. The Recogniser detects shape semantics within
the representations and produces a set of observations, each of which consists of a group of
shape semantics recognised at each representation. The Incremental Situator consists of
two sub-modules: Situator and Restructuring Situator. The Situator module locates shape
semantics in relation to the situations within which they were recognised by finding the
regularities of relationships among them across the observations and clustering them into
situational categories organised in a hierarchical tree structure. Such relationships change
over time due to the fluid nature of designing that causes changes in the design
environment due to the development of further representations of other ways of viewing
the same design composition. The Restructuring Situator updates the previously learned
situational categories and restructures the hierarchical tree accordingly. An illustration of
how the Incremental Situator works is presented.

5.1 Framework for Situated Learning in Designing
The role of the computational system for Situated Learning in Design (SLiDe) is to
locate design knowledge, in the form of shape semantics, in relation to their situations
within which they were recognised within the design environment, ie. learning the
applicability conditions of design knowledge. This is achieved by learning the
regularities, in the form of situational categories, of relevant relationships among the
shape semantics across different observations constructed from the set of multiple
representations. Developing multiple representations from a single design composition
was introduced in Chapter 2, and methods of shape semantic recognition and
constructing situational categories from the set of observations were discussed in
Chapter 4. SLiDe is an integrated system for generating multiple representations, shape
semantics recognition, constructing observations and clustering situational categories of
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shape semantics over time within which they were recognised. SLiDe takes a design
composition in the form of line segments as its input. It generates, with the interaction of
the designer, a set of multiple representations of that design composition which serves as
its initial design environment and constructs a set of observations through the process of
shape semantics recognition from each representation. SLiDe produces, in a hierarchical
structure, a set of situational categories within which shape semantics were recognised in
the design environment. The designer may choose to pursue developing further
representations that could be generated using SLiDe once again in addition to the
previous representations. This causes a change in the design environment of SLiDe by
adding new representations. Consequently, SLiDe updates its own observations from the
design environment considering such changes. SLiDe restructures its previously learned
situational categories without being affected by the order of observations and
dynamically produces a new hierarchical structure of situational categories in response to
the changes that took place in its design environment. This indicates that SLiDe modifies
its behaviour in response to the changes that have taken place in its design environment,
ie SLiDe situates its learned knowledge in relation to the design environment.
SLiDe's framework consists of three modules: Generator, Recogniser and Incremental
Situator that includes Situator and Restructuring Situator as shown in Figure 5.1. The
Generator module assists the designer in generating multiple representations of a single
design composition, here in the form of a floor plan. These representations serve as a
platform and form the design environment for the Recogniser module to interact with
and construct its own set of observations from the design environment for the Situator
module to learn from. The Recogniser module detects each representation and attributes
shape semantics to it. The result of using the Recogniser module is a set of observations,
each of which comprises a group of shape semantics associated with each corresponding
representation. The regularities of relationships among shape semantics at different
observations, are the triggers for the Situator module to construct situational categories
for these shape semantics in a hierarchical tree structure. The situational categories are
clustered based on the regularities of relationships among shape semantics within which
they were recognised across the observations. The reason for calling them situational
categories rather than normal categories or clusters as is the case in machine learning is
that knowledge is generalised with respect to the situation within which it was
recognised. Generating a set of new representations of the same design decomposition
triggers the Recogniser module to update its own set of observations from the design
environment which consequently triggers the Restructuring Situator module to update its
previously learned situational category and its hierarchical tree structure. Updating what
has been learned can be in the form of adding new knowledge that is relevant to a
learned situation that was not previously available or in the form of new constructed
situations. The results of SLiDe are sets of situational categories that situate the shape
semantics.
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Figure 5.1 The overall framework of the computational system for situated learning in designing
(SLiDe).
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5.2 Multiple Representations using the Generator Module
The Generator module handles the generation of different representations from what
appears as a single object. The process model of the Generator module is shown in
Figure 5.2. The Generator module commences with an initial representation of a design
composition, in the form of line segments, as its data input. It re-represents these line
segments in the form of their infinite maximal lines within the frame selected by the
designer. This is achieved by extending the line segments representing the shape to the
boundary of that frame. The Generator requests the designer to select a shape of interest
from among the intersections of the infinite maximal lines. The boundary of the selected
frame defines the design space to be searched by the Generator module. The Generator
searches the design space for a congruent shape of the selected shape and generates a
representation from the combination of congruent shapes and the boundary of the initial
representation. If there are no congruent shapes in the design space the representation is
generated from the combination of the selected shape and the boundary of the initial
representation. The Generator does not allow for overlapping shapes while searching for
congruent shapes. This representation generation process is repeated with different
selections to develop a set of multiple representations. The process is terminated when
the designer is not interested in further selections at that moment of time.

Representations Generation Process (RGP)

Infinite maximal lines
representation
within the selected frame
by the designer

Designer
selects the
shape of
interest

Explicit shapes

Primary Shape

Emergent
Shapes

Re-representation

RGP terminates when the designer is
not interested in selecting any more
shapes

Figure 5.2 The Process model of the Generator module to develop multiple representations.

The size and location of the frame around the design composition affects the set of
representations that can be generated since they affect the number of intersections of
infinite maximal lines that can be generated. The designer may choose later to pursue
developing other representations of the same design composition either by selecting
other frames or other selections of shapes within the intersections of infinite maximal
lines. The interaction between the designer and the Generator module provides a medium
of communication between the designer and the system that affects the output of
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developed representations based upon designer's interest and at the same time limits the
search space. The selection of shapes among the intersections could be fully automated
and computed randomly but there is no direct basis to select one shape rather than the
other.
A commercially available CAD system has been adopted around which to develop the
Generator module. For this purpose AutoCAD as an industry CAD system was selected.
The Generator module has been implemented in AutoCAD in Open-Windows in a Unix
environment and it is written in the C language and as an ADS (AutoCAD Development
System) application. The Generator module include five sub-modules, some of which are
based in part on SESS (Jun, 1997) and SPARS (Cha, 1998) and performed as follows:
draw a frame around the design composition
{
get the initial vertices;
draw a frame around the design composition;
correct the frame if it is not convenient;
get the entities within the frame;
}
infinite maximal lines representation
{
get the entities that are straight lines within the frame;
extend these lines to the frame;
get the intersections of these lines;
ignore the intersections of these lines with the boundary of the frame;
}
selection of a bounded shape (polyline)
{
get the intersections (vertices) of the shape selected by the designer;
get the distances (lengths) between each two consecutive vertices (edges);
get the number of edges;
get the angles at vertices (between each two consecutive edges);
}
shape congruency identification
{
find the corresponding first intersection (vertex) of the presumed
congruent shape among all intersections in the frame
{
choose two consecutive line segments l1 and l2 at an intersection to be
the first intersection of the selected shape;
get the distances d1 and d2 at an intersection i1 within the frame that is
equal to l1 or l2;
get the angle at the vertex i1 between d1 and d2;
compare the angles on vertices between d1 and d2 and l1 and l2 (must be
equal to continue);
get the i1 to be the first intersection and the other endpoint of d1 to be the
second intersection;
get d1 to be the corresponding line segment to l1 and d2 to l2;
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}
find all corresponding line segments in the presumed congruent shape
{
start from the second intersection to the last intersection of the selected
shape;
compare the lengths of corresponding edges (must be equal);
compare the angle at corresponding vertices (must be equal);
}
}
generate a representation of a design composition
{
if (there are congruent shapes)
then (get all the congruent shapes and the initial vertices)
else (get the selected shape and the initial vertices)
}
These processes are repeated when the designer selects another shape or changes the
frame around the design composition. The results of using the Generator module are
multiple representations in the form of bounded shapes between the initial boundary and
either the recognised congruent shapes or the selected shape produced in DXF files.

5.2 Shape Semantics Recognition using the Recogniser
Module
The Recogniser module uses a computable structural shape pattern representation that
focuses on shape relationships as well as physical properties. The Recogniser module
provides the capability to recognise shape semantics from the multiple representations
produced using the Generator module. The Recogniser module detects the shape
semantics at each representation and produces an observation for each corresponding
representation. The graphical representations of shape semantics recognition are
illustrated in Section 4.2.1. The Recogniser detects each representation according to
predefined conditions of shape semantics. A shape semantic is found by the Recogniser
when all of its preconditions are satisfied. The recognition of shape semantics is
performed as follows:
compare properties of all shapes within each representation:
shape congruency identification
{
compare the number of vertices;
compare the length of corresponding edges;
compare the angle at corresponding vertices;
compare the ratio of each two consecutive edges;
}
congruent shapes relationships identification
{
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draw line segments connecting the corresponding vertices between each two
congruent shapes (Gc);
get the slope of each Gc;
generate the midpoint of each Gc;
draw a line segment perpendicular on each Gc from its midpoints Gp;
get the slope of each Gp;
draw a line connecting the midpoints of all Gc Gm;
}
identification of reflective symmetry (Mr) around an axis Gm
{
two shapes must be congruent;
the slopes of all Gc must be equal;
the slopes of all Gp must be equal;
the slope of the Gm must be equal to all Gp;
Gm must occupy the same position as all Gp;
}
identification of reflective symmetry (Mt) around multiple axes
{
at least four shapes must be congruent;
each shape must be reflected around more than one axis;
reflection axes must be perpendicular;
}
identification of simple rotation (Rs)
{
two shapes must be congruent;
the slopes of all Gc are not equal;
the slopes of all Gp are not equal;
the slope of the Gm is not equal to all Gp;
all Gp intersect in a single point (rotation centre);
}
identification of cyclic rotation (Rn)
{
at least three shapes must be congruent;
find a simple rotation between each of two consecutive congruent shapes;
get the rotation angle between each of two consecutive congruent shapes;
congruent shapes are rotated around a single point (rotation centre);
all rotational angles must be equal and none of which should be more than
120o;
}
identification of translational repetition (Pr)
{
at least three shapes must be congruent;
the slopes of all Gc must be equal;
get the centre of each congruent shape;
get the distance between the centres of each of two consecutive congruent
shapes (translational distance);
all the translational distances must be equal;
}
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identification of scaling (Es)
{
the number of vertices of the two shapes must be equal;
the angles at corresponding vertices must be equal;
the ratio of the length between corresponding edges must be equal (scale
ratio);
}
identification of adjacency (Ad)
{
get line segments in each polyline shape in the representation with their
coordinates;
find line segments that are used more than once;
adjacent shapes must at least share one line segment on their boundaries;
}
identification of dominance (Dm)
{
get the areas for each polyline shape in the representation;
get the total area of the shapes in the design composition;
get the centre of the design composition;
the dominant shape is the largest shape in area within the design composition
but at least has to be 1/3 of the total area;
the centre of the design composition must occur within the boundary of the
dominant shape;
}
identification of centrality (Ce)
{
get the centre of the design composition;
get the congruent shapes in the design composition;
the centre of the design composition must occur within the boundary of the
central shape;
the distances from the centres of the congruent shapes to the centre of the
central shape must be equal;
}
identification of radiality (Tr)
{
at least three shapes must be congruent;
find a simple rotation between each of two consecutive congruent shapes;
get the rotation angle between each of two consecutive congruent shapes;
congruent shapes must be rotated around a single point (rotation centre);
rotational angles are not equal;
}
identification of linearity (Ls)
{
at least three shapes must be congruent or scaled shapes;
the slopes of all Gc must be equal;
get the centre of each congruent shape;
get the distance between the centres of each of two consecutive congruent
shapes (translational distance);
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translational distances are not equal;
}
All of the above preconditions that are necessary and sufficient for recognising shape
semantics are tested against each representation. The group of shape semantics found by
the Recogniser is considered as a single observation from the corresponding
representation. A set of observations is constructed from the corresponding set of
multiple representations developed using the Generator module. The Recogniser module
is triggered to recognise shape semantics whenever the Generator module generates a
representation. The Recogniser module is developed in Windows 95 environment on a
PC. It is written in the C++ language and used AutoCAD DXF files generated by the
Generator module as its input. Some of its sub-modules were adapted from SPARS
(Cha, 1998). The result of using the Recogniser is a set of observations where shape
semantics were recognised within the design environment of SLiDe.

5.4 Locating Shape Semantics in relation to their Situations
using the Incremental Situator Module
The Situator module locates the recognised shape semantics in relation to their situations
by finding the regularities of relationships among them across the observations. These
regularities are clustered in terms of situational categories that reflect the relationships
and dependencies among shape semantics based upon where they were recognised.
Within the situated view of designing, relationships and dependencies change over time
whenever changes take place in the environment and concept drift occurs. Concept drift
implies that the clustering changes during the period of learning. The conditional
probabilities reflected by the new observations change also and are no longer accurately
represented by the categories in context-free machine learning systems. The
Restructuring Situator updates the previously learned situational categories and
restructures the hierarchical tree structure accordingly. So the tasks to be handled by
both the Situator and Restructuring Situator modules are defined as follows:
Initial input:
Given: •
Find: •
•
•

A set of observations constructed from multiple representations where each
observation is comprised of a group of shape semantics recognised from a
single representation.
The regularities of relationships among shape semantics and cluster them into
situational categories based upon where they were recognised across the
observations;
The summary description of each category that describes its observations;
and
The hierarchical tree structure for those situational categories.

Further Inputs:
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A new set of observations produced from other representations where each
observation is comprised of a group of shape semantics recognised from a
single representation.
•
The new regularities from the new observations and their effects on the
previously learned situational categories and either accommodate them within
the learned categories and update their probabilities or create new situational
categories;
The summary description of each category that describes its observations;
and
The update in the hierarchical tree structure of situational categories
considering the new changes in the design environment.

To handle this task an incremental clustering mechanism that uses a nominal description
of knowledge is needed. The roles of this incremental clustering mechanism are to
categorise shape semantics within which they were recognised across the observations;
provide a description for each category; and organise these categories in a hierarchical
tree structure. This incremental clustering mechanism should not be affected by the
order of observations because it deals with a design environment that changes over time.
This means that the learned categories are to be modified in response to the changes in
the environment. These conditions form the criteria of the task at hand. In this task
neither what is learned nor the environment that SLiDe learns from are fixed. Both
change over time as a reflection of the concept of situatedness.
The Situator and Restructuring Situator are integrated as implemented in the Incremental
Situator module within SLiDe using the modified unsupervised incremental clustering
mechanism in COBBIT (Kilander and Jansson, 1993). The Incremental Situator module
is written in the C language and implemented in a Unix environment. The main reason
for selecting COBBIT is that its focus on concept drift as well as its combination with
COBWEB (Fisher, 1987) employ a unique clustering mechanism that fits the criteria of
the task at hand. Overviews of clustering mechanisms and especially the unsupervised
incremental clustering mechanism are presented in the following subsections.

5.4.1 An overview of clustering mechanisms
Clustering mechanisms automatically discover categories of observations that are similar
in one or more dimensions. Once uncovered, these categories might suggest features that
characterise observed knowledge. Ideally, clustering organises a set of observations in a
way that facilitates more efficient problem solving. It is not intended here to compare
different clustering mechanisms because they can be found elsewhere (Fisher and
Schlimmer, 1988; Gennari et al., 1989; Fisher et al., 1993; Iba and Langley, 1999;
Langley, 1999). The purpose of this overview is to investigate different clustering
mechanism and select the mechanism that best meets the criteria for the task at hand.
Clustering has long been studied in numerical taxonomy, where observations are grouped
and segregated based on numeric measures of similarity and dissimilarity. Early work in
conceptual clustering produced the CLUSTER system (Michalski and Stepp, 1983),
which does not form classes based on similarity between observations, but seeks a
partition whose categories are best described conjunctively, with a limited form of
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disjunction allowed. Each conjunction specifies attribute values that are true for all
members of the corresponding cluster. In contrast to CLUSTER’s conjunctive
representation, COBWEB (Fisher, 1987) forms classes that may be best represented
probabilistically, described by probability distributions of the attribute values exhibited by
their members. Like CLUSTER, COBWEB associates interpretations with clusters, but
their probabilistic representations are more relaxed than those of CLUSTER’s
conjunctive scheme. COBWEB is an incremental unsupervised clustering mechanism.
Like COBWEB, the AUTOCLASS system (Cheeseman and Stutz, 1996) is a clustering
method that represents clusters probabilistically. It differs from COBWEB in that it takes
a Bayesian position in the classification and incorporates a probabilistic variant of the
non-incremental algorithm known as expectation maximisation (Iba and Langley, 1999).
COBBIT (Kilander and Jansson, 1993) is a variant on COBWEB designed explicitly to
deal with environments that change over time and its clustering structures are not
dependent on the order of the observations.

5.4.2 Features of the Incremental Situator
The Incremental Situator module in SLiDe has been implemented using the unsupervised
incremental clustering mechanism as a utilisation of COBBIT (Kilander and Jansson,
1993). This clustering mechanism uses a nominal description of knowledge, categorises
the representations probabilistically, provides a description for each category, organises
these categories hierarchically and most importantly is not affected by the order of
representations as it deals with environments that change over time. This means the
learned categories are modified in response to the change in the environment. There are
some distinctive features that identify this unsupervised incremental clustering
mechanism. These are introduced in the following subsections.
5.4.2.1 Unsupervised incremental learning
In non-incremental learning methods, all observations must be present at the outset of
system execution. In contrast, incremental learning methods accept a stream of
observations that are assimilated one at a time. A primary motivation for using
incremental learning is that knowledge may be rapidly updated with new observations.
Incremental learning methods do not extensively reprocess previously encountered
observations while incorporating a new one. Without this constraint, one could make any
non-incremental system incremental simply by adding the new observations to an existing
set and reapplying the non-incremental method to the extended set.
In the Incremental Situator, the incremental unsupervised learning, as developed in
COBWEB, uses an incremental hill-climbing learner. Hill-climbing is a classic AI search
method in which one applies all operator instantiations, compares the resulting states
using an evaluation function, selects the best state and iterates until no more progress can
be made. Incremental hill-climbing searches an n-dimensional space over which some
function f is defined. This function determines the shape of the
n-dimensional
surface and the learner attempts to find that point with the highest f score. New
observations modify the contours of the surface. The hills and valleys of the incremental
hill-climbing learner’s space change as it gets new observations. The ability to achieve
high quality descriptions for categories, despite the limitations of hill-climbing such as the
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tendency to halt at local optima and dependence on step size, is maintained by extending
the set of available operators.
5.4.2.2 Clustering and learning
Classification and learning are intertwined, as originally developed in COBWEB, with
each observation being stored down through a hierarchy and altering this hierarchy in its
passage. COBWEB uses a slightly generalised version of Gluck and Corter’s (1985)
function to control its classification and learning behaviour. Category utility is a heuristic
measure to guide the search as a means of predicting the basic level in human
classification hierarchies. It favours clustering that maximises the potential of inferring
information. In doing this, it attempts to maximise intra-class similarity, predictability,
and inter-class differences and predictiveness. It also provides a principled tradeoff
between both of them. For any set of observations, any attribute-value pair, Ai = Vij, and
any class Ck, one can compute P(AI = Vij|Ck), the conditional probability of the value
given membership in the class, or its predictability. One also can compute P(Ck|Ai = Vij),
the conditional probability of membership in the class given this value, or its
predictiveness. Combining these measures of individual attributes and values into an
overall measure of clustering quality specifically as show in expression (1), represents a
tradeoff between predictability P(Ai = Vij|Ck) and predictiveness P(Ck|Ai = Vij) that has
been summed across all classes (k), attributes (i), and values (j).

∑∑∑
k

i

P( Ai = Vij ) P(Ck | Ai = Vij ) P( Ai = Vij | Ck )

(1)

j

The probability P(Ai = Vij) weights the individual values, so that frequently occurring
values play a more important role than those occurring less frequently. Using Bayes’
rule, we have P(Ai = Vij) P(Ck|Ai = Vij) = P(Ck) P(Ai = Vij|Ck), enabling us to transform
expression (1) into an alternative form shown in expression (2).

∑
k

P(Ck )∑
i

∑

P( Ai = Vij | Ck ) 2

(2)

j

Gluck and Corter (1985) have shown that the sub-expression ∑i ∑j P(Ai = Vij|Ck)2 is the
expected number of attribute values that one can correctly guess for an arbitrary member
of class Ck. This expectation assumes a probability matching strategy, in which one
guesses an attribute value with a probability equal to its probability of occurring. Thus, it
assumes that one guesses a value with probability P(Ai = Vij|Ck) and that this guess is
correct with the same probability. Building on expression (2), the category utility is
defined as the increase in the expected number of attribute values that can be correctly
guessed, given a set of n categories, over the expected number of correct guesses
without such knowledge. The latter term is simply (∑i ∑j P(Ai = Vij)2) , so one must
subtract this from expression (2). The complete form for category utility is as shown in
expression (3):
n

∑
k =1

P(Ck )∑
i

∑
j

P( Ai = Vij | Ck ) 2 - ∑
i

n

∑
j

P( Ai = Vij ) 2

(3)
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The difference between two expected numbers is divided by n, the number of categories.
This division enables one to compare different size clustering, which must occur
whenever considering merging, splitting or creating a new category. The choice of
category utility as a heuristic measure dictates a category description other than the
logical, typically conjunctive, descriptions used in AI. Category utility can be computed
from P(Ck) of each category in partition and P(Ai = Vij|Ck) for each attribute value. A
summary description that lists attribute values and associated probabilities is a
probabilistic category.
5.4.2.3 Hierarchical tree structure of situational categories
Learned categories are organised and structured in a hierarchy. This type of data
structure contains a set of nodes partially ordered by generality. Each node in the
hierarchy represents a category and also contains a description of that category. In
contrast, most learning from examples (Mitchell, 1982; Michalski and Stepp, 1983)
focuses on learning one or a few categories at a single level of abstraction. Methods of
constructing decision trees (Quinlan, 1986) are closer in spirit, but lack any explicit
descriptions of the nodes themselves. The presence of hierarchical organisation of
knowledge suggests an approach for classifying new observations from the environment.
One simply begins at the most general (top) node and sorts the new observations down
through the hierarchy. This classification method is very similar to that used by the
decision tree systems. The ability to achieve high quality descriptions for categories,
despite the limitations of hill-climbing such as the tendency to halt at local optima and
dependence on step size, is maintained by extending the set of available operators.
Rather than restricting search to be unidirectional, both generalisation and specialisation
operators are supplied. Bidirectional mobility allows such an incremental system to
recover from unsuccessful learning path. The four operators that COBWEB (Gennari et
al., 1989; Iba and Langley, 1999) invokes to alter the structure of the clustering's
hierarchy are: extending the hierarchy downward; creating disjunct at an existing level;
merging two existing classes; and splitting an existing category. This is performed as in
the algorithm shown in Table 5.1 and illustrated in Figure 5.3.
5.4.2.4 Manipulation of concept drift
The incremental clustering mechanism in COBWEB is designed to work under a
condition of clustering constancy that does not distinguish between new and old
observations, requiring new features to replace previous ones by quantity, just as most
other machine learning systems. When COBWEB is incrementally and sequentially
exposed to the extensions of a set of clusters, it retains all observations, disregards the
age of a category and may create different categorical structures dependent on the order
of the observations. These three characteristics make COBWEB sensitive to the effects
of concept drift, which means that the intention of clustering is not stable during the
period of learning. Dependencies of relationships among shape semantics change over
time whenever changes take place in the design environment. The conditional probability
reflected by the new observations change also and are no longer accurately represented
by the categories in the machine learning system. A shared behaviour of systems that
track categories intentionally is that they maintain generalisations under a notion of
recency and non-monotonicity. The learned situational categories are meant to represent
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the situations within which design knowledge (shape semantics), were recognised.
Hence, some aspects of the situations might be revealed at different points of time in the
observations and usually not in order of their importance. For such situational categories
to be appropriately constructed, the learner must integrate these kinds of knowledge to
construct the situations without being affected by the order of observations. In order to
advance the incremental clustering mechanism in COBWEB to achieve these objectives
we selected COBBIT that deals with an environment that changes over time and its
clustering structures are not dependent on the order of the observations.
Table 5.1 The algorithm used to alter the structure of the clustering's hierarchy (Gennari
et al., 1989).
Input

• The current node N of the category hierarchy
• An unclassified (attribute-value) Observation (O)

Top-level call
Variables

• COBWEB (Top-node, O)
• C, P, Q and R are nodes in the hierarchy
• U, V, W and X are clustering scores
COBWEB(N, O)
If N is a terminal node.
Then Create-new-terminals (N, O)
Incorporate (N, O)
Else Incorporate (N, O)
For each child C of node N,
Compute the score for placing O in C
Let P be the node with the highest score W
Let R be the node with the second highest score
Let X be the score for placing O in a new node Q
Let Y be the score for merging P and R into one node
Let Z be the score for splitting P into its children
If W is the best score
Then COBWEB (P, O) (Place O in Category P)
Else if X is the best score
Then initialise Q’s probabilities using O’s values
(place O by itself in the new category Q)
Else if Y is the best score
Then let G be Merge (P, R, N)
COBWEB (G, O)
Else if Z is the best score
Then Split (P, N)
COBWEB (N, O)

Results

• A category hierarchy that classifies the observations
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(b)

(d)

Figure 5.3 Learning operators used to modify the structure of a hierarchy of probabilistic
clustering: (a) extending the hierarchy downward; (b) creating a disjunct at an existing level; (c)
merging two existing classes; and (d) splitting an existing category. Newly created nodes are
shown in grey (Iba and Langley, 1999).

These modifications equipped COBWEB with the dynamic deletion of old observations
using a queue of observations and continuous monitoring of performance. The
COBWEB standard control loop (read-learn) has been extended in COBBIT to be (readevaluate-learn-trim) and performed as shown in Table 5.2. The control parameters of the
upper and lower bounds (u and l) on the number of elements in the queue at any time,
update time, are set by the user. A continuous monitoring of performance algorithm is
implemented by having a queue of training observations and dynamically altering the size
of the queue depending on its performance. As each observation is presented to
COBBIT, it attempts to predict each and every attribute that has a known value. The
percentage of correctly predicted attributes is an output of the current performance
index. The trend of this index allows for corrective action as soon as a drop in the
performance is observed. The performance index is used to determine the size of the
queue. This behaviour is intended to remove old observations with a low performance
index from the hierarchy. Also, by using the queue mechanism and the subtraction of low
performance index observations, ordering effects in the category hierarchies are only
applicable to the training observations in the queue since COBBIT does not alter the
input ordering in any way. The learned situational categories are continuously influenced
by recent observations to confirm (reinforce) or degrade (decay) learned categories or
create new ones.
The Restructuring Situator is triggered to update the learned situational categories
whenever the Recogniser module detects any new observations from the design
environment. The Restructuring Situator facilitates the incremental clustering mechanism
in COBBIT to update what has been learned. For instance, if a new set of observations is
experienced in SLiDe, the Restructuring Situator analyses the learned knowledge taking
into account the new observations and tries either to fit them within the existing
categories or to create new categories or sub categories to accommodate them. The
restructuring of situational categories is not a mere adding of a new situational category
to the existing ones but rather it is an overall restructuring that has included the
additional observations and accommodated them in the form of subcategories within the
previously learned situational categories. This approach fits well to play the role of the
Incremental Situator in SLiDe in which neither what is learned nor the environment that
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SLiDe interacts with are fixed. Both change over time as a reflection of the concept of
situatedness.
Table 5.2 An extended control algorithm (read-evaluate-learn-trim) using the queue of
observations (Kilander and Jansson, 1993).
Begin

• Object = the next observation (O) from the input

Loop

• If Object is a training observation
Then
Error = Prediction_Error(object)
root = COBWEB (object, root)
Queue = Queue + Object
MaxQSize = ((1-error) * (u-l)) + l
If Length (Queue) > MaxQSize
Then
N = 1 + (length (Queue) - MaxQSize)
4
While N > 0 Do
Extract_Object (Head (Queue))
Queue = Queue - Head(Queue)
N=N-1
Else
Predict missing values and report

5.4.3 Illustration of how the Incremental Situator works
This section presents a simple illustration of how the Incremental Situator constructs the
situational categories, its hierarchical tree structure and modifies the hierarchy in
response to a new observation. An example will be considered in which a set of
observations that consists of four observations constructed by the Recogniser module
from a set of four representations generated using the Generator module with the
interaction of the designer. The Situator module initialises its hierarchy into a single
node, basing the values of this category’s attributes on the first observation. Upon
encountering a second observation, the Situator averages its values into those of the
category and creates two children, one based on the first and another based on the
second. The Situator module continues to sort each observation through its clustering
hierarchy in which observations are stored as leaves of the clustering hierarchical tree
structure and the root node summarises all observations seen in the domain as shown in
Figure 5.4. When a new observation is experienced by SLiDe, the Restructuring Situator
is triggered to learn commencing with retrieving potential categories. To do so, at each
node the Restructuring Situator retrieves all children and considers placing the
observation in each of these categories. Each of these constitutes an alternative
clustering that incorporates the new observation. Using an evaluation function, it then
selects the best clustering. The Restructuring Situator also considers creating a new
category that contains only the new observation, and compares this clustering to the best
clustering that uses only existing categories. If the clustering based on existing classes
wins the competition, the Restructuring Situator modifies the probability of the selected
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category and the conditional probabilities of its attribute values. Thus, predictability
scores for values occurring in the observation will increase, whereas those for values not
occurring will decrease as shown in Figure 5.5. The Restructuring Situator continues to
sort the observations down through the hierarchical tree structure, recursively
considering the children of the selected category. If the clustering with the singleton class
emerges as the winner, the Restructuring Situator creates this new category and makes it
a child of the current parent node. The system bases the values for this new category’s
attributes on those found in the observation, giving them each predictability scores of
one as shown in Figure 5.6. The results of using the Incremental Situator module are a
hierarchical tree structure of the learned category along with a description of the
regularity for each situational category generated and drawn in a postscript file.
P(root) = 1.0

P (C2 | root) = 0.50

P (C1 | root) = 0.50

P (C3 | C1 ) = 0.50

P (C4 | C1 ) = 0.50

P (C5 | C2 ) = 0.50

P (C6 | C2 ) = 0.50

Figure 5.4 A hierarchical tree constructed by the Situator module.
P(root) = 1.0

P (C 2 | root) = 0.60

P (C 1 | root) = 0.40

P (C 3 | C1 ) = 0.50

P (C 4 | C1 ) = 0.50

P (C 5 | C2 ) = 0.33

P (C 6 | C2 ) = 0.33

P (C 7 | C 2) = 0.33

Figure 5.5 A revised hierarchical tree constructed by the Restructuring Situator module.

P(root) = 1.0

P (C2 | root) = 0.33

P (C1 | root) = 0.33

P (C3 | C1) = 0.50

P (C4 | C1) = 0.50

P (C5 | C2) = 0.50

P (C3 | root) = 0.33

P (C6 | C2) = 0.50

P (C7 | C3) = 1.0

Figure 5.6 A revised hierarchical tree constructed by the Restructuring Situator module.

Chapter 6

Application of SLiDe
This chapter presents a demonstration of using SLiDe to learn the applicability conditions,
ie situatedness, of shape semantics within which they were recognised from sets of
observations constructed from various representations. SLiDe modules are used to generate
multiple representations of a design composition, detect and recognise the shape semantics
in these representations, construct a set of observations from the corresponding
representations and learn the applicability conditions of these shape semantics in the form
of situational categories. These situational categories represent the regularities of
relationships among shape semantics across the observations. SLiDe updates what it has
learned in response to the newly constructed observations. The update is in terms of
reinforcing, decaying or reconstructing what has been previously learned.

6.1 Introduction
The demonstration of SLiDe in this Chapter aims at showing its capabilities to generate
multiple representations of a design composition; recognise shape semantics from these
representations; construct sets of observations from the corresponding representations;
and learn the situatedness of shapes semantics. The regularities of these relationships
are clustered in the form of situational categories. The situatedness of shape semantics
is updated in response to the new observations of the design composition. The
demonstration of SLiDe proceeds in the following sequence:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

Select an example for an architectural design composition and draw an initial
representation of it;
Use the Generator module to develop a set of representations from the initial
representation of the selected design composition;
Use the Recogniser module to detect shape semantics in each representation
and construct a set of observations for the corresponding representations
accordingly;
Use the Incremental Situator module to learn the situatedness of shape
semantics through learning the regularities of relationships among shape
semantics across the observations and cluster them in the form of situational
categories;
Use the Generator module to produce another set of representations of the
same design composition;
Use the Recogniser module to construct a second set of observations;
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Use the Incremental Situator module to update the situatedness of recognised
shape semantics and accommodate the new observations; and
Repeat the steps (v), (vi) and (vii) three or more times and monitor the
updates of the learned situational categories (situatedness of shape semantics),
and the overall restructuring of their hierarchical tree structure.

6.2 Selection of an Architectural Design Composition
SLiDe manipulates architectural design compositions composed of linearly bounded
shapes. An architectural design composition of the Exter Library (in the form of a floor
plan), designed by Louis Khan in New Hampshire as shown in Figure 6.1 is selected as
an example to demonstrate the capabilities of SLiDe.

Figure 6.1 An example of architectural design composition: The Exter Library, in the form of a
floor plan, designed by Louis Khan in New Hampshire (Clark and Pause, 1996).

6.3 Development of Multiple Representations
The selected design composition is scanned and imported into AutoCAD as shown in
Figure 6.2(a). The imported design composition is simplified by the designer redrawing
an initial representation (in the form of line segments) into AutoCAD as shown in
Figure 6.2(b). The Generator module is loaded and commences with this initial
representation of the design composition. The Generator requests the designer to draw a
frame around the design composition. The selected frame is shown in Figure 6.3(a). The
Generator re-represents the design composition in the form of infinite maximal lines.
The Generator module achieves this by extending the line segments to the boundary of
the frame drawn by the designer as shown in Figure 6.3(b). The intersections of the
infinite maximal lines within this frame are detected and saved by the Generator module
defining the design space to be searched. This module then requests the designer to
select a shape of interest from among these intersections of infinite maximal lines. The
Generator module searches the design space for any congruent shapes corresponding to
the selected shape and highlights all the corresponding congruent shapes in shaded areas
so as to be easily perceivable by the designer. The Generator does not allow for
overlapping shapes while searching for corresponding congruent shapes. Then, the
Generator module produces the first representation (N1) composed of the corresponding
congruent shapes and the leftover of the initial representation. Figures 6.4 (a), (b) and
(c) show the dimensional and geometrical constraints of the selected shape, highlighting
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the selected shape and the first representation (N1) developed using the Generator
module respectively. The designer continues to select more shapes of interest, one at a
time. Then, the Generator module continues to search the design space and generates a
set of representations, in the form of bounded polyline shapes, each of which is
composed of corresponding congruent shapes of the designer's selected shape and the
leftover of the initial representation. The first set of multiple representations is
completed when the designer decides not to select any more shapes at that time. The
results of using the Generator module to produce other different representations of the
design composition are shown in Figures 6.5(a) to 6.5(g) showing the representations
from (N2) to (N9) respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 (a) Scanned architectural design composition in Figure 6.1 is imported in AutoCAD,
(b) a simplified design composition is drawn by the designer (user) in AutoCAD and serves as
an initial representation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3 (a) Selected frame drawn by the designer around the design composition, (b) infinite
maximal lines of the design composition produced by the Generator module.
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(b)

(a)

(c): N1

Figure 6.4 The Generator module produces: (a) dimensional and geometrical constraints of the
selected shape, (b) highlighting the selected shape by the designer, and (c) first developed
representation (N1).

(a): N2

(b): N3

Figure 6.5 (a-b) A set of multiple representations developed using the Generator module
through the interaction with the designer to select shapes of interest: (a) and (b) show the
representations N2 and N3.
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(c): N4

(c): N5

(d): N6

(e): N7

(f): N8

(g): N9

Figure 6.5 (c-g) A set of multiple representations developed by the Generator module through
the interaction with the designer to select shapes of interest: from (c) to (g) show the
representations from N4 to N9 respectively.
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6.4 Constructing a set of Observations from the Developed
set of Representations
A set of representations developed using the Generator module forms the initial design
environment for the Recogniser module to interact with and learn from. The Recogniser
module detects shape semantics at each representation and produces a corresponding
observation. Some examples of recognised shape semantics in some of the
representations are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The Recogniser module constructs
each observation from the accumulation of recognised shape semantics in each
representation. Consequently, after detecting the first set of representations, a
corresponding set of observations is constructed. Table 6.1 shows the set of
observations (On) produced by the Recogniser module from the set of representations
developed using the Generator module as shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. In Table 6.1,
Mr, Mt, Rs, Rn, Ad, Ce and Dm refer to reflective symmetry around an axis, reflective
symmetry around more than one axis, simple rotation, cyclic rotation adjacency,
centrality and dominance respectively. The Recogniser module manipulates a wide
range of architectural design compositions in linearly bounded shapes. Examples of the
Recogniser capabilities to recognise various types of shape semantics from different
design compositions are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.6 An example of reflective symmetry (Mr) around an axis found by the Recogniser
module in the representation N8.
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Figure 6.7 Examples (a) and (b) of cyclic rotation (Rn) found by the Recogniser module in the

representations N1 and N3.

Table 6.1 The first set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the developed representations shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
Representation
No.

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Rs , Ad
Mr , Ce , Ad
Mr , Ce , Ad
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6.5 Learning the Situatedness of Recognised Shape
Semantics
The set of observations constructed using the Recogniser module is used as the first
input to the Incremental Situator module to learn the situatedness of shape semantics in
relation to the situations within which they were recognised. The situatedness of shape
semantics is learned in the form of the regularities of relationships among shape
semantics across the observations. These regularities are clustered in a hierarchical tree
structure. The Incremental Situator module employs its incremental unsupervised
clustering mechanism to search for the regularities of relationships among shape
semantics in the observations and categorises them in relation to situations within which
they were recognised. There are no prior categories defined to the Incremental Situator
module to measure the match or mismatch of these observations to them but rather they
are constructed based on the regularities found in these observations. This reflects that
the situatedness of knowledge is not predetermined but rather constructed. The result of
using the Incremental Situator module after exposure to the first set of observations is
indicated in Figure 6.8. The graph shown in Figure 6.8 is one of the automated forms
produced by the Incremental Situator module, in a reduced format, representing the
situational categories and their hierarchical tree structure. Each situational category is
associated with a summary description of the regularity in its observations.

Cs1

Cs2

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8 Two situational categories Cs1 and Cs2 learned by the Incremental Situator module
from the set observations constructed by the Recogniser module as shown in Table 6.1; (a)
shows a summary description of the regularity of relationships among shape semantics across
some observations; (b) shows an observation composed of a group of shape semantics

recognised from a representation.
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In Figure 6.8, there are two learned situational categories Cs1 and Cs2 each of which
represents a regularity across some of the observations among a group of shape
semantics within which they were recognised. Cs1 represents the regularity of
relationships among the shape semantics Mr, Ce and Ad that refer to reflective symmetry
around an axis, centrality and adjacency respectively. Cs2 represents the regularity of
relationships among the shape semantics Mt, Rn, Ce and Ad where Mt refers to reflective
symmetry around more than one axis and Rn refers to cyclic rotation. The entities within
a situational category, in a state description of a particular state of designing, are
candidates for both knowledge and the situation. For instance, in Cs2 each shape
semantic could be the knowledge in focus and all the remaining entities within this
situational category become candidates for the situation of that knowledge. The
situatedness of design knowledge serves as the applicability conditions of that
knowledge within which it was recognised. Thus, the applicability conditions have the
potential to guide the use of these shape semantics. For instance, choosing reflective
symmetry (Mt) to be the current knowledge in focus F1 then the other entities of Cs2
which are Rn, Ce and Ad construct the situation t1 within which Mt was recognised and
serves as the applicability conditions, ie situatedness, of reflective symmetry. In other
words, Mt is situated within these shape semantics Rn, Ce and Ad in the design
environment. Alternatively, as illustrated in Figure 6.9, if centrality (Ce) is chosen to be
the knowledge in focus F2 then the other entities of Cs2 which are Mt, Rn and Ad
construct the situation t2 of Ce within which it was recognised. This is a duality between
the entities within the same situational category, ie duality between knowledge and the
situation. Another example of duality from another learned situational category Cs1 is
shown in Figure 6.10.
F11
Focus

F2
Focus
Duality
F1
Focus

Ce
Mt
Ad

Mt
Ad

Rn

Mr
Ad

t2
Situation

Mr

Ce

Ce

Figure 6.9 An example of the duality
between knowledge and situation within the
situational category Cs2.

t11
Situation

Ad

Rn

t1
Situation

Ce

Duality

F10
Focus

t10
Situation

Figure 6.10 An example of the duality
between knowledge and situation within the
situational category Cs1.

A certain piece of knowledge could be recognised in more than just one situation. This
means that there are more than one group of applicability conditions or different kinds
of situatedness for a single piece of knowledge based on where it was recognised. For
instance, from looking at both Figures 6.9 and 6.10, it may be seen that centrality (Ce)
has two groups of applicability conditions, ie has two different situations t2 and t11.
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6.6 Incremental Learning about the Situatedness of Shape
Semantics
Due to the fluid, dynamic and situated nature of designing, changes take place in the
design composition while designing. Such changes have an effect on the relationships
among shape semantics and the situatedness of shape semantics are influenced
correspondingly. The effect on the situatedness of shape semantics could be in terms of
reinforcing, decaying or reconstructing what has been learned previously or new ones
could emerge from the new observations. One of the ways in which these changes could
be perceived is that the designer is further interested to re-interpret the same design
composition which leads to developing other representations of the same design
composition. The Generator module is used to satisfy the designer’s interest in
developing further representations and the result is a new set of representations as
shown in Figure 6.11. The generation of this new set of representations triggers the
Recogniser module to detect shape semantics in these representations and construct a
corresponding new set of observations as shown in Table 6.2.

(a): N10

(b): N11

Figure 6.11 A second set of representations developed using the Generator module with the
interaction of the designer to select other shapes of interest: (a) and (b) show the representations
N10 and N11.

Table 6.2 The second set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the generated representations shown in Figure 6.11.
Representation
No.

N10
N11

O11
O11

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Mr , Rs , Ce , Ad
Mr , Rs , Ce , Ad

The Incremental Situator module is triggered to update what has been learned whenever
the Recogniser module constructs any new set of observations from the design
environment. The Incremental Situator module facilitates the incremental clustering
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mechanism to update what has been learned previously taking into account the new
observations and trying either to associate them within the existing categories or to
create new categories or sub categories to accommodate them. Figure 6.12 shows the
learning results produced by the Incremental Situator module after having this new set
of observations as a new input. It created a new situational category Cs3 that clustered
both of the two new observations into one new situational category. This is based upon
the regularities of relationships among shape semantics found in them and their
distinction from the previous observations. In Figure 6.12, there is a new learned
situational category Cs3 accommodating the new set of observations. Cs3 represents the
regularity of the relationships among the shape semantics Mr, Rs , Ce and Ad where Rs
refers to simple rotation. An illustration of this regularity and an example of the duality
among its entities are show in Figure 6.13 wherein it may be seen that there is another
situation within which the centrality (Ce) was recognised.

Cs1

Cs3

Cs2

Figure 6.12 A newly learned situational category Cs3 emerged in response to the second set of
observations.

Assuming that once again while designing, the designer has chosen to develop further
representations of the same design composition using the Generator module. This
constitutes the third set of representations as shown in Figure 6.14. Thus, the
Recogniser module is triggered to detect the shape semantics in these representations
and constructs a corresponding set of observations as shown in Table 6.3. The
Incremental Situator module accommodated the new set of observations into two new
categories Cs4 and Cs5 as shown, in a reduced format, in Figure 6.15.
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F21
Focus
Duality

F20

t21
Situation
Ce

Mr

Focus
Ad
Mr
Ad

Rs

Ce
Rs

t20
Situation

Figure 6.13 Newly learned situational category Cs3 and an example of the duality among its
entities, knowledge in focus and its situation.

(a): N12

(c): N14

(b): N13

(d): N15

Figure 6.14 The third set of representations developed using the Generator module through the
interaction with the designer to select other shapes of interest: (a) to (d) show the
representations form N12 to N15.
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Table 6.3 The third set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the generated representations shown in Figure 6.14.
Representation
No.

N12
N13
N14
N15

O12
O13
O14
O15

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad , Dm
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad , Dm
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad

Cs1

C s3

Cs2

Cs4

Cs5

Figure 6.15 Two new learned situational categories Cs4 and Cs5 emerged in response to the third
set of observations.

The results shown so far from using the Incremental Situator module demonstrate how
the new observations were accommodated by adding new situational categories to the
existing ones (previously learned), due to their distinctive difference from previous
observations. On the other hand, from other sets of observations there is the possibility
of reconstructing the situatedness of design knowledge. Since it is not known at the time
of learning what is useful knowledge and what is not, all regularities need to be treated
as potentially useful knowledge. The Incremental Situator module has the capability to
restructure the hierarchy of its situational categories while accommodating the new set
of observations. For instance, considering a fourth set of representations developed
using the Generator module as shown in Appendix B, the Recogniser module
constructed the fourth set of observations accordingly as shown in Table 6.4. The
Incremental Situator module accommodated this new set of observations into two new
categories Cs6 and Cs7 and reinforced what has been learned with the situational
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category *Cs4. This is achieved not only through just adding these two categories to the
existing structure of previously learned situational categories but rather restructuring the
overall hierarchy to include these new categories as shown in Figure 6.16. Furthermore,
from a fifth set of representations produced using the Generator module as shown in
Appendix C, the Recogniser module constructed the fifth set of observations shown in
Table 6.5. Based on this set of observations the Incremental Situator module
reconstructed the situatedness of what had been learned previously, produced a
reconstructed situational category Cs1(a) and reinforced what had been previously
learned in both *Cs2 and *Cs3 in addition to creating a new situational category Cs8 as
shown in Figure 6.17.
Table 6.4 The fourth set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the generated representations shown in Appendix B.
Representation
No.

N16
N17
N18
N19
N20
N21
N22
N23
N24

O16
O17
O18
O19
O20
O21
O22
O23
O24

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Mr , Mt , Rs , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rs , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Rn , Ce , Ad
Rn , Ce , Ad

Table 6.5 The fifth set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the generated representations shown in Appendix C.
Representation
No.

N25
N26
N27
N28
N29
N30
N31
N32
N33
N34
N35
N36
N37
N38
N39

O25
O26
O27
O28
O29
O30
O31
O32
O33
O34
O35
O36
O37
O38
O39

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Mr , Rs , Ce , Ad
Rs , Ce , Ad
Mr , Rs , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Ce , Ad
Mr , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
Mr , Mt , Rn , Ce , Ad
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Cs1

Cs3

Cs6
*Cs4

Cs2
Cs5
Cs7

Figure 6.16 An overall restructuring of the hierarchical tree structure wherein situational
categories Cs6 and Cs7 emerged and *Cs4 is reinforced (shown dotted), in response to the fourth
set of observations shown in Table 6.4.

Cs1(a)

*Cs3
Cs8

*Cs2

Cs6

Cs5
*Cs4
Cs7

Figure 6.17 Reconstructing a previously learned situational category Cs1(a) (shown dashed);
reinforcing *Cs2 and *Cs3 (shown dotted); and creating a new situational category Cs8 in
response to the most recent (fifth), additional set of observations shown in Table 6.5.
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The Incremental Situator module has been implemented with a menu driven interface
that allows the user to navigate the learned situational categories presented in the graph
(hierarchical tree structure). The interface allows the user to change the orientation of
the graph on the screen either vertically or horizontally as shown in Figures 6.18(a) and
(b) respectively. Some statistics about the hierarchical tree structure of the learned
categories from the first observation are shown in Figure 6.18(c). These statistics cover
the created nodes on the hierarchical tree structure and the merge and split of situational
categories that occurred during learning. Figure 6.19(a) shows the result of using the
Restructuring Situator module to update what had been learned and restructure the
hierarchical tree accordingly in response to new sets of observations. Figure 6.19(b)
shows some statistics about the updated hierarchical tree structure in which merging
occurs between situational categories. The interface allows for zooming in and out to
see the description of each of the observations and the categories as shown in Figure
6.20.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.18 (a) and (b) Snapshots of the hierarchical tree structure constructed from the first set
of observations using the Situator module shown in a vertical and a horizontal direction
respectively and (c) some statistics about this hierarchical tree structure.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.19 (a) shows the result of updating what had been learned and restructuring the
hierarchical tree accordingly in response to the fifth set of observations and (b) shows some
statistics about the updated hierarchical tree structure in which merging occurs between
situational categories.
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Figure 6.20 Zooming in within the graph to see the description of the observations and their
category.

6.7 Discussion
This demonstration illustrated the use of SLiDe and its three main modules: Generator,
Recogniser and Incremental Situator to develop multiple representations as a platform
to learn from; construct observations from these representations; and learn the
situatedness of shape semantics. From the five sets of observations constructed from
five sets of multiple representations accumulating to 39 representations, the situatedness
of recognised shape semantics are summarised in Figure 6.21 in the form of 8
situational categories shown in the graph in Figure 6.17. In Figure 6.21, there are three
kinds of situational categories: constructed (Cs5, Cs6, Cs7 and Cs8), reinforced (*Cs2, *Cs3
and *Cs4) and reconstructed (Cs1(a)). The extended control algorithm (read-evaluatelearn-trim) using the queue as discussed in Section 5.4.2.4 in the incremental clustering
mechanism used in the Incremental Situator manipulates internally the decay of
observations by deleting the ones with the lowest performance index off the queue. The
shape semantics within each situational category are interlinked based on the situations
within which they were recognised. Within each situational category, if a certain shape
semantic were chosen to be the knowledge in focus, then the remaining shape semantics
form the situatedness of that shape semantic and have the potential to guide its use
based upon that within which it was learned previously. At the same time, within each
situational category there is the possibility of the duality between knowledge in focus
and other entities within the same situational category. The results within the group of
learned situational categories is that for one knowledge in focus there might be a
number of possible situations within which it could be recognised. Such possibilities
allow different alternatives for the designers to choose from based on their interests.
The chosen situation would be the one to guide the use of knowledge in focus while
pursuing it further in designing.
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Figure 6.21 Three types of situational categories: constructed, reinforced and reconstructed,
within the group of learned situational categories from the five sets of observations constructed
from 39 representations of the design composition.

Chapter 7

SLiDe in Architectural Designing
This Chapter describes some ways in which SLiDe provides interactive support in
designing compositions of architectural shapes. SLiDe-CAAD is proposed to help in
enhancing the perceptual interaction with design elements in design composition; explore
the design space for various alternatives and to help maintain the integrity of shape
semantics of interest in the design composition. These could be achieved by the use of both
necessary and sufficient conditions (predetermined), and the applicability conditions,
situated and learned while designing. SLiDe-CAAD is introduced to offer a collaboration
between the designer and the computer during the process of designing and producing a
design artefact at the very early stages of designing.

7.1 Introduction
In architectural designing most of the current CAD systems can only be used at the late
stages of the design process after most of the major design decisions have been made;
and very few can be used during the conceptual stages of designing. During the process
of designing, design solutions are fluid and emergent entities generated by dynamic and
situated designing activities. Although designers have always managed with pencil,
paper and imagination, computers could help them in designing (Stiny, 1990a).
Designers work with descriptions involving drawings in many different ways. The
ability to provide useful designing support at the conceptual stages of designing to
accommodate the situated and fluid nature of early schematic designing and for design
solutions to emerge is important. This Chapter introduces some ways in which SLiDe
could be used to achieve this goal. Integrating SLiDe with current conventional CAD
systems (SLiDe-CAAD), within the domain of designing architectural shapes could
help with providing interactive computational support in designing at the early
conceptual stages. The aims of SLiDe-CAAD are to provide a medium for the designers
to explore the design space, to enhance the perceptual interaction with design elements
and to maintain the integrity of developed design concepts based on designers' interest.
Within the proposed view of providing interactive support in designing, it is not meant
to automate the design process but rather to help designers in designing. There are
various scenarios for controlling such interaction. Chase (2000) introduced various
possibilities of control strategies of the interaction between designer and computer that
vary from full control to either the designer or the computer. Partial or major control
could be assigned to one over the other. In this thesis, the role of the computer is to help
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the designer in exploring different alternatives from which the designer may select a
new move to develop further. At the same time, using the Recogniser module of SLiDe
could provide CAD systems with the capability to recognise shape semantics in what
have been developed and bring that to the attention of the designer. The designer may
select one of the recognised shape semantics based on their interest. SLiDe-CAAD is
proposed to explore the design space in the view of the desired shape semantic. This
could help with enhancing the perceptual interaction with design elements in the design
composition.

7.2 Enhancing the Perceptual Interaction with the Design
Composition
During designing, designers usually develop their ideas in sketches. Design sketches are
not something given to the designers at the beginning of the task, but something which
designers dynamically produce from scratch during the design process (Suwa et al.,
1998a). SLiDe's input can be either a design sketch (linear shapes drawn manually), or a
drawing (linear shapes depicted in a conventional CAD system). Design sketches can be
converted to a vectorised version of the one produced using conventional CAD systems.
This process includes converting raster graphics to vector graphics. The initial data of
this process is an image. A scanned image in a raster graphics format such as GIF or
JPEG is transformed into the vector graphics format in DXF. In order to achieve this
vectorisation process the KVEC software is used to convert GIF to DXF
(http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/kkuhl/). For instance, an image of a
design sketch is shown in Figure 7.1(a), and the result of the vectorisation process is
shown in Figure 7.1(b). The output image in vector graphics is processed to clear noise
and to identify edge segments so that the expected picture of the image is achieved as
shown in Figure 7.1(c).

(a) raster graphic scanned
image

(b) vectorised contour from
the image

(c) processed drawing
cleared of noise

Figure 7.1 Conversion of a design sketch to a vectorised version that can be handled by CAD
systems.

Visual perception requires the capacity to extract shape properties and relationships
among shape parts. SLiDe-CAAD could help with enhancing the perceptual interaction
between the designer and the design composition. SLiDe-CAAD can help in exploring
the design space and bringing designer's attention to a set of congruent shapes derivable
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from their current design composition, by highlighting them and reflecting certain shape
semantics of interest to the designers. The proposed processes to achieve this goal are
indicated in Figure 7.2. The recognised shapes might attract a designer's attention to
pursue them further in designing. This implies leading designers to unintended moves.

Designer’s

Input

Initial design sketch

SLiDe’s
Recogniser
Module

Designer’s

Selection

Choose a shape
semantic of interest

SLiDe’s
Generator
Module

Designer’s

Selection

Recognise shape
semantics

Infinite maximal line
(IML) representation
“design space”

Select a shape of
interest among the
intersections of IMLs

SLiDe-CAAD

SLiDeCAAD’s
Output

Explore the design
space for other shapes
within the view of
the shape semantic of
interest to the
designer

Various alternatives of
shapes in which the
shape semantic of
of interest is recognised
among them

Figure 7.2 A framework for enhancing the perceptual interaction with the design composition.
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The initial design sketch (design composition), is converted into a drawing that can be
dealt with in conventional CAD systems as shown in Figure 7.3(a). The Recogniser
module of SLiDe can be used to detect shape semantics in the design composition. The
result of using the Recogniser module is shown in Figure 7.3(b) whereby a cyclic
rotation (Rn) is found. Designers may indicate their interest in one of the recognised
shape semantics found by the Recogniser module in their initial design composition.
SLiDe-CAAD could help in exploring the design space to find other shapes within
which the desired shape semantic is recognised. The design space of the initial design
composition is constructed using the Generator module to develop infinite maximal
lines of the initial design composition as shown in Figure 7.4(a). The design space can
be searched for other congruent shapes that satisfy the desired shape semantic. This
search is guided by both the shape semantic of interest to the designer and the selected
shape from amongst the intersections of infinite maximal lines as shown in Figure
7.4(b). The recognised congruent shapes in the view of cyclic rotation are highlighted in
shaded areas to be easily seen by the designer as shown in Figure 7.4(c).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 (a) initial design composition; (b) the result of using the Recogniser module to detect
shape semantics in the initial design composition

Designers may continue using SLiDe-CAAD to explore the design space for other
shapes that satisfy shape semantics of interest to them, eg. cyclic rotation in relation to
other shapes. Figures 4.7(d), (e) and (f) show some examples of new congruent shapes
wherein cyclic rotation is recognised. This provides designers with rich alternatives
from which to choose in further pursuing in designing. As it can be seen from these
alternatives, the use of guided search in SLiDe-CAAD could help in making implicit
shapes in the initial design composition explicit and perceivable by the designers based
on their interest in relation to a certain shape semantic.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 7.4 (a) the design space in the form of the intersections of infinite maximal lines of the
initial design composition within the frame drawn by the designer; (b) a selected shape by the
designer to be used in searching the design space for other congruent shapes that satisfy cyclic
rotation; (c) a group of congruent shapes among which cyclic rotation is recognised; (d), (e) and
(f) other examples of congruent shapes that satisfy the designer's interest in cyclic rotation.
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7.3 Exploring various alternatives in the design space
The use of multiple representations, provided by the Generator module in SLiDe, could
be useful for designers in conceptualising, exploring and perceiving their designs
differently. This helps in exploring the shapes in a design composition and enabling
designers to have a variety of representations of what has been designed which may
lead them to different discoveries from those they may otherwise have pursued. These
different representations of the same design composition help to focus the designer’s
attention on hidden features of their design elements. This is achieved through the use
of the Generator module in SLiDe as shown in Part I in Figure 7.5. The Generator
constructs the design space by developing infinite maximal lines of the initial design
composition. The designer selects a shape of interest from among the intersections of
the infinite maximal lines. The Generator searches the design space for congruent
shapes of the selected shape. The congruent shapes are highlighted by shading the
shapes and the Generator module develops a representation from the recognised
congruent shapes and the leftover of the initial design composition. Designers may
continue exploring the design space for other alternatives by selecting other shapes of
interest from among the intersections of infinite maximal lines and consequently the
Generator module develops a corresponding representation. Examples of some of the
alternate representations developed using the Generator module are shown in Figures
7.6 (a) to (f) showing the representations N1 to N6.

7.4 Maintaining the Integrity of Desired Design Concepts
while Designing
After a number of design alternatives have been generated in the exploration phase, the
designer may select one of the alternatives to pursue further. A designer might be
attracted to a specific design alternative for different reasons. One of these could be a
certain shape semantic. During the conceptual designing process, designers usually
revise the selected alternative by making changes while designing. There are two
classes of possible changes: addition and substitution (Gero, 1992a). In the context of
shape composition, the concept of addition is that shape parts are added to the existing
stock of shapes which are used to describe the design composition. On the other hand,
the concept of substitution is that some existing shapes in the design composition are
deleted and others are amended to produce different sets of possible design
compositions. It might be useful to provide designers with a tool that has the capability
to maintain consistency in shape semantics when changes are made to the concepts that
have attracted them in their designs at earlier stages. Maintaining the integrity of desired
and developed concepts while designing is another way in which SLiDe-CAAD could
provide support in architectural designing. A simplified approach to maintain the shape
semantic of interest in the design composition has been proposed by Gero and Jun
(1995b). The shape semantic that has been selected to be kept is constrained to exist
independently of other operations based on the sufficient and necessary conditions of
that shape semantic, ie situation independent. It is proposed here to maintain the desired
shape semantic by preserving both its necessary conditions (predetermined) and
situatedness (constructed). This would help not only to maintain the shape semantic of
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interest but also its situation. Maintaining the situation within which the shape semantic
of interest was recognised helps with maintaining the integrity among shapes in the
design composition as a whole. This means that the desired shape semantic is
constrained by both necessary and applicability conditions. This is to be achieved
through maintaining the other shape semantics within which the shape semantic of
interest is situated as outlined in Part II, Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5 Part I: Framework of exploring various alternatives in the design space and Part II:

Designer’s

Initial design sketch

Input

SliDe’s
Generator
Module

Designer’s

Selection

Select a shape of
interest among the
intersections of IML’s

SLiDe-CAAD
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Generator
Module

Designer’s

Selection

Designer

Infinite maximal line
(IML) representation
“design space”

Explore the design
space for other
representations

Multiple representations
of the initial design
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Choose one of the
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to pursue further
+
a shape semantic of
interest

Pursue designing with
the selected
representation

SliDe’s
Recogniser
Module

Recognise shape
semantics (necessary
conditions) from each
representation

SliDe’s
Incremental
Situator
Module

Learn the
applicability
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(situatedness) of
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SliDe-CAAD
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of desired design
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Framework of maintaining the integrity of desired design concept, shape semantic of interest, by
preserving both of its necessary and applicability conditions.
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(a): N1

(b): N2

(c): N3

(d): N4

(e): N5

(f): N6

Figure 7.6 Various alternatives from exploring the design space of the initial design
composition using the Generator module, from (a) to (f) show the representations N1 to N6.

In Figure 7.4, the Recogniser module of SLiDe can be used to detect shape semantics at
each developed representation generated while exploring the design space as shown in
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Figure 7.6. The result of using the Recogniser module is a set of observations
constructed as shown in Table 7.1 from the developed representations. The Incremental
Situator module of SLiDe can be used to learn the situatedness of recognised shape
semantics across the observations constructed using the Recogniser module. The results
of using the Incremental Situator module are situational categories as shown in Figure
7.7. These situational categories are used to define the applicability conditions of
recognised shape semantics.
Table 7.1 A set of observations produced using the Recogniser module to detect shape
semantics in the developed representations shown in Figures 7.6.
Representation
No.

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

Corresponding Observation
(On)
Rn , Ad
Rn , Ad
Rn , Ce , Ad
Rn , Ce , Ad
Rn , Ad
Rn , Ad

Cs1

Cs2

Figure 7.7 The result of using the Incremental Situator module in SLiDe to learn the
applicability conditions of recognised shape semantics across the observations wherein two
situational categories Cs1 and Cs2 are learned.

Within each situational category, if a certain shape semantic were selected to be the
knowledge in focus the remaining shape semantics within this category form the
situatedness of that shape semantic. In Figure 7.7, there are two learned situational
categories: Cs1 and Cs2. In Cs1, there is regularity among the shape semantics Rn, Ce and
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Ad that refer to cyclic rotation, centrality and adjacency respectively. Within Cs1, if
cyclic rotation (Rn) is selected to be the knowledge in focus, then both centrality (Ce)
and adjacency (Ad) are the applicability conditions of cyclic rotation. In other words,
cyclic rotation is situated within centrality and adjacency. In Cs2, there is another
situation wherein cyclic rotation is recognised in conjunction with adjacency.
The situatedness of shape semantics could be used to maintain shape semantics and the
integrity of the design composition while revising the design. SLiDe-CAAD could help
to dynamically change the association between the parts in a design composition based
upon the designers' selections of a shape semantic of interest by maintaining its
applicability conditions. The selected shape semantic of interest to the designer is
considered by SLiDe-CAAD as the knowledge in focus or a desired design concept. So,
whenever designers modify their designs, SLiDe-CAAD would automatically maintain
the integrity of their desired design concepts through maintaining the related shape
semantics that define the situation of the desired design concept.

7.4.1 Maintaining the integrity of design concepts in response to
addition of shapes
For instance, let us assume that the designer, after exploring the design space, using the
Generator module of SLiDe to develop some representations, selected one of the new
developed representations, eg. representation N3 as shown in Figure 7.6(c), as a new
move to further pursue in designing. This selected representation is now the current
design composition that the designer acts on as shown in Figure 7.8(a) wherein the
designer is interested in cyclic rotation (Rn) among the group of four shapes S1 in the
design composition. Some time later, the designer decided to add or insert a space, in
the form of a new shape S3, between the two shapes S1 and S2 in the design composition
as shown in Figure 7.8(b). Such addition required moving the shape S1 from its previous
location. Hence, the cyclic rotation (Rn) among the group of shapes S1 is disturbed by
moving one of the shapes S1 and changes its distance from the rotation centre of its
group. Yet, there is a possibility to maintain the cyclic rotation by moving the other
shapes S1 with the new distance from the rotation centre as shown in Figure 7.8(c).
Maintaining the distance between each of the congruent shapes S1 and the rotation
centre is one of the necessary and sufficient conditions of cyclic rotation. In spite of
maintaining the cyclic rotation in the design composition, the adjacency (Ad) between
each of the shapes S1 and S2 is disturbed. From the learned situational category (Cs1) in
SLiDe, adjacency (Ad) is one of the applicability conditions of cyclic rotation. Since,
cyclic rotation is the knowledge in focus, SLiDe-CAAD could help in maintaining the
situatedness of cyclic rotation via preserving all of its applicability conditions. As a
result, the shape S3 is inserted between each of the shapes S1 and S2 to maintain the
adjacency among them as shown in Figure 7.8(d) whereby adjacency is maintained in
one of its alternate forms from direct contact to a link between shapes. As can be seen
from this example, maintaining both the necessary (preconditions) and applicability
conditions (situatedness) provide a rich support to maintain the integrity in a design
composition as a whole. The necessary and sufficient conditions could be used to
maintain the shape semantics and the applicability conditions to maintain the
situatedness of shape semantics.
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S1
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(a)

(b)
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S3
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S2
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S3
S3

S1
S1

S1

S1

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.8 (a) A new move that a designer selected from the developed representations to
further pursue in designing, (b) a new space added by the designer at a later stage, (c) SLiDeCAAD could help in maintaining the integrity of cyclic rotation via preserving its necessary
conditions, and (d) SLiDe-CAAD could help in maintaining the situatedness of cyclic rotation
via preserving its applicability conditions, eg. adjacency and centrality.
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7.4.2 Maintaining the integrity of design concepts in response to
substitution of shapes
The designer may amend any of the shapes in the design composition substituting an
existing shape as shown in Figure 7.9(a) whereby the new shape S4 substitutes the
existing shape S1. The substitution of the existing shape disturbs the cyclic rotation
since the shape S4 is not congruent to the shape S1 where congruency among shapes is
one of the necessary and sufficient conditions of cyclic rotation. SLiDe-CAAD could
help in maintaining the cyclic rotation by substituting each of the S1 shapes with S4 as
shown in Figure 7.9(b). In response to this change SLiDe-CADD will check out all the
learned applicability conditions of cyclic rotation: adjacency and centrality to maintain
its situatedness. In this example, neither adjacency nor centrality was disturbed.

S4

S1
S4

S1

S2

S2
S4

S1

(a)

S4

S4

(b)

Figure 7.9 (a) Substituting one of the existing shapes (S1) with a new shape (S4), (b)
maintaining the cyclic rotation via preserving the congruency among shapes and substituting
each of (S1) with (S4).

On the other hand, there are various kinds of change that the designer may endeavour to
achieve during designing. An example of such endeavour might be similar to the one
shown in Figure 7.10(a) whereby the designer decided to join two of the (S1) shapes
together with some modifications forming a new shape (S5) that substitutes them. With
such change, the cyclic rotation is not only disturbed but also violates the constraints
within which there is no possibility to maintain the necessary and sufficient conditions
of cyclic rotation within that design composition since the overlap among shapes is not
permitted. Nevertheless, there are some other possibilities in which SLiDe-CAAD could
help designers in such a case. One of these is giving the designer the possibility of
changing the shape semantic of interest. SLiDe-CAAD then examines the possibility of
accommodating the new shape semantic as the knowledge in focus within the design
composition by trying to satisfy both of its necessary and applicability conditions and if
it is successful highlights the results visually to the designer. For instance, Figure
7.10(b) shows the expected results of changing the knowledge in focus from cyclic
rotation to reflective symmetry and in Figure 7.10(c) to simple rotation. On the other
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hand, changing the shape semantic of interest could be fully automated in SLiDeCAAD to provide designers with the successful alternatives of changing the focus. The
automated selection process could be triggered by the violation of the constraints of the
existing shape semantic of interest. The evaluation of successful alternatives of
changing the focus is measured by the ability to satisfy both the necessary and
applicability conditions of the new shape semantic within that design composition.

S1
S1
S2

S5

S5

S2

S5
(a)

S5

S5
S2

S2
S5

(b)

S5

(c)

Figure 7.10 (a) Joining and modifying two of the existing shapes (S1) to form a new shape
(S5), (b) and (c) the expected results of changing the shape semantic of interest from cyclic
rotation to reflective symmetry and simple rotations respectively.
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7.5 Discussion
This Chapter outlined some features that SLiDe-CAAD could offer to conventional
CAD systems in enriching both interactivity and designing support in the preliminary
stages of designing. These features might help with enhancing the perceptual interaction
with design elements in the design composition; explore the design space for various
alternatives and maintain the integrity of shape semantics of interest in the design
composition and its situatedness. The purpose of SLiDe-CAAD is not to replace the
designer and automatically produce solutions to a shape problem that the designer has
formulated, but to collaborate with the designer in designing and producing a solution.
Considering the use of both necessary and applicability conditions to maintain the
design integrity adds a further dimension to parametric design; that is, the situatedness
of design knowledge. The main concern in parametric design is the imposition of
constrained relationships (semantics), on the shape of objects, which enables shape
manipulation by adjusting several geometrical attributes in some fixed relationship to
each other or in a relationship to explicit changes applied to other shapes, or to the
location of other objects (Kalay, 1989; Rossignac et al., 1989). Such constraints are
predetermined and the main concern is to maintain a certain semantic in the shape
regardless of its interdependency with other semantics. Such interdependency cannot be
predefined but rather learned based on the situation within which that shape semantic is
recognised. Furthermore, these interdependencies and relationships among shape
semantics are changing based on the observations constructed from the various
representations developed while designing. The Incremental Situator module in SLiDe
could be used to capture the effect of such a change in the situatedness of recognised
shape semantics. These features provide the potential to change the nature of passive
conventional CAD systems to be active and responsive CAAD support systems at the
very early stages of designing.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
This chapter summarises the research results of this thesis. The contributions of this
research and possible directions for future research are outlined.

This thesis has presented an approach to situated learning in designing based on the
notion that both learning and designing are situated and learning design knowledge in
relation to its situation is more useful than learning it independently of its locus and
application. The concept of situatedness acknowledges that where what is done and
when, matters. The approach of situated learning in designing is to focus on
constructing a conjunction between design knowledge and the situation within which it
was recognised. The situatedness of design knowledge is perceived as the applicability
conditions that have the potential to guide the use of design knowledge. In this thesis, a
computational system for situated learning in designing (SLiDe) was conceived,
developed and implemented within the domain of architectural shape semantics. SLiDe
is an acronym coined in this thesis. The situations within which shape semantics were
recognised from a set of observations in a design composition were organised into the
form of a hierarchical tree structure. These observations were constructed from a set of
multiple representations that were generated from a single design composition. The
multiple representations allowed for various kinds of shape semantics and relationships
among those shape semantics to be recognised. The situatedness of shape semantics was
constructed from the regularities of the relationships among shape semantics across the
observations within which those shape semantics were recognised. The constructed
situations and their hierarchical structure tree change in response to new observations.
SLiDe has the capability to learn and to refine the situatedness of shape semantics
incrementally. In this Conclusion contributions of this research are presented and
possible directions for future related research are suggested.

8.1 Objectives and Results
The aim of this thesis was to develop an approach to situated learning in designing in
which computers would have the capability to learn design knowledge including
concepts of the situatedness of design knowledge. Architectural shape semantics were
proposed to be the domain of applying situated learning in designing. Four main
objectives were proposed in order to achieve this aim: development of multiple
representations; learning of shape semantics in relation to their situations; development
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of a computational system of situated learning in designing (SLiDe); and exploration of
the application of SLiDe in architectural shape designing. Research results are
summarised in view of these objectives as follows.
(i)

The objective of developing multiple representations from a single design
composition (floor plan), to serve as a platform for a situated learning system
in designing was achieved by developing an infinite maximal lines
representation of the initial shape of the design composition and developing
the Generator module that has the capability to be used with a designer's
interaction for generating various representations from a single design
composition.

(ii)

The objective of learning shape semantics in relation to the situations within
which they were recognised was achieved by developing the Recogniser
module that is able to detect shape semantics from each developed
representation and construct a corresponding observation from each
representation. The Situator module learns shape semantics in relation to their
situations through learning the regularities of relationships among shape
semantics across the observations within which they were recognised.

(iii)

The objective of developing a computational system for situated learning in
designing was achieved by developing SLiDe that has the capability to:
develop multiple representations; recognise shape semantics from each
developed representation; construct sets of observations from the developed
representations; learn the situatedness of recognised shape semantics; and
incrementally update what has been learned in response to new observations
using the Reconstructing Situator in the Incremental Situator module.

(iv)

The objective of exploring ways of using SLiDe in architectural shape
designing was achieved by demonstrating some of SLiDe's capabilities
integrated with CAD systems within the architectural domain (SLiDeCAAD), to enhance the perceptual interaction with design elements to bring
designers’ attention to hidden visual features in their designs; explore the
design space for various alternatives; and maintain the integrity of shape
semantics of interest and their situatedness.

8.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
• Multiple representations of a design composition - A design composition (shape
of a floor plan), was interpreted in various ways in which different shape
semantics and relationships among them could be recognised from the
representations. The use of multiple representations in designing allowed for the
transformations of a design between designing states. The use of infinite maximal
lines provided a rich repertoire within which multiple representations were
developed. The concept of using multiple representations to encounter various
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states of situatedness was implemented. The development of multiple
representations achieved using the Generator module in SLiDe served as a
foundation upon which many kinds of inference were developed. At each
representation there were opportunities to recognise various shape semantics and
reinforce or decay their situations. A learning system may identify the
regularities of relationships among recognised shape semantics to learn within
which situations those shape semantics were recognised.
• Shape semantics recognition - The recognition of shape semantics is a kind of
appreciation of semantics in design compositions. Shape semantics are
recognised in terms of similarity of spatial relationships and physical properties.
The identification of shape congruency is an important constituent for
recognising some of the shape semantics. Building on the work of SPARS (Cha
and Gero, 1998), the Recogniser module developed in SLiDe helps with
endowing the computer with the ability to appreciate the shape semantics within
each developed representation through recognising various sets of shape
semantics. Three sets of shape semantics that are among the most prominent
semantics in architectural shape composition can be recognised using the
Recogniser module: expression; symmetry; and modality. Expression includes
dominance and adjacency; symmetry includes reflective symmetry around one
axis or around more than one axis, simple or cyclic rotation, translational
repetition and scaling; and modality includes centrality, radiality and linearity.
The Recogniser module has the capability to detect each representation against
these sets of shape semantics.
• Learning the situatedness of recognised shape semantics – The acquisition of
design knowledge is a capability constructed in action within the situation. This
leads to the notion of situatedness to provide the potential for guiding the use of
knowledge. The concept of situatedness is borrowed from situated cognition that
asserts “where you are when you do what you do matters”. Since it is not
possible in designing to know beforehand what knowledge to use in relation to
any situation, then there is a need to learn knowledge in relation to its situation
within which it was recognised. The Situator module developed in SLiDe has the
capability to learn the regularities of relationships among shape semantics across
the observations produced using the Recogniser module. The Situator module
clusters these regularities in the form of situational categories in a hierarchical
structure tree. The learned situational categories carry with them the applicability
conditions of recognised shape semantics. Within each learned category, if a
certain shape semantic were chosen to be the design knowledge in focus, the
remaining shape semantics within this category form the applicability conditions
of this shape semantic within which it was recognised across the observations.
The duality between knowledge in focus and its situation has been exploited.
This provided the opportunity to learn the mapping from one to many in which
there might exist a number of situations within which the design knowledge in
focus could be recognised. This enriches the relationships between design
knowledge and its states of situatedness.
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• Incremental learning of the situatedness of recognised shape semantics –
During the process of designing the relationships between knowledge and
situation are not treated as static, but are invariably subject to change. This is due
to the processes of restructuring and reinterpretation. Once the situations have
been constructed using the Situator module, they can be updated. The
incremental process of learning the situatedness of recognised shape semantics
involves: constructing new regularities of relationships among shape semantics;
reconstructing learned regularities to include new shape semantics that are
relevant to a learned situation; reinforcing learned regularities to empower what
has been learned; and decaying learned regularities to decline some of what has
been learned. The observations that SLiDe learns from might be constructed at
different points of time and usually not in order of their importance. Incremental
learning of the situatedness of shape semantics is achieved by developing the
Incremental Situator module in SLiDe in which the concept drift is considered to
almost eliminate the effect of the order of observations in the learned situational
categories. Incrementally updating the situatedness of what has been recognised
makes SLiDe sensitive to the new observations whenever they are constructed.
• The utility of SLiDe in architectural designing – Conventional CAD systems
can only be used at the late stages of designing when most of the conceptual
designing issues have been concluded. Integrating SLiDe with conventional CAD
systems in the domain of architectural shape composition (SLiDe-CAAD), could
help with providing interactive support in designing at the early stages. SLiDeCAAD could enhance the perceptual interaction with design composition in
which it can help in exploring the design space and bringing designers’ attention
to a set of congruent shapes derivable from their current design composition, by
highlighting them and reflecting certain shape semantics of interest to designers.
The use of multiple representations, provided by the Generator module in SLiDe,
could be useful for designers to conceptualise, explore and perceive their designs
differently. This helps to explore the shapes in a design composition and allows
designers to have a variety of representations of what has been designed in which
it may lead them to different discoveries from those they may otherwise have
pursued. The applicability conditions for each recognised shape semantic,
learned using the Incremental Situator module in SLiDe, could be facilitated to
maintain its situatedness in the design composition as well as the integrity of the
design composition as a whole while refining the design. SLiDe-CAAD could
help to dynamically change the association between the parts in a design
composition based upon the designers' selections of a shape semantic of interest
by maintaining its applicability conditions. The necessary and sufficient
conditions predefined in the Recogniser module could be used to maintain the
integrity of the shape semantic of interest in particular while refining the broader
design composition.
• Definition of future related research – The concepts developed and the results
achieved in this thesis led to the definition of future related research as outlined
in section 8.3.
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8.3 Future Work
The computational system of situated learning in designing developed in this thesis is an
initial step to capture the situatedness of design knowledge while designing. The
concept of situatedness is not limited to what has been explored in this thesis. It is far
richer in its potential in which further concepts could be included within the
situatedness of design knowledge. More experience and additional research are required
to realise the ultimate goal of this research. This research can be extended in the
following directions.

8.3.1 Situated learning within the context of use while designing
The framework of situated learning in designing developed in this thesis can be
extended to construct the situatedness of design knowledge within the context of use
while designing. During the process of designing, a design solution is a fluid emergent
entity generated by dynamic activities in which design elements change over time
according to changes in the immediate context. The design solution is created by the
designer’s situated activities. So the situatedness of design knowledge could be
constructed in a computer-based interaction from a continuous stream of designer’s
actions. The benefit of learning the situatedness within the context of use over learning
the situatedness of design knowledge within which it was recognised (as it has been
developed in SLiDe) is that the situatedness of design knowledge could be learned as it
is encountered in action while designing. In designing, various transformations take
place during the development process of reaching a design solution. Hence, the context
changes when design transformations are applied to the initial design composition. So,
alternatively to develop a set of multiple representations of a design composition from
its infinite maximal lines representation to serve as a platform of SLiDe is to capture
each set of transformations in action while designing and learning or updating the
situatedness of design knowledge in response to them. Most importantly, is that a
mapping could be drawn between designers’ actions that led to certain transformations
and their consequences on the situatedness of design knowledge. The change in SLiDe’s
framework would be as shown in Figure 8.1. The sequence of procedures for changing
Slide’s framework is as follows.
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Use the Recogniser module to detect shape semantics from the initial design
composition and construct an observation.
Use the Situator module to learn the situatedness of recognised shape
semantics based on their relationships in the first observation. The Situator
module initialises its hierarchy to a single node basing the values of this
category’s attributes on the first observation
Observe designer’s actions and capture both designer’s actions and the current
design composition whenever transformations take place as a new
representation and use the Recogniser module to construct a corresponding
observation.
Use the Restructuring Situator module upon encountering a new observation
to update the initial hierarchy structure to accommodate the new observation
through either incorporating it in the previous category or creating a new
category.
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Learn the relationships between designer’s actions and their effect on the
situatedness of recognised shape semantics.

Designer’s Interaction
Designer’s
actions

Input

SLiDe

Design Environment

Initial design
composition

Transformations

Input
Transformed design
composition

Designer’s
actions

Input

Transformations

Transformed design
composition

Recognition

Recogniser
Recognise shape semantics from the current
design composition
Construct an observation from the current
design composition

Situatedness

Situator
Learn the situatedness of recognised shape
semantics

Restructuring Situator
Update the situatedness of recognised shape
semantics upon encountering a new
observation

Learn the relationships
between the designer’s
actions and the effect on
the change of situatedness
of recognised shape
semantics

Figure 8.1 An initial framework of SLiDe’s possible further development to learn within the
context of use while designing.

8.3.2 Considering the role of functional knowledge while learning the
situatedness
Designing includes transforming stated human needs into a design composition whose
functions are to satisfy the required needs (Rosenman and Gero, 1998). Essentially a
structural description of a design composition tells what it is, while a functional
description tells what it intended to accomplish. That is, functional descriptions specify
actions with effects that interest us (Mitchell, 1990). Another possible direction that is
rather intriguing is to consider the relationships of function, structure and behaviour
while constructing the situatedness of design knowledge. That is, learning the
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situatedness of shape semantics recognised in an architectural shape composition is not
only according to what the shapes in a design composition look like, but also according
to their suitability. In a given situation, the effects of various actions performed by the
designer could be sorted to "useful" or "irrelevant" based on the effects of these actions
in satisfying the predefined functional requirements. The actions with useful effects
could be regarded as goal oriented and therefore be classified based on that. Such
classification is relative to a state of knowledge and a point of view. A claim that an
action is useful invites a question about the viewpoint of considering emergent
functions. Since in designing, neither the state space nor the goal state is fixed, then a
reasonable way to consider them is to evaluate the usefulness of actions based on both
explicit and emergent functions to consider possible uses that were not intended. Recent
cognitive studies of designers’ activities (Suwa et al., 1999) showed that designers were
able to find important aspects of a given problem and thereby invent design issues or
requirements during the process. They were able to invent design issues or requirements
through interaction with sketches, sometimes by using explicitly articulatable
knowledge, and sometimes by constructing justifiable reasons on the fly, while
designing.

8.3.3 Using SLiDe within an autonomous situated agent-based
designing system
An agent is a finite system with beliefs, goals and actions (Russell and Norvig, 1995).
An autonomous agent is an agent capable of reacting to and reasoning about events that
occur in its environment, executing actions in order to achieve goals in its environment
and communicating with other agents (Das et al., 1997). For an agent to do so, it needs
to construct its beliefs over time from its own experiences. This could be achieved by
comparing the effects of actions with resulting percepts. Cherniak (1986) introduced the
minimal conditions of an agent to be rational. An autonomous agent determines its
behaviour from its own experience. If the agent learns by interacting with the
environment, performs actions and receives percepts via its own sensors it will build not
only models which fit the agent’s perception of the environment but also build a model
in its own terms (Smith, 2000).
Thus, another direction for extending the research presented in this thesis would be to
facilitate SLiDe within a framework of an autonomous agent-based designing system.
SLiDe can be set within an agent-based designing system that interacts with an
environment which is itself a model of the evolving design viewed as an external
representation for the agent. Instead of the agent constructing elaborate internal world
models within which to learn (as developed in SLiDe), the proposed agent would
interact with the external representation imitating a designer. An initial framework is
shown in Figure 8.2. The proposed framework constitutes the environment and the
agent. The environment presents the external representation. The agent builds its view
about the environment through its sensors. The agent has containers for information,
called pools, and functions that process information and transfer it among pools. The
external representation (EXT) contains a representation of the agent’s environment. The
pools contain representations of the agent’s model. The sensors detect the environment,
perceive its representation and place their output in the percepts (PERC) pool.
Depending on the agent’s goal and focus of attention, the external representation in the
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EXT can be perceived in various ways. The perception function (P) determines what the
agent perceives. Hence, it decides what sensors should be used to construct the percepts
and place them in the (PERC) pool. The cognition function (C) provides a means of
additional cognitive inferences based on the percepts in the (PERC) and constructs the
current situation from its percepts and places its output in the situation pool (SIT). The
handling function (H), given the current situation and goal situatedness, prepares some
actions and places them in the actions pool (ACT). The action function (A) executes the
actions prepared by the handling function (H) causing some transformation in the
environment. In response to the new changes in the external representation the agent’s
sensors are activated and consequently the agent’s updated view of the environment is
constructed. Different views of the environment constructed by the agent allow for
manipulating existing objects to discover new objects and relationships which are
important activities in conceptual designing. The agent could discover such
relationships from its interpretations of perceptions of the external representations. The
agent’s interpretations would be altered in response to the effects of its actions on the
external representation. Since such an agent is assumed to useful in conceptual
designing where the designing task proceeds without having sufficient knowledge at the
outset to complete the design, then the agent needs not only to discover objects and
relationships but also to recognise useful patterns so as to facilitate progress in
designing.
Autonomous agent-based
Designing system

Environment
EXT

Functions
Perception Cognition

P

Handling

C

H

Action

A

Sensors
External
Representation
of a design
composition

PERC

SIT

ACT

Percepts

Situations

Actions

SLiDe
Pools

Figure 8.2 An initial framework of an autonomous agent-based designing system.
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Appendix A
Recognising various Shape Semantics using the Recogniser
module of SLiDe
Recognition of Simple Rotation (Rs)

ei =
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2

1
3
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Recognition of Radiality (Tr)
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Recognition of Translational Repetition (Pr)

ei = 1 2 3

1
2
3

Recognition of Scaling (Es)

ei = 1

3 2

2

3

1

Recognition of Linearity (Ls)
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Appendix B
The fourth set of representations developed using the
Generator module of SLiDe
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Appendix C
The fifth set of representations developed using the
Generator module of SLiDe
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Appendix D
Abstracts of Papers Published from the Research in this
Thesis
(1) Gero, J. S. and Reffat, R. M. (to appear). Multiple representations as a
platform for situated learning systems in designing, Knowledge Based
Systems.
This paper introduced the development of multiple representations as a platform
for learning design knowledge in relation to the situations within which it was
recognised. The benefits of this approach derive from the fact that knowledge is
more useful when it is learned in relation to its situation and less useful when it
is learned out of context. The situation is the way in which knowledge is located
in relation to its surroundings. The situatedness of knowledge is constructed
through learning which parts of the surroundings are in conjunction with it
across different representations of a design composition. In order to learn the
situatedness of design knowledge a medium is needed to present the design
composition from different views, each of which allows for various situations to
be encountered. What makes multiple representations useful in the context of
situatedness is that they provide the opportunities for different and rich
relationships among design knowledge to be constructed. This provides a system
within which to learn from a number of representations in which the situatedness
of knowledge can be discerned and learned. Architectural design compositions
were chosen as a vehicle for the demonstration of the concept of situatedness in
designing because the discovery of relationships among parts of the design
composition are fundamental tasks in designing. The paper showed how
multiple representations could provide a platform for situated learning systems
in designing. What kind of situated knowledge could be learned from some of
the possible representations of an architectural design composition is discussed.
The regularities of relationships between design knowledge and its situations are
investigated.
(2) Reffat, R. M. and Gero, J. S. (2000). Computational situated learning in
designing: Application to architectural shape semantics, in J. S. Gero (ed.),
Artificial Intelligence in Design’00, Kluwer, Dordrecht (to appear).
This paper presented the development of a computational system of Situated
Learning in Designing (SLiDe). Situated learning is based on the concept that
knowledge is more useful when it is learned in relation to its immediate and
active context, ie its situation, and less useful when it is learned out of context.
The usefulness of design knowledge is in its operational significance based upon
its situation within which it was recognised. SLiDe elucidates how design
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knowledge is learned in relation to its situation and how designing situations are
constructed and altered over time in response to changes taking place in the
design environment. SLiDe is implemented within the domain of architectural
shapes in the form of floor plans to capture the situatedness of shape semantics.
SLiDe utilises an incremental learning clustering mechanism (not affected by
concept drift), that makes it capable of constructing various situational
categories and modifying them over time. The paper concluded with a
discussion of the potential benefits of using SLiDe during the conceptual stages
of designing.
(3) Reffat, R. M. and Gero, J. S (2000). Towards active support systems for
architectural designing, Education of Computer Aided Architectural Design
in Europe, eCAADe18 2000 (to appear).
This paper proposed the application of a situated learning approach in designing
integrated with a conventional CAD system. The approach is implemented in
SLiDe (Situated Learning in Designing) and integrated as SLiDe-CAAD, to
provide interactive support in designing exemplified within the composition of
architectural shapes. SLiDe-CAAD is proposed to assist in exploring the design
space for various alternatives of design compositions; recognising shape
semantics from a design composition; and in maintaining the integrity of shape
semantics or desired design concepts of interest in the design composition.
SLiDe-CAAD is introduced to provide a collaboration between the designer and
the computer during the process of designing.
(4) Reffat, R. M. and Gero, J. S. (1999). Situatedness: A new dimension for
learning systems in design, in A. Brown, M. Knight and P. Berridge (eds),
Architectural Computing: From Turing to 2000, eCAADe and The
University of Liverpool, UK, pp. 252-261.
In this paper we adopted the approach that designing is a series of situated acts,
ie designing cannot be pre-planned to completion. This is based on ideas from
situated cognition theory that claims that what people perceive, how they
conceive and what they do develop together and are adapted to the environment.
For a system to be useful for human designers it must have the ability to
associate what is learned to its environment. In order for a system to do that such
a system must be able to acquire knowledge of the environment that a design
constructs. Therefore, acknowledging the concept of situatedness is of
importance to provide a system with such capability and add on a new
dimension to existing learning systems in design. A situated learning system in
designing (SLiDe) is developed and has the capability to construct its own
situational categories from its perceptual experiences and modify them if
encountered again to link the learned knowledge to its corresponding situation.
We have chosen architectural shapes as the vehicle to demonstrate our ideas and
used multiple representations to build a platform for a SLiDe to learn from. In
this paper the concept of situatedness and its role in both designing and learning
are discussed. The framework of a SLiDe is introduced and how the potential
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outcome of such a system will support human designers while designing is
discussed.
(5) Reffat, R. M. and Gero, J. S. (1998). Learning about shape semantics: A
situated learning approach, in T. Sasada, S. Yamaguchi, M. Morozumi, A.
Kaga and R. Homma (eds), Proceedings of CAADRIA ’98, CAADRIA,
Kumomoto, Japan, pp. 375-384.
Designers recognise or make sense of objects in the context "situations" of other
things. Designing cannot be predicted. The designer has to be “at a particular set
of states” in order to decide what to do. The inability to determine a priori all
design states implies that any design process cannot be pre-planned and design
actions cannot be pre-defined. Situated learning is based on the concept that
knowledge is contextually situated and is fundamentally influenced by the
context in which it is used. We proposed a situated learning approach in the
domain of architectural shapes designing. This paper elaborated the concept of
situated learning and demonstrated what it produced in the domain of shape
semantics.
(6) Gero, J. S. and Reffat, R. M. (1997). Multiple representations for situated
agent based learning, in B. Verma and X. Yao (eds), ICCIMA’97, Griffith
University, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, pp. 81-95.
Designers interact with the world not as actors following preconceived plans but
relate to the situations encountered. Learning the situatedness of design
knowledge is as important as learning design knowledge. Knowledge can be
represented in many ways. Multiple representations combine the advantages of
different representational forms within one system. Situated agent-based
learning discovers and acquires useful knowledge and recognises the situation
from multiple representations of the knowledge. In this paper, a model of a
situated agent-based learning is described and the use of multiple representations
in learning knowledge is presented.

